
LIVINGSTON WERNECKE: AN IDOL IN YUKON MINING ANNALS
 and

THE HOUSE OF THE GUGGENHEIMS

by Jane Gaffin

“The pioneers did not read history; they made it...In developing the mineral wealth of a continent and building a great 
industry things do not ‘just happen’; they are brought about by men who have the wit to see and the courage to do. Our  
predecessors were men with these qualities. They fought great battles against heavy odds and they have left us a great 

heritage. Many of them we cannot know in person for they have ‘gone over the range’, but we do well to know what 
they did and how they did it.” 

                                                                                                                                   -- H. Foster Bain, New York, June, 1932, Excerpt 
from the Introduction to

A History of American Mining by T.A. Rickard.

Livingston Wernecke (1883 - 1941)
(Photo by Ted Wernecke)



Charles Theodore (C.T.) and Jane Wernecke were by far the prime influences in nurturing 
and shaping the young minds of their two sons.

To the best of their abilities, the parents taught Livingston and Chauncy morals and manners. 
They guided the boys toward the path they wanted their sons to trod and trusted they would 
remain as sure-footed as a Montana pony and journey through life as straight as the 
topography would allow.

Besides parents, everybody needs non-related mentors, too.

Three wise men were dominant in awakening and developing Livingston’s career goals and 
guiding him through the three main stages of his life.

One man was Robert Statham Williams who entered Livingston’s world during his formative 
years.

Not much is known about Williams although he was a man of stature. His obscurity is 
probably a throwback to his quiet, retiring disposition. Except for his friendship with 
Livingston’s father C.T. Wernecke and Dr. Thomas Sadler Roberts, he made few social 
contacts, either because he was too shy or perhaps he preferred to operate as a loner. 

Williams, who was of average size and bearded, conveyed a duke-like dignity. His spine was 
as straight as a gun barrel and he held his head proudly high. At an advanced age, he 
continued wearing a dignified white goatee and was still walking in an erect posture.

As a youth, Williams chased gold rushes, first to Montana in 1879, then to Alaska in 1898-99. 
What little is known about his eclectic assortment of paying jobs cannot be credited for his 
accumulation of money but did add up to a very colourful résumé indeed.

His foremost interest was natural history. He was an amateur botanist and ornithologist with a 
bent for anything scientific. 

Eventually, he donated his extensive bryological collection of mosses and liverworts to the 
New York Botanical Garden, a decision that gave his life new meaning and direction. Today, 
University of Montana academics at Missoula herald him as their “moss hero”.

A second mentor was Milnor Oaks Roberts, a university professor and vital contributor who 
remained a close personal friend for the rest of Livingston Wernecke’s life.

The personable, fun-loving, respected educator and academic was Dean of the School of 
Mining Engineering at the University of Washington, 1901 to 1947. Highly-popular, Dean 
Roberts knew all the grandees worth knowing in the incestuous mining circles of the day and 
was instrumental in launching and keeping the careers of his bright, young students boosted. 
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Another eminent mover and shaker was Frederick Worthen Bradley, a brilliant mining and 
metallurgical genius, president of Bunker Hill & Sullivan Mines in Idaho and the Treadwell and 
Juneau group of mines in Alaska. He was always on the look out for auspicious young talent. 

When Bradley and Wernecke connected professionally, theirs was a mutual admiration and 
strong bond that like minds and ambitions tend to forge.

-------

Livingston A. Wernecke (Honour Roll) was born under the big sky country of Montana 
Territory on January 16, 1883, the first of two sons born to Charles Theodore Wernecke and 
Nancy Jane Finney Wernecke.

Their newborn was no different from most babies to the extent that his birth was a blessed 
event representing a new life and the beginning of a whole new generation. However, this 
was an extra special baby and the choice of a name was symbolic.

Livingston was neither born post-stagecoach nor pre-train era. He was born smack dab on 
the cusp of a new dawning. Rail transportation captured the zeitgeist in American history and 
the settlement of the West while redefining the sense of long-distance travel. 

The previous pace of life would seem slow and ponderous in comparison. Settlers bid a quick 
adieu to the unpleasant, unreliable and tortoise-pace stagecoach travel. Rain, slush, wagon 
roads churned to chocolate pudding and equally as bad ptomaine-tainted roadhouse slop 
were not romantic. Neither were the constant threats of robberies at gunpoint. 

Pioneers warmly greeted the arrival of steel rails, iron horses, noise, flying sparks and coal 
smoke puffing volcanically from the stack. They felt relatively easier about traveling safely. 
They could move cattle and ore to market expeditiously and expect to receive their letters, 
parcels and Eastern newspapers in a timely, pre-paid fashion. 

Trains spelled the end of an era for travellers like Henry Sewall Bradley, the father of one of 
Livingston Wernecke’s mentors to be. Bradley was forced to cover the distance from East to 
West by the fastest commercial means possible. The best option open was to leave Boston 
on a three-sail barque in early October, 1849, sail around Cape Horn, finally planting his feet 
in San Francisco over seven months later on May 8, 1850. Although Bradley barely arrived in 
time to catch the tail end of the California gold rush, the prominent mining engineer did very 
well for himself.

The idea of a country connected by a network of railroads excited people’s imagination. The 
coming of the long-anticipated transcontinental transportation through Montana spelled an 
almost giddiness of intensive economic investment and speculation in gold and copper 
mining and created an unimaginable boom in the cattle industry
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Suddenly, the territory was steeped in a large, interesting mix of prospectors, geologists, 
ranchers, cowboys and wool and fur traders. Whiskey peddling was a sideline thrown in for 
good measure. 

As it happened, the day before Livingston made his debut to the world was a day of glorious 
celebration. On January 15, 1883, there was much ballyhoo and whistle-blowing as the first 
westbound Northern Pacific steam locomotive chuffed and panted into the two-month-old 
town and hissed, clanked, wheezed and ground to a squeaky halt at the end of the freshly-
laid track in front of the Livingston, Montana train depot.

Construction crews moved out of the railroad camp that was named for Charles Livingston, 
an affluent New York director of the Northern Pacific Railroad. The workers continued laying 
track toward the west with the intention of meeting the crews who were working their way 
east. The contact point would be Gold Creek where a dignitary would pound the ceremonial 
Golden Spike on September 8, 1883.

Northern Pacific Railway steam engine 
celebrating the completion of the railroad at
Gold Creek, Montana, September 8, 1883.
(University of Washington Libraries Photo Collection)

The railroad crews had to abandon Livingston. In doing so, they depopulated the bustling 
town to about 150 people. Those remaining were mostly railroad employees, too. 

Soon, the citizens of Clark City, a settlement situated a few miles to the southeast, packed 
their bags and belongings and brought their families and businesses to settle in the new town 
with a future. It had a captive tourist trade. A spur line designated Livingston as the gateway 
into the natural wonderland of Yellowstone National Park.
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(Left) Picture postcard of Northern 
Pacific's train depot at Livingston, 
Montana. (fruitsfromwashington.com/
History/railroad.htm)

(Photo Right) The red and yellow brick 
train depot at Livingston is a restored 
version of the 1902 Northern Pacific 
Railroad station and headquarters. 
This elaborate building was number 
three, preceded by an 1882 wooden 
facility which burned and a brick 
replacement structure. It became 
inadequate for the brisk rail traffic of 
somewhat affluent passengers the 
Northern Pacific was carrying to 
Yellowstone National Park and a third 
one was built. The Livingston Depot 
was always a busy and important 
connection center, situated roughly an 
equal distance between the terminals 
of St. Paul, Minnesota and Seattle, 
Washington. (Wikipedia Photo)

It was no surprise that by the end of 1883, Livingston was home to 3,000 people.

Livingston, only 25 miles east of Bozeman, was crowded almost immediately with employed 
inhabitants and decent families. Yet the instant town couldn’t escape the rough and tumble of 
other frontier settlements. Immediately, 33 saloons nudged their way to prominence and the 
town boasted an infamous red light district.

Citizens were determined to quickly embrace an air of respectability. They possessed the 
common denominator of good neighborliness and gentlemen’s agreements were their 
honour. Their word, sealed with a handshake, was a better pact than any legal document.
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They had faith in their God. The plethora of saloons and liquor stores were offset by various 
denominations of churches represented by Presbyterian, Catholic, Episcopal, Methodist and 
Baptist ministers.

Livingston was soon a good cross-section of dentists, doctors, lawyers, teachers, a sheriff 
and deputies, clothing stores, harness shops, sawmill, lumber company, hotels, and a school.

Nelson Howell partnered with a carpenter named Newland. The skilled craftsmen were very 
busy hammering and pounding. They constructed permanent houses, framed office buildings, 
replaced tents and temporary shelters and took orders to build boats, wagons and sluice 
boxes.

Several banks, one where Charles Livingston sat as an officer, did loan transactions with the 
farmers, ranchers and breeders and sellers of horses, mules, cattle and sheep.

In this type environment Livingston Wernecke learned his work ethics and an intolerance for 
booze and brothels, a moral code that would later clash with the conduct inherent in coarse 
mining towns of the North.

From a tender age up, he was fascinated with rocks which would lead him to a geological 
career. Gold and copper mining were in full swing to help stimulate his curiosity. His 
captivation with all earth and celestial sciences would later augment his techniques that 
marked his prominence in Washington State and the Alaska Territory as a talented geologist, 
mining engineer and claim surveyor.

His brother Chauncy, roughly four years younger than Livingston, was born about 1887. He 
also had a knack for the sciences that led to his becoming an acclaimed civil engineer and 
land surveyor in Washington State.

Chauncy was more outgoing and in public view than his brother. Livingston, like his father, 
was private and possessed a reserved streak. Livingston was kind, generous, mannerly and 
polite but his reticence would ultimately lead to confusion with his miners who could not obey 
instructions that he was loath to verbalize. 

Neither did Livingston want his name published except as a byline attached to a few technical 
papers he wrote himself. He never wanted journalists to quote him and seldom 
condescended to be photographed. He did have a soft spot for his kids and capitulated to the 
gentle persuasion of his grown son. Theodore, an amateur photographer, practiced portrait 
shots on his famous father and captured him on a few bush outings and at work over a 
microscope in his science laboratory.

While Livingston was never known to address conferences or other public gatherings, he did 
give closed-door dissertations at board meetings and classrooms. On his meteoric business 
trips between Juneau, Alaska and San Francisco, California, Wernecke made concentrated 
efforts to voluntarily stop in at Seattle, Washington to give lectures to Dean Roberts’ geology 
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and engineering classes. As for one-on-one, he was a dynamic educator but he remained shy 
of publicity.

Livingston’s father, who billed himself as C.T., bought and commissioned furs in Montana and 
later in Seattle. He manufactured leather items such as knife and rifle sheaths and gold 
pouches, fur-lined buckskin garments, buffalo coats and hats and readied the heavy hides as 
warm lap robes for stagecoach passengers.

When the jolty overland transportation was supplanted with comfortable railroad coaches and 
Pullmans, the sales for warm buffalo robes were severely crimped until the demand was 
rekindled. Mobs had to be armed with buffalo clothing and robes before flocking out of Seattle 
for the far north’s gold rushes of the Klondike, Fairbanks and Nome from 1897 into the early 
part of the 1900s.

C.T. Wernecke’s father-in-law, John D. Finney, was a Methodist minister who moved about 
the Montana Territory as needed. In 1882, he was reported showing up in a Methodist 
mission in dreary Fort Benton to give spiritual discourses and help save the souls and sanity 
of people living too long in the remote wilds of the frontier. 

Some of the Fort Benton souls he saved pushed on to live in Montana’s leading city of 
Helena, which was designated the capital when statehood came in 1889. 

Reverend Finney had a daughter Nancy Jane born about 1858. She married Charles 
Theodore Wernecke, who was born about 1852.

Some of the Wernecke relatives lived in Minneapolis where their long-standing business 
evolved from hardware and furniture into the full-line Kampff-Wernecke department store 
complete with a pharmacy and clothing. It seemed natural that C.T. Wernecke would be into 
buying furs for the purpose of manufacturing custom-made clothing.

Mrs. Wernecke’s sister, believed to be named Josephine, married Nelson Howell, a carpenter 
based in Livingston, Montana. The younger Finney brother, John W., eight years younger 
than sister Jane, was born about 1866. He later worked as C.T. Wernecke’s garment cutter in 
Seattle.

-------
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Robert Statham Williams, A Family Friend

Livingston Wernecke held a strong affinity for the outdoors. Family 
lore contends that he spirited off in at age 15 and was gone nearly 
three years to the Klondike goldfields in the company of his father’s 
39-year-old friend, Robert Statham Williams.

It is conceivable that Livingston was granted permission to be away 
from his studies to go on such a journey during summer holidays or 
part of the year that Williams was away. Travels with a teacher of such 
calibre would be a great educational benefit for a young lad whose 
knowledge about rocks, botany and birds would be enhanced a 
thousandfold. 

Besides, Mr. Wernecke often went North and may have 
accompanied Williams and taken his son on such an adventure.

While the exact circumstances are not known, Williams did set off on his own privately-
funded expedition. He was known for chasing gold rushes. He never staked claims nor 
engaged independently in the risky gold-mining business. But he did have an acumen for 
prosperity. Instead of going broke shoveling creek gravel, perhaps he was the one selling the 
shovels to the miners.

Williams, like a good poker player, played his cards close to his vest. But the results were 
obvious. Maybe he made money as a Montana sheep rancher at a time when sheep far 
outnumbered cattle.

For sure, he didn’t get rich working for wages in the mines or as a Great Falls librarian or 
carrying U.S. mail by horseback along the Mussel Shell River in the Belt Mountains to far 
flung mining camps and ranches. 

Still, undeniably, he had an uncanny Midas touch for making money from gold rushes with a 
seemingly steadily-increasing income from his investments, which survived the Great 
Depression of the 1890s only to be lost during the Great Depression of the 1930s.

In 1898, Williams hooked up with a gold-rush party hastening to the Yukon Territory by boat 
to Skagway, Alaska. The group set off from the Dyea trailhead over the Chilkoot Pass and 
sailed down the Yukon River to Dawson City.

Then he pushed on down the mighty river and spent most of his time in the Yukon River 
basin of Alaska before returning to Seattle. Essentially, he was gone about a year and 
devoting all his spare time to moss-collecting.

Back in the continental United States in 1899, he abandoned Montana for the Bronx, a 
borough of northeast New York City. His outstanding and substantial collection of specimens 

Robert Statham Williams 
(1859-1945), botanist
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was far beyond his ability to properly care for and he reluctantly donated his work to the New 
York Botanical Garden, a museum founded as an advocate for the plant kingdom in 1891.

His was a radical decision perhaps. But in following his heart and his dream, his 
determination to devote his life to scientific endeavors led to his becoming one of the world’s 
foremost moss experts.

Besides his Minnesota and Montana collections, Williams donated his handsome, northern 
plant collection, which, despite his short tenure there, represented one of the first extensive 
collections made in Alaska.

His first Botanical Garden staff appointment was as a museum aid, a position he held for over 
five years in absentia during his globe-trotting years under the auspices of the institution from 
1901 to 1908.

He was sent on several extended collecting trips to Bolivia and Peru (1901-03), the 
Philippines (October 1903-August 1905) and Panama (1908). While away, he was appointed 
to loftier positions. In January, 1906, he was named assistant curator; in 1910, administrative 
assistant; and, finally, in 1932, research associate in bryology.

His large collections provided an abundance of knowledge to eventually write and release an 
authoritative account on Philippine mosses in 1914. As a moss specialist, a number of plants 
were named in his honour. 

He regularly contributed articles about his findings to a variety of periodicals. One of his favourites 
was The Bryologist, a journal of the Sullivant Moss Society. 

In 1901, when his protégé Livingston Wernecke enrolled in the University of Washington, was 
the year Williams joined an English company on his first trip abroad. 

While on this expedition with crews crossing the Andes Mountains looking for minerals and 
rubber, he contracted a mysterious tropical illness which almost killed him. He never 
mentioned his life-threatening bout in articles nor is he known to have revealed details to 
colleagues. 

The trip was successful insofar as he returned to New York alive; and, two, he had an 
enormous collection of Bolivian and Peruvian plants safely in tow.

In September, 1903, the management board dispatched him to Manila to conduct botanical 
explorations and make collections of the Philippine Archipelago in cooperation with a Bureau of 
Agriculture and Forestry. 

His strong intention that Panama was to be his last trip in 1908 was overturned when the 
Botanical Garden purchased the William Mitten Herbarium, an important collection of 
bryophytes, containing hundreds of new species described by the owner. In 1909, a 50-year-
old Williams was sent to Hurstpierpoint, England, to supervise the packing and shipping.
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Then he set his foot down and stayed home. Williams was one of the few Botanical Garden 
botanists who could then devote himself full time to bryology. When the many botanists 
approached him for help with moss identification, Williams bent over backwards to fulfill their 
requests. As a bonus, he often drew detailed illustrations for them.

By age 81, Williams was slowing down. In 1940, he moved back to Minneapolis, Hennepin 
County, where he was born on May 6, 1859 and died on March 13, 1945 in his boyhood 
home. He was predeceased by his friends C.T. and Jane Wernecke and their son, Livingston.

His obituary was written by his close friend and long-time colleague from the Young 
Naturalists’ Society, Dr. Thomas Sadler Roberts. It was published in the October, 1945 issue 
of The Auk, a prestigious ornithology publication. Dr. Roberts noted that as the bachelor grew 
older, he became rather reclusive, taking little interest in passing events. 

“But he was loyal to his old friends and fond of talking about the early days. His 
speech was concise and direct and confined strictly to the subject under 
discussion. Any attempt at small talk seemed only to confuse him.

“Up to almost the last he took a three-mile daily walk around one of the park lakes 
near his home.

“His end came quietly, and a niece, Miss Ruth Williams, with whom he was living, 
said that ‘he just seemed tired of living and laid down and died,’ an appropriate 
ending for a man of Robert's temperament.”

Robert Statham Williams was the son of Thomas Hale Williams, founder and first librarian of 
the Minneapolis Athenaeum, the forerunner of the Minneapolis Public Library. Robert grew up 
in the shadows of his father’s profession, so it was fitting that he should slide into a librarian’s 
position at Great Falls, Montana.

Robert, an inherently bright lad, was formally educated in the Minneapolis High School and 
University of Minnesota, though he graduated from neither.

Initially, his early interest in natural history focused on ornithology and he wrote a series of 
columns published in a Minneapolis newspaper. During his teen-age years he made a small 
collection of birdskins which ended up in study trays of the Minnesota Museum of Natural 
History. 

When he went to Montana, his interest naturally shifted to the feathered inhabitants of that 
specific region between 1879 to 1890, as evidenced in The Auk. Later, in the Bronx, his 
observations transferred to the movements and nesting habits of local birds that he wrote 
about in the Journal of the Botanical Garden.

Although flora predominated his attention most of his life, he remained true to his avian 
friends. For 59 years, he was an associate of the American Ornithologists’ Union. 
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When only 16 years old, he helped organize the Young Naturalists’ Society in conjunction 
with Thomas Sadler Roberts and a few other youth of high school and university vintage who 
were very serious about learning. They formed committees, assigning each with various 
branches of natural history for study, then reported back with their respective findings.

It was a small but intellectual club with notable results. Thomas Sadler Roberts went on to be 
a medical doctor; Clarence Herrick became the first president of the University of New 
Mexico; and Robert Statham Williams became one of the world’s leading authorities on 
mosses.

Williams was loyal to the Society for five years. Then, at age 20, he dashed off, like a legion 
of other Minnesotans, over an old wagon road that conveniently connected Minneapolis to 
the Montana goldfields.

Some historians claim that Williams was lured to Montana because of his ardent love of the 
outdoors and natural history. More importantly, he was striking out on his own to grasp the 
thrill surrounding the gold rush of 1879.

The promise of adventure would stir most youth to go out to see what the world had to offer. 
Besides, Williams was no dummy. The full-cry excitement of the Montana gold rush that 
sprang up in the vicinity of Clark City (Livingston) was a golden opportunity to acquire money.

He is said to have worked in the mines a short while before pushing north to Great Falls, the 
roots of his success as an explorer and businessman. The log cabin he built was one of the 
first--if not the first--on the site of present-day Great Falls where he was a sheep rancher, or 
possibly he leased out the 400 acres granted him on August 16, 1889. Wool was at a 
premium then.

Losing the lion’s share of his retirement cache to the Dirty Thirties when he was too old to 
start over was a blow that contributed to his waning health. He also lost his zeal for bryology. 
Upon reaching the ripe age of 81 in 1940, he retired to his Minneapolis boyhood home where 
he lived out his life. 

-------

In 1889-1891, Clarence A. Wernecke, believed to be Livingston’s grandfather, was living in 
Helena. Other Wernecke relatives began to proliferate the nearby town of Cascade in the 
Great Falls area around the turn of the century.

To take advantage of the brisk commerce and a superior education system that Seattle 
offered, the C.T. Wernecke, J. W. Finney and Nelson Howell clans eventually pulled up 
stakes and moved to Washington State. 

Presumably, they boarded a train and headed straightaway for the progressive, pulsating city 
that had partially recovered from the Panic of 1893.
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Seattle had been dealt several grim punches that would have put most cities down for the 
count. Despite the struggles of the economic and social turmoil, in June of 1893, railroad 
tycoon James J. Hill brought his transcontinental rail online. Great Northern whistled back 
and forth delivering lumber and other products to the nation from the Seattle waterfront.

America was in the throes of displacing an agrarian lifestyle with an industrial economy. Like 
most economic depressions, the one of the 1890s was fostered by poor political and financial 
judgements in far away Washington, D.C. Like all economic depressions, it created a social 
disorder. Wave after wave of rural Americans and European immigrants fled the farmlands 
hoping to make their stakes in the glitter of western cities. They swarmed westward, further 
overpopulating the already immigrant-clogged cities.

Instead of finding golden opportunities, they found insolvent companies, bank closures, 
corruption, white-collar citizens stealing public funds, mass layoffs, labour unrest and 
acrimonious disparities escalating between industrialists and their workers.

A shocked Seattle was facing its first major economic depression. When the panic hit, the city 
was still rising from the ashes of the devastating 1889 fire. Yet, from the day Seattle was 
founded circa 1853, it proved to be resilient.

Seattle was partially recuperated from its social ails by the time the Wernecke family and 
relatives converged on King County sometime around 1896. Ironically, the irrepressible city’s 
healthy recovery came in 1897-98 on the back of the Klondike gold rush which was spawned 
by the Great Depression keeping the mass migration in motion.

The main route to reach Canada’s Klondike was via Alaska’s deep-sea landing spot at 
Skagway. By luck rather than design, Seattle was in the perfect geographical setting to 
provide the golden gateway to the goldfields.

The city was turning a brisk trade outfitting the crush of Klondike-bound prospectors and con 
artists, eager to mine the miners, and good-time girls capable of fleecing them all. Multitudes 
milled restlessly on the dock guarding their year’s worth of supplies while champing at the bit 
to ship out north so that a 30,000-strong juggernaut could close in on the same patch of 
ground no bigger than 800-square-miles in size. 

The harbour was like a circus juggling act. Not only was Seattle the arrival point for boats 
returning from the North to pick up more human cargo, livestock and freight, it was the 
maniacal departure point for the many overloaded boats on which the frenzied forces were 
desperate to book passages north. 

Mr. Wernecke’s trips north were probably missions for buying furs and seal skins, although he 
could have any number of avocational interests and may have joined his son Livingston who 
supposedly went on an expedition with Robert Statham Williams in 1898.
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From the time Livingston and Chauncy came to Seattle they wrapped their new hometown 
around them like a comfortable old sweater. 

Both Wernecke boys grew up to be loyal advocates to the University of Washington (UW). 
While Livingston was studying mining engineering, he was paid a small sum to serve as a 
student assistant to Dean Roberts from 1904 to 1906. Some of his duties were to keep 
classrooms, library and labs tidy and ready for use and to prepare lectures, which he 
sometimes delivered.

Livingston, a star student and innate leader, always accepted his membership in any 
university and professional organization seriously. His name did not languish on a roster. 
Rather, he was always an active participant. He accepted invitations to join Sigma Xi, a 
scientific honorary society; Tau Beta Pi, an engineering honorary society; and Kappa Sigma, 
a social fraternity.

That is not to say that Kappa Sigma’s primary purpose was staging social events. The club 
promoted good students, good neighbours, good citizens and groomed members to be 
gentlemen of good character.

Its code stressed good conduct in all acts becoming of a gentleman and that examples of 
moral behaviour be set for others. It stressed obedience of laws and the intolerance of 
unlawful acts by self and others and to refrain from abuse of alcohol and drugs. 

This moral training, already formalized at his mother’s knee, would come into conflict with 
what he would encounter in the decadent environment of northern mining camps.

After graduating, the Wernecke boys deposited theses as well as technical and historical 
papers with their alma mater. One contribution from Chauncy, who received his Bachelor of 
Science in Civil Engineering in 1910, dealt with the Northern Pacific Railroad. The creator of 
the Northern Pacific file was Amos Slater, a geological mining engineer, born 1875, Park 
County Colorado.

Livingston, who graduated four years ahead of his brother in 1906, submitted a paper that 
outlined recommendations and implementation on handling the caving problems at an 
Alaskan mine. He also wrote on such fascinating subjects as the economic value of the 
Alaska Juneau Mine and glaciation of the Keno Hill area.

His aunt and uncle, Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Howell, settled in Seattle’s nearby rural community 
of Fall City. Both places were contained within King County and within a comfortable distance 
for the Werneckes and Howells and Finneys to visit back and forth once a week for traditional  
Sunday dinners.

When Livingston and his wife, Mabel, were in town from Cordova, Alaska, or other remote 
camps where they were based, they called on the relatives. The occasions were worth a write 
up in the Issaquah Press’ society page. Either the Nelson Howells or the John Finneys were 
noted as hosting the Sunday dinners for the family gathering.
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The bustling area running between the piers and the rebuilt commercial district of Seattle was 
called Railroad Avenue. Under the trade name C.T. Wernecke Furs, the manufacturer of 
buckskin and leather goods, Mr. Wernecke opened a shop at #809 Railroad Avenue on 
Columbia Dock. It wasn’t until late 1908, when Livingston and his wife were living in Cordova, 
that Mr. Wernecke bought a piece of commercial Front Street property from William Bell.

The original shop was quite close to the Werneckes’ Boylston Avenue house where they lived 
during 1897-98. It also was in an easy seven-block distance to where 14-year-old Livingston 
was attending Seattle Central High School at 7th Avenue and Madison.

When the family moved circa 1899, their new residence at 1717 4th Avenue was even a 
closer walk for the 16-year-old Livingston to the red brick school building.

Livingston, a clever student, completed his junior year but did not graduate from Central High. 
He entered the University of Washington program in 1901. The same year, Professor Milnor 
Roberts was named Dean of the School of Engineering and was canvassing and 
encouraging gifted students to enroll.

By 1900, Seattle Central had been registering increasing numbers of high school students. 
The Seattle School Board couldn’t afford the higher costs for a place to deliver its education 
programs and was in a state of flux.

It’s not clear if all Grade 12 students were sent to finish high school at the University of 
Washington campus, or, in an effort to relieve pressure on Central High, only the gifted 
students transferred to get a head start on their university curricula.

For sure, highly-motivated students like Livingston Wernecke, who were inquisitive learners 
and demonstrated an aptitude for math and science, could pass on to the notable educational 
facility.

A succinct explanation was given in his father’s thank-you letter to Robert Statham Williams 
who had sent a book in 1901. Williams, who was not the author, seemingly graced the pages 
with some of his illustrations. Sadly, the book’s title and subject could never be determined.

In a flowing hand, adorned with flourish and curlicues, C.T. penned his letter on business 
stationery. It was dated June 5, 1901.

“To Prof. Robert S. Williams, New York, N.Y. 

“Dear Friend Robt.

“Your book rece’d. Livingston is devouring it by inches. I could see the marks of 
your hand work in it. Am still advancing in furs. Got a professional cutter now. Built 
our first Seal Skin Jacket last week. Building some fine goods now. Some Rush to 
Nome this spring. Sold out of Robes. Last week sent Jack Brown on his way to 
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Nome. Dave was working for his uncle at Dawson. Norburg got in a bad place to 
work. Got paid off 20 cents on the Dollar. Geo Ruth was still at Dawson. I have not 
been North since last spring. No one to leave in charge now since J.W. Finney, my 
wife’s brother, left. He is in a butcher shop at Gilman. Livingston starts to the 
University this fall. Through High school. With honor in all his studies. We are all 
well. Surveyor at work from Columbia Falls north for a RR for J.J. Hill. We can not 
tell what will happen in Old Col. Falls. It is lunch time. Just now must stop and eat. 
Mrs. Essess still with me.

“Truly yours, 

“C.T. Wernecke.”

When Livingston passed all his exams and qualified for the next step in his education, it was 
his introduction to the School of Mining Engineering and the beginning of a life-long friendship  
with his mentor, Dean Milnor Oaks Roberts.

Milnor Oaks Roberts, A Class Act

Milnor Oaks Roberts was born in New York on March 10, 1877, only six years older than 
Livingston Wernecke who was born January 16, 1883. Yet as a student and in his maturity, 
Wernecke always respectfully addressed him as Professor Roberts or Dean Roberts, while 
other students referred to him simply as “Dean”.

He was a big hit with students. Many acknowledged him as their all-time favorite University of 
Washington teacher. He made learning enjoyable, therefore, easy. He was a good-natured, 
fun-loving campus leader who could turn wet field trips into memorable occasions.

He led small parties on weekend mountain hikes or 10-day ski outings to Mount Baker and 
Mount Rainier. In summers, he hand-picked several student assistants to accompany him on 
geological expeditions in Washington State and British Columbia, Canada. 

Besides renowned for his stellar university work, he was a highly-regarded private consultant 
in the field of mining and metallurgy. For the summers of 1912 to 1914, he and Wernecke 
partnered as coal consultants and took student assistants to help with geological 
reconnaissance in the Queen Charlotte Islands of British Columbia and the Kenai Peninsula 
of Alaska. 

Regardless of rain or shine, wet or cold, his young charges followed the Dean’s example and 
never complained. As a bonus, they always learned something fascinating and useful about 
minerals and mining that stuck for the rest of their lives.

He was a thorough, hands-on educator. He reviewed every graduate thesis in the School of 
Mining Engineering that evolved through several name changes and mergers until the word 
“School” was elevated to “College”. 
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The graduates from the University of Washington from the decade 1900 to 1910 were 
special. They contributed considerably to the development of mining and mineral extraction 
throughout the west. One specifically was Livingston Wernecke who became famous in 
Juneau gold mining circles and found jobs for at least 15 of UW’s Mining Engineering 
graduates.

Dean Roberts showed quite a knack for charming professionals into donating money to the 
mining program, a fact not lost on Wernecke who remembered his educational roots. He also 
convinced his boss and mentor, Fred Bradley, to co-found and co-fund a loan program to help 
promising mining students who required financial assistance at his alma mater. 

Livingston Wernecke and Milnor Roberts may not have known each other before meeting at 
the University of Washington. But the men were linked through the Northern Pacific Railway 
and Livingston, Montana. Possibly, Wernecke’s parents or grandparents knew Roberts’ father 
William Milnor Roberts.

In 1869, William M. Roberts made a reconnaissance to determine the feasibility of a route for 
the Northern Pacific Railroad. The famous surveyor served as the company’s chief engineer 
from 1870 to 1879. Then the Brazilian government stole him for a South American job.

Roberts Hall that houses the College of Engineering at Montana State University, Bozeman, 
was built in 1923 and honours the world-class American civil engineer and surveyor.

Like father like son. Roberts Hall houses the College of Science and Engineering at the 
University of Washington. The hall, built in 1921, is named in honour of Dean Milnor Oaks 
Roberts.

The Dean’s father, William Roberts, was born in 1810 in Pennsylvania as a Quaker who 
descended from a long line of mathematical whizzes. Since there was no such thing in his 
day as an engineering degree, he started his on-the-job apprenticeship at age 15.

Roberts was a lean, black-bearded chap. In 1837, at age 27, he married the 19-year-old 
daughter of the chief justice of the Pennsylvania Supreme Court. Anne Barbara Gibson died 
early. After a 20-year marriage, Roberts was suddenly a single parent to six children.

More than 10 years passed before he remarried in 1868. There was a 27-year age gap 
between the 58-year-old Roberts and his 31-year-old bride. Adeline de Beelen, the daughter 
of an upper-crust Pittsburgh family, was descended from the Baron de Beelen, the first 
Belgian Ambassador to the United States. The marriage produced a second-family of four 
children.

The twins, Milnor Oaks Roberts and Milnora de Beelen Roberts, were born in New York on 
March 10, 1877. They were only four years old when their father contracted typhoid fever in 
Soledad, Brazil and died on July 14, 1881.
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Milnor attended school in Hartford, Connecticut before the family settled in Colorado Springs 
where Milnor attended Cutler Academy and Colorado College. In 1896, he transferred to 
Stanford University in Palo Alto, California. After earning his bachelor of arts degree in 1899, 
he carried out a graduate program in the sciences of mining engineering and geology from 
1899 to 1901.

Neither Dean Roberts nor his sister Miss Milnora ever married. They shared a gabled house, 
complete with two main living floors, plus basement and attic space, at the corner of Seattle’s 
45th Street and 15th Avenue (4501 15th Avenue, NE) for 52 years until Miss Milnora died at 
age 80.

The bachelor Milnor lived on in the house another eight years until his death at age 88 in 
1965. The obituary noted he had no survivors. The brother and sister combo would entertain 
such distinguished dinner guests as Stanford alumni; author and mining historian and 
engineer Thomas Arthur Rickard, whose relatives hailed from Montana, and his wife 
Marguerite; and Mr. and Mrs. Wernecke, as Mabel reminisced in a 1955 letter to the twins.

Milnora de Beelen Roberts’ name remained attached to the residence, even after her death 
circa 1957. The house, one of Seattle’s classics, was celebrated for its unusually large 
Craftsman architecture, a popular style in the Pacific Northwest during the early 1900s.

It was 1901 when the University of Washington regents were on the prowl to find someone to 
head the mining and metallurgical engineering program and appointed Roberts, a young 
graduate freshly sprung from Stanford University.

After a short transition period, during which time curriculum was developed, Roberts was 
appointed head of what had become the official School of Mining Engineering. Although 
Roberts was an inexperienced 24-year-old when he came to the University of Washington, 
what he lacked in application he made up for in presence.

Working in tandem with Dean Henry Landes, head of the School of Science, and with the 
continued assistance of special classroom lecturers, the dynamic and charismatic Dean 
Roberts propelled the School to great leadership heights on campus and established it as an 
integral part of the university’s education system.

Fortunately for the School of Mining Engineering, Seattle hosted the Alaska-Yukon-Pacific 
Exposition in 1909. After the big-ticket trade fair was dismantled, the brick power house was 
remodeled into offices, classrooms and a laboratory for mining, metallurgy, ore dressing and 
coal washing.

Mines Hall, as it came to be known, was the nucleus for the School of Mining Engineering. It 
was not unusual in winters to see the athletic Dean arrive at his Mines Hall office on cross-
country skis.
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Dean Roberts arrives at work on skis. (UW Photo)

Intended or not, from the outset the personable 
professor remained at his station for 46 years, 
shepherding untold numbers of bright students 
through the UW’s School of Mining Engineering. 
He loved his work and didn’t retire until he was 70 
years old in 1947, holding the title dean emeritus 
until his death.

For sure, Dean Roberts was a dynamo leader. He 
designed, redesigned and upgraded equipment for 
use in four successive mining and metallurgical 
labs.

As an example-setter and campus leader, he 
donated much time to extracurricular activities, too. Within a year of coming to the university, 
he joined the Athletic Committee and served 15 years as its chairman.

Dean Roberts frequently served on boards as an officer in local and national engineering 
societies, such as the American Institute of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers (AIME), and 
wrote many technical papers for publications.

Through contacts in professional organizations, Roberts was able to woo the troupes into 
donating lecture time and money to the School of Mining Engineering. Since the inception of 
the University of Washington as a public school in 1861, the mandate had been to 
disseminate information and to ensure that every person who aspired to a university degree 
had access to an affordable education.

Dean Roberts, a noted philanthropist, didn’t ask of anybody else what he wouldn’t do himself. 
He established several university bursaries of his own and attached his twin sister’s name to 
an art scholarship.

-------

Livingston Wernecke was a tall, striking fellow of 23 years old. He had a full head of black, 
wavy hair and glacier-blue eyes shaded by thick, black eyebrows. Though quiet, kindly and 
popular, he had a strong personality of a man who knew where he was going.
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He was socially proper as well as an honours graduate in mining engineering. Before leaving 
for Nome, Alaska, he stayed to walk across the stage, accepting his Bachelor of Science 
diploma at the University of Washington graduation ceremony on June 13, 1906.

Over the years, Dean Roberts’ glowing reports ranked Wernecke as one of the university’s 
most noted and accomplished graduates and as the most prominent university student to 
graduate in the field of mining engineering.

Preceding graduation, Dean Roberts had endorsed his student with the kingpins of the 
Guggenheim emporium. That summer of 1906, Wernecke was hired to carry out legal 
surveys of gold-dredging claims on Alaska’s Seward Peninsula.

The Guggenheims

The Godfather of the Guggenheims (Honour Roll)--a top contender for the 
richest and most powerful family in the world--had passed away the year before, 
on March 15, 1905. Meyer Guggenheim of New York City had contracted a 
severe chest cold and died within two weeks of going to Palm Beach, Florida. He 
was 77.

He had fulfilled his ambition of seeing seven of his eight sons become multi-millionaires. (One 
son, Robert G., an identical twin to Simon, the U.S. Senator, had died of unknown causes at 
age eight in 1876).

Meyer’s three daughters didn’t do too shabbily, either. Jeanette, the oldest daughter, married 
a Gerstle from the wealthy Jewish mercantile family who were well-connected politically. The 
youngest, Cora, had married a Rothschild, the Jewish bankers who won top honours as the 
richest and most powerful family in the world. Rose, the second from last child, married a 
Loeb, a renowned New York Jewish family of investment bankers.

Most of the Guggenheim sons took up new careers as philanthropists, not because they 
loved humanity but because they loved their money and wanted to hang onto it. Foundations 
and trust funds are tax shields. Each tried to outdo the other with fancy displays of generosity.

They indulged themselves in their pet benefactions of art, aviation, architecture, hospitals, 
monuments and museums. They donated gobs to the New York Botanical Garden.

The philanthropical mood struck second oldest Guggenheim son, Daniel, when the 
cataclysmic, headline-grabbing earthquake and fire virtually destroyed San Francisco on
April 18, 1906--just two months before Livingston Wernecke’s graduation ceremony in 
Seattle.

A multitude of Washingtonians--including some UW sorority sisters--had canvassed for 
medical supplies, blankets, food and money and gone to California to administer relief in 
whatever way possible. Daniel sent buckets of cash pushed in two carts through the rubble 
for distribution to a 400,000 population of which over half were homeless.
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Originally, the family worked together under the banner of M. Guggenheim’s Sons, importers 
of Swiss textiles. After 1906 the company was called Guggenheim Brothers. Another 
enterprise, Guggenheim Exploration Company, abbreviated Guggenex, was formed to 
explore worldwide under the leadership of crackerjack engineer John Hays Hammond.

The Guggenheims were a powerful force to be dealt with during the late 1800s and early 
1900s. Not only did they control silver, lead and copper prices in certain periods of history, 
they controlled the federal government, too. When a U.S. president climbed into bed with the 
Guggenheims or an administration engaged in a sparring match with them, the federal 
government lost.

Interestingly, when the Guggenheims sold their textile business and went into mining and 
smelting, the next to the youngest son, Simon, who had personality to burn, went to Colorado 
to look after the family interests.

Despite his affiliations with a large monopoly, he soon became popular. Just how popular was 
a rare spectacle demonstrated by voters sending a corporate magnate to the United States 
Senate from the State of Colorado where the anti-trust prejudice was particularly rampant. 
Simon, the first family member to go into public life, was elected to serve a six-year term 
lasting from January, 1907 to January, 1913.

The probable high point of the Guggenheims’ involvement in U.S. and world mining was circa 
1910. At the outbreak of World War I in 1914, the Guggenheims controlled about 80 percent 
of the world’s copper, silver and lead and were in the enviable position to dictate prices.

By war’s end in 1918, the Guggenheims were criticized as profiteers. They had refused to 
reduce metal prices at the request of U.S. Democrat President Woodrow Wilson, who took 
the United States into the war in 1917. If the Guggenheims didn’t obey, Wilson threatened 
expropriation. The Guggeneheims didn’t comply but bent a bit. They pegged copper at about 
23.5 cents per pound, almost double the 12.5 cents per pound pre-war price.

Granted, the already-rich Guggenheims were far wealthier and more powerful after four years 
of war than before its start, the exact reason industrialists love wars. The world consumes 
more metals during wartime for airplanes, artillery and other heavy equipment and munitions. 
It is plausible that by the war’s closure they were the second richest Jewish family in the 
world next to the Rothschild financiers.

As the adage says, “You have to make hay while the sun shines”. Their late father had a little 
different version. Meyer Guggenheim’s business motto was, “Get money but don’t try to do it 
by walking over the graves of your fellowmen.”

The perception of the Guggenheims’ racketeering practices cost them in terms of the good 
reputation established by the family patriarch. Further, the Guggenheim boys were criticized 
for their abysmal labour-relations record. Son Daniel was specifically disliked as a “union-
busting capitalist”.
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-------

Seemingly, there was no end to the lunacy. The economic depression of the 1890s and the 
Panic of 1893 can be blamed on the federal government and perhaps the hard-nosed 
captains of capitalism. 

At one point during U.S. President Benjamin Harrison’s watch of 1889 to 1893, a recklessly 
extravagant Republican-dominated Congress had squandered nearly $100 million in treasury  
surplus playing favoritism to wealthy industrialists, including railroaders.

Meanwhile, out West where silver was mined, operators were bellowing for a guaranteed 
market for their product.

A federal act of 1878 required the government to buy a monthly $2 million to $4 million in 
silver to mint coins. The Sherman Silver Purchase Act of 1890 required the government to 
buy an additional 4.5 million ounces of silver bullion every month at market price.

The unintended consequences was the government’s extra silver purchases almost equalled 
the total monthly output of the mines. It translated into the government overbuying and the 
mines overproducing.

Further, the law had unwittingly assigned an artificial value to the silver that exceeded what 
the public market was paying. Silver went from 90 cents per ounce to $1.25 per ounce. Soon, 
the glut deflated the price of silver.

The law obligated the government to pay for the silver bullion purchases through the 
issuance of treasury promissory notes that could be redeemed either in silver or gold. 

When confidence in silver eroded, mine operators and investors redeemed all their 
government-held notes in gold. Pulling down the U.S. gold reserves triggered inflation and 
whipped up the Panic of 1893.

The passage of the Sherman Silver Purchase Act did not resemble any constructive political 
logic flowing from Washington, D.C. It was a thoughtless piece of political game-playing as 
politicians traded votes. In 1890, in order to propel their Sherman Silver Purchase Act into 
law, the Democrats had to prostitute themselves by promising to give support to the 
Republicans’ McKinley Tariff Act.

The government was obviously messing where it shouldn't have been. As an agrarian 
lifestyle was replaced with an industrial economy, agricultural prices were falling while 
farmers faced heavy debts. Republican Representative William McKinley’s protectionist bill 
looked good on paper yet his theory was doomed to failure in practice.

The onerous tariff subjected most products to a sharp tax hike that averaged 48 percent, the 
highest protective tariff in American history at the relevant time.
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The McKinley Tariff Act of 1890, a charade of protecting American industries from foreign 
competition, provoked a backlash. The law that set the tariff rate in proportion to the 
estimated value of the products coming into the United States drove up the prices of farm 
equipment and failed to halt sliding agricultural prices.

The masses were rendered poorer because their money didn’t stretch as far as it had before 
passage of the tariff act. In a vicious inflationary circle, everything cost more because 
manufacturers had to increase the cost of products to offset increased overhead.

Miners can’t increase the cost of their product that is determined in the marketplace any more 
than farmers can move their land. The tariff act penalized foreign ore coming into U.S. 
smelters for refining. To avoid the crushing tax, the Guggenheims simply moved their 
smelters across the border to be closer to the Mexican mines.

The public was as incensed as were the industrialists. At the 1892 polls, the electorate turfed 
U.S. President Benjamin Harrison and a bunch of his political cronies.

When the Panic of 1893 broke out, U.S. Democrat President-elect Grover Cleveland 
shepherded a repeal of the Sherman Silver Purchase Act through Congress to prevent 
depletion of the country's entire gold reserves. It calmed the troubled waters somewhat. Even 
so, the depression hung on throughout the decade.

Although Cleveland campaigned on tariff reform, he wasn’t able to temper the McKinley Tariff 
Act until 1894. The replacement wasn’t good but anything was better than the travesty 
introduced by McKinley, who was subsequently elected U.S. president because he favoured 
big business. He was shot.

------

The result of the Sherman Silver Purchase Act allowed the Guggenheims to earn unexpected 
excess profits from their silver production in the United States whereas the McKinley Tariff Act 
was strangling them.

Instead of shipping ore to their Colorado smelter from Mexico at a loss, the ingenious Daniel 
Guggenheim hopped across the border to have a chat with Porfirio Díaz, a president open for 
bribes. It was the beginning of the Guggenheims’ smelter-building empire. In 1890, Daniel 
won concessions from Diaz to build three smelters, explore and buy mines, import duty-free 
equipment and operate tax-free for 20 years.

The Guggenheims became omnipresent, their name a household word. Any company their 
mining enterprise didn’t control in the world's metal industry, the Guggenheims looked for and 
usually found a way to get their hands on it.

-------
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The Guggenheims were Swiss-German Jews, dating back to widower Simon Meyer 
Guggenheim (1792-1869) and his brood from Langnau, a Swiss village west of Bern, noted 
for letting Jews live there, albeit was restrictive and oppressive. 

Simon Guggenheim had a son Meyer born in the ghetto on February 1, 1828. In 1836, 
Meyer’s mother died at an early age, no doubt worn out from giving birth to a dozen babies in 
a compressed time. Life had been difficult for the tailor father. Neither was it rewarding for his 
son Meyer, who worked as a journeyman tailor until the family pulled up roots when he was 
19 years old.

The romantic scuttlebutt goes that in 1847, the widower and his offsprings were crossing the 
ocean in search of a better life in America. On the same vessel was a girl from another 
Jewish village in Switzerland, not far from where Meyer and his family had lived. Barbara 
Myers was traveling with her widowed mother, Rachel Myers.

Parents and children became acquainted and from that meeting two romances blossomed. 
The widow and the widower married. Five years later, in 1852, the 24-year-old Meyer had 
enough money saved to marry his 18-year-old sweetheart, Barbara, a deeply religious young 
woman who took great pleasure in helping others.

The buzz is that theirs was a happy, 48-year marriage that produced 11 children, all born in 
Philadelphia: Isaac; Daniel; Murry (sic); Solomon; Benjamin (died in the Titanic sinking, April, 
1912); Jeanette (died in childbirth at age 26 after a year’s marriage to a well-to-do Gerstle); 
Simon (U.S. Senator, whose identical twin died of unknown cause at age eight in 1876); 
William (the black sheep), Rose and Cora.

The Guggenheim Machine (l to r): Benjamin (controlled smelter operations); Murry (company salesman); 
Isaac (financial matters); Papa Meyer (white-haired patriarch); Daniel (business head, scored Mexican 
concessions and ASARCO); Solomon (contact agent); Simon (ore treatment; Republican U.S. Senator 
from Colorado; Keno Hill Mining), William (smelter operations; black sheep). (Google Photo Collection)

-------

The mutton-chopped, German-speaking Meyer Guggenheim, who never forgot the value of a 
dollar, literally pulled himself up into a multimillionaire status by his own boot straps. He 
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started out selling the laces for the boots, then progressed into the more lucrative lace 
business.

Despite getting off the boat with every count against him, Meyer Guggenheim had a 
fabulously extraordinary career.

He came to America deficient in money and the English language and lacked knowledge 
about the country’s financial institutions and business practices. Outside his own family, he 
didn’t know anybody. Further, he was confronted with anti-Semitic social barriers.

He possessed only his own wit and wisdom which he tenaciously dragged with him like a 
survival kit. He was blessed with clear thinking, a courageous spirit and a visionary mind. He 
easily adapted to his new surroundings and learned quickly how to overcome problems.

He was a shrewd businessman. Like a sponge, he soaked up every detail connected with 
acquiring money. Wherever he saw an opportunity, he pursued it with diligence.

He was gifted with a creative bent and initiative. Hard work accounted for the reason his 
wholesale importing businesses thrived and netted the merchant a handsome profit by 1880.

When the Guggenheims landed in the Pennsylvania city of Philadelphia they were dirt poor. 
The father Simon Guggenheim and his son Meyer started their mercantile business peddling 
any sellable household item in the streets. They walked their feet sore, hawking needles, 
lace, glue, stove polish, shoe polish and shoe laces from their pushcarts.

In the 1860s, the merchants figured out what was in the shoe polish and realized greater 
profits when they learned to manufacture their own product; same results when Meyer 
manufactured a stove polish that didn’t blacken housewives’ hands. Obviously, manufacturing 
was the ticket to success. Meyer then produced lye soap and developed an inexpensive 
essence to substitute for real coffee.

The Guggenheims discovered early that wars were great for business. During the American 
Civil War of 1861-1865, Meyer did very well selling supplies to the Union Army.

In 1869, the 77-year-old father died; Meyer’s sons were young--either still in school or not out 
of the cradle--and could not yet join him in business.

Meyer soldiered on, investing his polish profits into lace factories. By 1872, he was importing 
steady shipments of fancy, fashionable cloth from Swiss textile factories under a partnership 
with Morris Pulaski that lasted nearly 10 years.

By 1877, Meyer had accumulated a handsome amount of money from his wholesale 
business and extraneous investments. In 1881, Guggenheim & Pulaski was dissolved in 
favour of the firm M. Guggenheim’s Sons in which each of the seven sons received an equal 
share of the embroidery business.
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The older Guggenheim sons were prepped on the presumption they would carry on the 
embroidery business. Isaac, born July 7, 1854, graduated with honors from Philadelphia High 
School and continued his advanced financial education in Switzerland. Daniel, the second 
eldest born in 1856, not particularly a scholar, was a chip off the old block for having inherited 
his father’s business acumen. He was sent abroad to learn the textile trade.

Soon, Meyer Guggenheim’s focus shifted. The most commonly told story is that the genesis 
of his mining and smelting interests was an involuntary participation in the A.Y. and Minnie 
mines at Leadville, a four-year-old Colorado silver camp that had been booming since 1880. 
It was from the two paralyzed silver-lead mines, he and his sons began building a 
multinational empire.

Seemingly, he had loaned $5,000 to a Jewish newspaper publisher, who in turn had loaned 
money to two mining partners. It was about 1884 when the mines went bust--as mining 
enterprises are apt to do. An equal one-half ownership fell into the hands of the Philadelphia 
publisher and Mr. Guggenheim.

Open-minded was one of Meyer Guggenheim’s many attributes. He saw the tremendous 
possibilities of a new career and applied the same formula of careful study that had made him 
an affluent merchant. He mastered the technical intricacies and devoted his entire attention to 
mining.

Due to the profits flowing only from these first two mines, it seemed foolish to impetuously 
liquidate his tried-and-proven import business in favour of embarking on unknown mining turf. 
He did it anyway.

Mr. Guggenheim was an educated gambler. He spent the capital from the sale of his 
embroidery company to invest in other mines. He also was quick to note that he had to do 
more than just mine raw ore. The key to monopolizing the mining industry was to refine the 
ore plus sell the finished metal product to manufacturers.

With his sons and financial associates, he soon conquered his objective of building smelters. 
By 1895, he was a successful mining entrepreneur with interests extending beyond the 
United States.

Indeed, it would have been tough growing up Guggenheim. The boys’ lives weren’t their own 
and they had no choice in the matter of career paths. The patriarch’s word was law in the 
Jewish household, which may account for why William, the youngest son, born 1868, seemed 
a tad rebellious.

Basically, Meyer only wanted what he thought best for his sons. He wanted to make them all 
millionaires, which he did. Respectfully, the brothers were united by paternal guidance and 
unwavering fraternal loyalty in the socialistic concept of each working for the good of the 
whole.
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The family unit was a close-knit structure. The men loved and respected their families and 
provided for them lavishly. However, their business discussions were confined to the privacy 
of board rooms and never brought to the dinner tables. The women, whose jobs were to look 
after their households and raise the children, never participated in business affairs.

As each woman married into the family, she became a true-blue, orthodox Guggenheim 
herself and worked for the solidarity of the family group rather than for the advancement and 
aggrandizement of her particular family unit. Under the family code, each of Meyer’s sons 
was treated equally and was educated in a separate component of the multi-faceted mining 
and smelting industries in carrying out the unanimity in the House of Guggenheim.

One son attended the University of Pennsylvania to study finance; another went to Columbia 
University in New York City to bone up on metallurgy; another went abroad to learn French 
and Spanish so the family dynasty could operate efficiently in the 
international marketplace.

John Hays Hammond, the head of Guggenheim Exploration Company, 
related in his autobiography that Isaac, the eldest, devoted his time to 
the financial aspects of the business. Simon, later a U.S. senator from 
Colorado, was interested chiefly in the technical details of treating 
ores. In the early years, Benjamin and William controlled the smelting 
operations. Murry, the company salesman, bought the unrefined ore 
and found markets for the refined product. Solomon, interested in all 
phases of administration, was the “outside man” who would be 
referred to in today’s vernacular as an “agent” or “contact person”.

Solomon Robert Guggenheim
 (1861-1949)

-------

All the Guggenheim sons resembled one another in hereditary features. They were of slight 
to medium-sized physique and wore personalized handle-bar or chevron moustaches except 
for clean-shaven William, the youngest, who dared see how far he could test a modicum of 
individuality without being ostracized from the familial group.

It was while the second oldest, Daniel, the most ambitious of the lot, was looking after the 
textile business from abroad for nearly 11 years that his father invested in additional 
productive mines at Leadville that garnered the enterprise a cool three-quarters of a million 
dollars a year.

In 1884, Meyer summoned Daniel home from Switzerland to help the family manage the 
mining business. Instinctively, he took on the role as primary negotiator and organizer and 
established himself as an innate commander as though born to be a five-star general.

Daniel Guggenheim was intense, brusque and quick to make decisions. For roughly 40 
years, he was the dominant dictator of the family enterprise. Some of his achievements 
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included development of diamond fields in the Congo and Angola and tin mines in Bolivia. He 
was behind such mines as the great Chuquicamata Copper in Chile and the Kennecott 
Copper in Alaska and the minor gold-dredging concessions in Dawson and Keno Hill silver 
mine in Canada’s Yukon Territory. Daniel, whose business policies affected entire nations, 
was reputed to be able to make or break a government with a telegram.

The Guggenheims started their smelter-building in Colorado and Mexico and a refinery at 
Perth Amboy, New Jersey, where silver and lead were processed. Then they hit the big 
jackpot with an expansion into copper mining and refining in 1901. The cunning 
Guggenheims had triumphed over the American Smelting and Refining Company (ASARCO).

A few years before winning the ASARCO competition, they had formed the Guggenheim 
Exploration Company. Thus, the Rockefeller-backed American corporation began dogging 
their heels. From 1899 to 1901, the rattle of battle was heard as the Guggenheims crossed 
sabers with the famous U.S. Rockefeller industrialists for control of ASARCO.

ASARCO had absorbed the Guggenheim Smelter, their Perth Amboy, New Jersey lead and 
copper refinery as well as their Mexican businesses. For these aggregate properties the 
Guggenheims received something to the tune of $17.5 million in preferred stock and $17.5 
million in common stock at par.

The capital of ASARCO was increased from $54 million to $100 million; $10.2 million in equal 
parts of preferred and common shares was sold to the public to obtain more money for 
upgrading various industrial plants.

While the acrimonious take-over story was a convoluted affair of fancy footwork, the upshot 
was that after a lengthy, Daniel-led fray, the Guggenheims won the fierce fight. The 
Guggenheims had bought blocks of the common stock. Coupled with shares held in unknown 
people’s names that raised suspicions of investigative newspaper reporters, the 
Guggenheims were able to acquire majority control of ASARCO.

Daniel was appointed chairman of the board right away in 1901; within four years, 1905, he 
was president, a position he held until 1919 when his brother Simon took the leadership rein 
just as the Guggenheim interests moved into Keno Hill in the Yukon.

During the years that Daniel had lived in Switzerland he acquired an aristocratic air from 
rubbing shoulders with European blue-bloods. His years living in Germany had taught him to 
be industrious, disciplined and extremely pompous and overbearing--the exact iron-fisted 
personality needed to keep a big monopoly airborne. It was one thing to make a company fly 
like Meyer Guggenheim did and quite another thing to hold onto what they had acquired 
which Daniel Guggenheim had to do through cold, calculated, ruthless strategy.

Between 1885 to 1888, good planning was the mainspring for events to happen in rapid-fire 
succession, although on first blush, the advice sounded madcap even for a buccaneering 
businessman of Mr. Guggenheim’s eminence.
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The new firm M. Guggenheim’s Sons, incorporated in 1882, had supplanted Guggenheim & 
Pulanski and continued handling an extensive trade in Swiss textiles. About 1885, Mr. 
Guggenheim counseled his seven sons to sell their shares in the embroidery business and 
advance M. Guggenheim’s Sons the funds with which to build the Philadelphia Smelter at 
Pueblo, Colorado, roughly 100 miles south of Denver.

Meyer had founded the Philadelphia Smelting and Refining Company for the expressed 
purpose of financing the smelter where metal would be extracted mainly from ore produced at 
the A.Y., Minnie and the other Leadville mines they bought. Later, ore came to the smelter 
from the nearby Aspen mines. Soon, they were enhancing their product with blending ore 
imported from Mexico.

In 1888, Meyer and six of his sons and their families pulled up stakes in Philadelphia and 
moved less than a hundred miles up the road to New York City. Managing their affairs from a 
world financial hub would mean quicker access to dominance over the North American 
mining industry. Son Simon had moved to Colorado to manage the Guggenheim properties.

 -------

The Guggenheims’ Colorado smelter had been treating lead and zinc ore shipped from 
Mexico. Suddenly the cost shot up exponentially in 1890 when the United States’ McKinley 
Tariff Act levied a stiff penalty on imported ore.

The Guggenheims didn’t flinch. Daniel negotiated terms to buy the Mexican mines, then built 
a smelter south of the border to process the ore there. By 1895, the Mexican operation was 
turning a handsome profit at a million dollars a year.

Daniel possessed an impressive business savvy. He was a natural leader with an affinity for 
making money. Papa and the boys, who liked the smell of money, were duly awestruck with 
Daniel, who was only about 34 years old. The family members handed him the baton to head 
the company's business affairs. Within the House of Guggenheim walls, he was tagged “Mr. 
Dan, the boss man” or simply “Mr. Dan”.

His grand scheme for future expansion left no stone unturned in the mining and smelting 
industry. Daniel became president of the recently-formed Guggenheim Exploration Company, 
an independent corporation with a mandate to search worldwide for good candidates to 
develop into mines.

The Guggenheims would purchase and develop the mineral deposits, then list the company 
on the stock market and invite the public to buy shares. It was handy having a wealthy New 
York-based financier like William Collins Whitney as one of the major stockholders in the 
Guggenheim Exploration Company, or Guggenex. Whitney also had dabbled in politics and 
served as the Secretary of the Navy in U.S. Democrat President Grover Cleveland’s first 
administration (1885-89).
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The Guggenheim Exploration Company was incorporated for $6 million in New Jersey and 
formed expressly to locate mining properties, although mining was secondary to the 
Guggenheims’ primary interest in smelting that was their cash cow.

The Guggenheims knew how to sniff out brilliance. John Hays Hammond, a hot-shot 
consulting engineer in his 40s, had served from July 2, 1891 to June 15, 1893, as president 
of Bunker Hill & Sullivan Mining Company, the very same silver-lead outfit in Coeur d’Alene, 
Idaho that the Guggenheims had their sights on to control.

The Guggenheims fished Hammond out of the talent pool and put him to work. His first duty 
was to scrutinize Guggenex’s holdings, dump poor prospects and replace incompetent 
managers with competent ones.

Then Hammond took charge of the various mining operations while keeping his eyes and 
mind open for new and promising ventures. In 1906, the year Livingston Wernecke graduated 
from the University of Washington, the Guggenheims thought one of those promising new 
ventures was gold dredging at Nome.

Acting on behalf of Guggenheim Exploration Company, Hammond dispatched two California 
mining engineers to Nome where they spent as much of the summer as possible. They 
departed in June on a 10-day, sea-going trip from San Francisco to Nome. The trip was three 
days less from Seattle. Most of the engineers and other professional mining men would 
return to their home base just before the close of navigation, as is fixed by the southward 
movement of the ice-pack. Normally, the last boat of the season was out around the third 
week in October.

The instructions given to eminent engineer and topographer Charles Hoffman was to 
examine and stake as many properties as he deemed worthy and to make purchase 
recommendations for anything that looked good. One of the crew members doing legal 
surveys of dredging claims was Livingston Wernecke.

Some of the views, coming mainly from the U.S. mint, held to a mythical conviction that the 
series of big-jaw, toothy dredge buckets had the capabilities of gouging the creekbeds of 
such huge quantities of gold as to satisfy world markets. In turn, the notion was that hardrock 
gold mines would be driven into oblivion just as the railroads had driven out the stage 
coaches. Stockholders’ shares would be worthless, they said.

In the final analysis, the Guggenheims decided against entering the Nome gold-dredging 
scene, not because of any social conscience. They thought the properties were too pricey. 
Besides, Hoffman couldn’t find any properties he thought were potential profit-makers, 
regardless of the asking price.

-------

In March, 1906, the Guggenheim Brothers of New York had obtained control of the Nevada 
Consolidated Copper Company along with the Nevada Northern Railway Company. After 
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Livingston Wernecke returned from Nome, he was sent to Nevada where he launched his 
career in earnest, first as a draftsman, then as a construction engineer.

Wernecke was working and living at a small town 12 miles north of Ely called McGill, where 
the smelter and reduction plant were built during 1906 to 1908 to process copper ore that 
was mined west of Ely. William N. McGill had sold part of his ranch property for the Steptoe 
Valley Mining and Smelter Company, later known as the Nevada Consolidated Copper 
Company.

The copper company owned and strictly managed McGill. The center of town was reserved 
for only those who held high-status jobs within the company while ordinary residents who 
held lower-status jobs lived in segregated clusters according to their nationality. Brothels, 
saloons, gambling halls and other dens of sin were strictly forbidden.

Ely, established in the 1870s as a stagecoach station and post office, began to attract 
attention after 1900 when the immense copper deposits were discovered nearby. By the fall 
of 1906, the Nevada Northern Railway was completed to connect the mines with the 
Southern Pacific Railroad at Cobre. In 1908, the McGill smelter came on line and copper 
production was buoyant.

Panoramic View of Smelter at McGill circa 1909:(left to right) Smelter in background; mill in background 
and farther to its right is the wooden railroad trestle approach; labor housing development in 
foreground at right. (Library of Congress, Prints and Photographs Division, Reproduction No. LC-

USZ62-123515 DLC.)

During all this industry, Livingston Wernecke and the 25-year-old Mabel G. Rushton were 
married on July 17, 1907. Where the nuptials took place is unknown. 

Mabel, a word meaning “lovely”, was a perfect name for the kind and gracious woman. She 
was 13 months older than her husband who was born in Montana, on January 16, 1883; 
Mabel was born in Brooklyn, New York, on December 17, 1881, the daughter of Nova Scotia-
born Israel Moore Rushton, a house-building contractor, and English-born Annie Margaret 
Hopkins Rushton. It is believed that Israel and Annie Rushton and some of their relatives 
settled in Seattle during the early-to-mid 1890s.

Although Mabel attended the University of Washington, records aren’t available to verify a 
course of studies and/or a commencement date. In 1904, the university listed her as a 
member of the Delta Alpha Sorority. In 1905 to 1908, she was shown as a member of the 
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Delta Gamma, a philanthropic sorority with the motto “Do Good”, and to which she was 
dedicated for life.

Delta Gamma Sorority records introduced Mabel among the seven new freshmen members 
in 1902. In 1909, two sisters, Caroline Horton and Helen Vaupell, visited with Mabel in Alaska 
when their ocean-going ship anchored at Cordova. When a widow living in Berkeley, Mabel’s 
letters indicate her pleasure in having dear Delta Gamma sisters living nearby.

From the day they were married, Mabel moved with her husband to every mining town or 
camp where he was assigned. Theirs was not a long-distance marriage, per se. However, his 
busy career kept him in constant motion on property examinations and to far away places 
attending board meetings. He was often absent from home for long spells, leaving his 
resourceful wife to her own devices in some very primitive conditions when he couldn’t take 
the family with him.

The Copper River & Northwestern Railroad

In 1906, the same year the Guggenheims acquired control of both the Nevada Consolidated 
Copper Company and the Nevada Northern Railway from the founder, organizer and mine-
promoter named Mark Requa, a Guggenheim-J.P. Morgan combo was funding the Alaska 
Syndicate.

The syndicate was formed to finance Kennecott Copper Company to mine a green mountain 
of high-grade copper that Jack Smith and Clarence Warner had discovered in the Copper 
River district of Alaska’s Wrangell Mountains in 1900.

However, it had been almost impossible for the two prospectors to convince the experts that 
the samples were assaying as high as 70 percent copper. Smith and Warner were branded 
as lunatics and had a hard time flogging their property.

Stephen Birch, a young mining engineer from the Columbia University School of Mines, went 
to Alaska to have a look. Birch returned to New York and acted as intermediary in a company 
that was buying out the 55 claims. The 11 men who held interest in the discovery received an 
average $23,000 each from a total buy-out package of some $250,000.

In 1906, at age 36, Birch became president of what was destined to be the enormously 
wealthy Kennecott Copper Company in which the Guggenheims and J.P. Morgan would soon 
become the principal shareholders.

Fabulous figures circulated about the deposit’s worth. Copper syndicates and capitalists 
began to investigate. Repeated examinations were made by the Guggenheims’ consulting 
wizards who endorsed the purchase of the property which was said to have cost the 
Guggenheims about one million dollars.

The Guggenheims had interested J.P. Morgan in the proposition of building a railroad in 
Alaska which would encompass the coal lands of the Katalla district, the nearby oil fields and 
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the copper belt. The places where a rail might extend in the future were unlimited. The 
important thing for now was that the suggestion appealed to a big thinker like Mr. Morgan.

The non-Jew financier John Pierpont Morgan was known as the most influential banker in 
history. According to New York nabobs, Morgan’s power did not lie in the millions he had in 
his clutches, it lay in the billions he controlled. Like the Guggenheims and Rothschilds, J.P. 
didn’t give a whit who made the laws as long as he had control of the nation’s money. The 
mark of his distinction was in buying and consolidating railroads, a process subsequently 
known as Morganization.

J.P. Morgan gave prestige to many organizations. One was the New York Botanical Garden, 
formed in 1891. Morgan, Andrew Carnegie, Cornelius Vanderbilt II and Nathaniel Lord Britton 
comprised the first board of managers of the NYBG where Robert Statham Williams, a friend 
of the Wernecke family, was an early member and director.

Construction of the Copper River & Northwestern, a scenic run of 196 miles from tidewater to 
the site of Kennecott’s humungous copper deposits, was a daunting and daring task. In post 
gold-rush Alaska, the massive great land did not have a network of roads or rails. Travel was 
slow and laborious, mainly by canoes, boats and pack trains in summer and by snowshoes 
and dog teams in winter.

The one exception was Michael Heney’s undertaking of a rail from the Alaskan coast that 
resulted in the first White Pass and Yukon Route locomotive chuffing into Whitehorse in July, 
1900.

In 1903, the U.S. Congress in far away Washington, D.C. set up a board of commissioners 
for Alaska to oversee the generous charters offered to any company that could gridiron 
Alaska together with steel rails. South-central Alaska turned into a rail-building frenzy. At least 
five companies proposed lines running from the Gulf of Alaska through the interior to 
Fairbanks.

Newspapers reported that at Valdez, Alaska “New York capital with extensive holdings in 
copper and gold and plans for fisheries and steamship lines” was beginning railroad 
construction. Guggenheim was written all over the story in invisible ink.

The same unidentified New York group was said to have two right-of-ways and started 
construction on two routes simultaneously. Yet the Valdez and Katalla routes involved 
insurmountable problems.

Meanwhile, the engineers behind the Skagway-to-Whitehorse railway--namely, Michael 
Heney, Alfred Williams and Erastus Corning (E.C.) Hawkins--had started a railroad from 
Cordova. When seven miles of track was laid down, this route was bought by the “New York 
capital” operating under the guise of the newly-formed Alaska Syndicate.
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The Alaska Syndicate was primarily a copper company cum Kennecott Copper with the 
syndicate’s tentacles wrapped around extensive holdings in the salmon industry and shipping 
lines.

In 1908, Alaska Syndicate bought the Alaska Steamship Company to further facilitate their 
enterprise of mining copper in the Wrangell Mountains by controlling the transportation of 
concentrates from the Kennecott Mine to the Guggenheims’ Washington smelter at Tacoma. 
The Alaska Steamship Company’s fusion with an 18-vessel Northwestern Steamship 
Company came close to providing the Guggenheims with another desired monopoly.

Michael J. Heney, Railroad Builder Extraordinaire

The energetic Michael James Heney was already a giant of the rails who stood head and 
shoulders above the packs of fantasists. He was noted for building railroads in both Canada 
and Washington State under grueling circumstances. He was only 25 years old when he 
finished the Seattle Lake Shore and Eastern Railroad and gained praise from Seattle’s 
railroad fraternity as “the boy contractor” who could resourcefully complete a railroad within 
budget and on schedule.

Despite what naysayers thought, he was confident he could lay the Copper River & 
Northwestern Railroad, too.

After examining various routes, Heney gleaned expert opinions from his stable of engineering 
maestros and Jack Dalton, an experienced packer and road builder who negotiated terms 
with the government for the Cordova Bay dock facilities. Then Heney called on the 
Guggenheims in an effort to convince the lord of the house that Cordova was the desirable 
terminus.

Guggenheim ignored Heney. The New Yorkers had the Katalla Construction Company 
building their railroad from a point 75 miles down the jagged coastline from Cordova. To 
them, Katalla, a seaside place about as big as a steamer trunk, seemed a logical place for 
offering easiest access to both the coalfields and Kennecott’s copper deposit. Its proximity to 
the coalfields would be convenient for providing the necessary fuel for processing the ore into 
concentrates and to stoke the train engines.

Michael Heney shrugged. He started construction from near Cordova without waiting for 
financial backing or the word “go” from anybody. He knew the Katalla route would prove 
disastrous.

Heney anticipated that he would be doing business with J.P. Morgan and the Guggenheim 
boys very shortly. As predicted, the artificial breakwater structure--built to protect the 
anchorage of ships from the buffeting wind, waves and weather--floated away in a tidal flood. 
Poof, gone, along with the wharf.
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When hearing about the Katalla calamity, the story goes that J.P. Morgan called a meeting 
with the Guggenheims and supposedly let it be known in a decisive tone, “Whatever the 
route, we’ve got to bring that copper and coal together!”

As Heney suspected, J.P. and the boys were in a negotiating mood. They purchased Heney’s 
railroad right-of-way for a quarter million bucks. Then, in 1908, the year Livingston Wernecke 
was sent north, the Guggenheims awarded Heney the contract to build the 196-mile Copper 
River & Northwestern Railroad.

The rail began at the Cordova wharf, Mile Zero. The approximate mileposts were: Miles 
Glacier, Mile 48; Chitina, Mile 131; Copper River crossing, Mile 132; trunk line east to 
McCarthy, Mile 190; and end of the line, Mile 196, was Kennicott townsite, the headquarters 
for the Kennecott Mine.

The mine and company were spelled “Kennecott” with an “e” while the town was spelled 
“Kennicott” with an “i”. It was the namesake of explorer-naturalist Robert Kennicott, a frail 24-
year-old who came from Illinois to Alaska circa 1859.

Michael Heney, 46, was rich and probably could have retired on his assets without working 
another day of his life which was going to be short-lived. He was bored hobnobbing with New 
York society in his stiff white collars and drinking from fancy  glassware.

His passion was building railroads. He wanted to be in the Alaskan wilds wearing his slouch 
hat, knee-high leather engineering boots and flannel shirts, giving directions to the work 
gangs between puffs on his pipe and at night in the privacy of his hut-like hermitage quaffing 
a toddy for the body straight from the bottle, if he wanted.

He was tagged with several sobriquets. “The Irish Prince” was the most popular due to his 
heritage and personality. He was born on October 24,1864 in the Ottawa Valley where his 
Irish immigrant parents farmed near Stonecliffe, Ontario. Sometimes the bearded railroad-
building king was known as “M.J.”, short for Michael James, or “Big Mike”, which denoted 
accomplishments and had no relevance to Heney’s wiry, average-sized frame.

-------

After Wernecke’s assignment was finished with the Nevada Consolidated Copper Company, 
he and Mabel settled into their new surroundings the summer of 1908. The thronged Alaska 
town of Cordova was a pastiche of frame houses and buildings connected with dirt streets. It 
would be Wernecke’s headquarters for the next four years while he was one of the chief 
division engineers on the Copper River & Northwestern Railroad that needed 6,000 workers 
to complete.
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Alaska map shows Nome, Kenai Peninsula, Gulf of Alaska, Valdez and Cordova; Skagway 
and Juneau in southeast Alaska; and Whitehorse in Canada’s Yukon Territory.(Google Map)

Livingston’s aunts and uncles were always thrilled when Mr. and Mrs. Wernecke came home 
from Cordova and visited the Nelson Howells and the John Finneys at Fall City, Washington. 
Their presence at the table for the family’s traditional Sunday dinners was an occasion worth 
a mention in the local Issaquah Press, published in a King County community about 20 miles 
east of downtown Seattle.

Cordorva, originally settled by prospectors in 1884, exploded into a rough construction camp. 
The place was fast to become a transportation centre and railroad terminus with port facilities 
to service the prosperous, copper-rich region. Flotillas of steamships from the Lower-48 
states regularly docked with boatloads of passengers and supplies.

Within a year, the prospectors and the Wernecke couple had plenty of company. In 1909, 
mobs poured into  the archetypal frontier town that was a menagerie of labourers, 
lumberjacks, surveyors, clerks, gamblers and prostitutes who had a choice of imbibing in 
voluntary liquidation at any of 26 false-front saloons on the main street alone.

The Copper River & Northwestern Railroad was a 131-mile run from Cordova to Chitina with 
a 65-mile trunk line branching east to the Kennecott Copper Mine. Wernecke was the chief 
division engineer on the first 50-mile section of the $23.5-million project from Mile Zero at the 
Cordova wharf to roughly Mile 48 at Miles Glacier.
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Wernecke’s bosses were the cream of the crop. The railroad’s chief engineer E.C. Hawkins 
and his assistant engineer Alfred Williams had joined forces once again with the high-profile 
railroad-builder Michael J. Heney. This trio had built the challenging 110-mile narrow-gauge 
White Pass and Yukon Route line, an international rail linking Skagway on Alaska’s Lynn 
Canal to Canada’s interior at Whitehorse, Yukon Territory. Now they were ready to tackle the 
unique and tricky business of constructing a railroad over and between moving glaciers.

In late June, 1909, an eclectic bunch of passengers were sailing on one of the crowded 
Cordova-bound ships that carried both passengers and freight to the mining towns and 
fishing stations scattered along the southeastern Panhandle of Alaska and southwestern 
coast of Alaska.

Second-class passengers were typical rough-cut sourdoughs, the staunch pioneers who 
opened the land and loved spinning yarns for the smattering of newcomers on board known 
as “cheechakos” who were coming to stake their fortunes.

The cabin passengers were a broad-based mixture of professionals. Most were shy of a 
cameraman who called himself a “Kodaker”. On board were mining, railroad and construction 
engineers; successful mineral prospectors; industrialists; judges; commissioners; merchants; 
cannery managers; writers and photographers; and scientists specializing in the fields of 
geology, glaciology and physiography.

Ralph Tarr of Cornell University and Lawrence Martin of the University of Wisconsin, co-
leaders of the National Geographic Society’s Alaskan Expedition, were going to study the 
advancement and recession of glaciers in the Chugach and St. Elias ranges.

The next year, geologist Lawrence Martin put forth Wernecke’s and Heney’s names to the 
Alaska Geographical Place Names to pay homage to these most remarkable gentlemen. 
Heney Glacier is in the Chugach Mountains, 55 miles northwest of Katalla. Wernecke Glacier 
and Wernecke River are located 45 miles north of Katalla. Unfortunately, “Wernecke” was 
misspelled as “Wernicke” in 1910 and was never corrected on the records or the maps.

Indeed, Papa Wernecke must have been very proud of his sons. While Livingston was up in 
Alaska making history, his younger brother Chauncy submitted a thesis for his Bachelor of 
Science degree in Civil Engineering. He successfully defended the weighty-sounding “A 
Study of the Variations of Weights Due to Varying the Truss Dimensions of a Highway Bridge 
for a Span of 170’ (feet)-0” (inches)” and graduated from the University of Washington in 
June, 1910. He went on to become a very well-known land surveyor and civil engineer in 
Washington State.

The National Geographical Expedition was given much assistance from the crews building 
the Copper River and Northwestern Railway, sometimes in the way of a lift over freshly-laid 
track on a railway car; other times it was encyclopedic information about the lay of the land 
and its history.
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These engineers had to know the characteristics of the shifting glaciers and were cognizant 
of movements caused by earthquakes. A severe one had occurred as recently as 
February 14, 1908. They had to build a railroad across one glacier and span a bridge 
between the Miles and the Childs glaciers.

Where the great Copper River was breaking through the lofty Chugach Mountains displayed 
some of the most striking relationships between glaciers and human history. At one time, the 
gigantic ice cubes of the Chugach and St. Elias ranges were used as a glacier highway for 
many prospectors going to the gold fields. Conversely, these ice barriers also served as a 
great deterrent to prevent many explorers from venturing farther inland.

The Copper River, writhing between the Miles and Childs glaciers, was first forced against 
one mountain wall, then the other. Above the glacier dams were stretches where the river 
formed into lakes.

Childs Glacier dammed the Copper River, creating a lake into which Miles Glacier discharged 
icebergs from a three-mile-long cliff. There were similar slack waters above Miles and Baird 
glaciers. Opposite the ends of each of the two glaciers, the constricted river frothed into white 
rapids.

Under these treacherous and seemingly impossible conditions the engineers were going to 
build a railroad. Its difficulties included three great bridges spanning the shifting glacial torrent 
of Copper River. There would be expensive rock cuts and curves at Abercrombie Rapids 
where Miles Glacier and the river vied for occupancy of the whole valley and would press the 
railway to the mountainside.

The project was possible, the engineers assured their listeners. Capitalists with deep 
pockets, expecting good returns on their investments, had facilitated wise and meticulous 
studies. They had hired engineering elitists such as Hawkins, Heney and Williams, the trio 
who built the White Pass and Yukon Railway, although the team had never before built 
railways close to, across or between glaciers.

Still, they planned to overcome every obstacle. They were sure they would have to face 
unanticipated complications along the way and held to a philosophy of coping with each 
problem one at a time. They told their listeners that the rich copper deposits to the north and 
the valuable coal fields of the region would be connected by rail with the growing port of 
Cordova in another two years.

A bonus would be the thrilling scenic route for tourists. Nowhere else in the world would 
passengers be able to step from an ocean-going steamship onto a railway car, ride through 
foothills of mountain ranges then climb over a great glacial meadow to and between giant ice 
tongues--one stretching over two miles wide and another quite a bit wider.

Passengers would experience the stagnant, moraine-veneered reservoir of the northern part 
of Miles Glacier, continue past the exquisite Abercrombie Rapids, and gawk at more than five 
miles of the stationary Baird Glacier.
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At this point, the Baird ice would be under the railroad ties and steel rails. Incredibly, a 
passenger would see the spectacle of alders and cottonwoods covering the icy slope on one 
side while the other side was awash in the turbulent, glacier-fed Copper River.

Although several other glaciers were in the proximity, special attention was given to the three 
largest--the Baird, Miles and Childs--because their behaviours posed the greatest 
construction headaches for the engineers.

The fate of the economic enterprise would hinge entirely on the successful design and 
completion of the complicated four-span Miles Glacier Bridge. It would require five million 
tons of steel. The approximate $1.4 million final cost exceeded original estimates. The Million 
Dollar Bridge, as it came to be known, spanned two glaciers while the railroad bed was built 
directly on top of another glacier.

Of all the glaciers, Miles was the most active. It spit icebergs into the Copper River from a 
long ice cliff. Opposite the Miles, the Childs Glacier discharged icebergs into the Copper 
River. The Childs had remained fairly stable for nine years without much advancement since 
1900.

Wernecke, who had been busy with drawings and overseeing construction for a year, took a 
picture of the maiden voyage of the Miles Glacier Ferry at Mile 48 on July 9, 1909. In 
December, 1909, he fashioned a Christmas card from the picture and mailed the message to 
his friend and mentor, Dean Milnor Roberts.

On the verso, Wernecke wrote:

“Dear Prof. Roberts, This card is one of my own manufacture of an object of my 
own invention, both drawings and construction...has been my chief worry for the 
4-1/2 mos. when the lake was not frozen over. Because of floating ice bergs, the 
cost of maintenance was 1/3 of the original cost. Best wishes for a Merry Christmas 
and a Happy Year of 1910.” [signed] Livingston Wernecke.

Miles Glacier, Alaska, July 9, 1909: First trip of Miles Glacier Ferry 
(center right) with Copper River and Northwestern Railway ferry 
landings in foreground and back ground. (may be the picture taken 
by Livingston Wernecke)

Wernecke was employed with the Copper River & Northwestern until the first half of 1912 
after all the bugs were worked out, loose ends tied up and drawings stored in vaults.
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The previous year, a grand occasion had been staged at Mile 196 so dignitaries and guests 
could celebrate Chief Engineer E. C. Hawkins and Superintendent Samuel Murchison driving 
the final copper spike at Kennicott, the interior terminal where ore would be trammed from the 
Kennecott mill.

On Wednesday, March 29, 1911, reporters representing prestigious national newspapers like 
the New York Times were on tap. They had come to ride the rails and cover the end-of-the-
line story in more than one sense.

Sadly, the railroad-building king did not live to witness his pinnacle. Michael Heney, who only 
trusted rivers that he could read, was a white-knuckle passenger on the sea. The steamer 
Ohio on which he was returning from a Seattle business trip to Cordova struck an obstacle on 
the northern British Columbia coast and sank rather quickly on August 29, 1909.

As usual, Heney, a natural-born leader, took charge. He was drenched to the core while 
organizing the rescue of passengers and releasing trapped horses. Half frozen, he clung to 
the stern of the last rescue boat while the overloaded craft was slowly rowed to shore. From 
this baptismal, he contracted a severe chest cold from which he never recovered. The 46-
year-old Irish Prince died in San Francisco on October 4, 1910 of pulmonary complications 
and was buried in Seattle six months before the last spike of the Copper River & 
Northwestern Railroad was hammered into place.

-------

The first trainload of Kennecott ore was loaded onto the steamship Northwestern at Cordova 
and shipped to the Guggenheims’ Tacoma smelter sometime in early April, 1911.

In 1905, the American Smelters Securities Company, a subsidiary company organized by the 
Guggenheims, had purchased the Tacoma, Selby and Everett smelters in Washington State, 
thereby emphasizing the hold that they had on the mining and smelting industries of the 
United States and Mexico.

The Alaska Syndicate was basking in handsome profits and the pockets of the Guggenheims 
bulged with additional wealth from the rich Kennecott ore that was averaging 70-percent pure 
copper.

Copper was especially in demand during the peak industrial manufacturing boom caused by 
World War I. The Guggenheims, holding the monopoly on copper, kept the metal price 
inflated from 1914 to 1918, despite the federal government’s idle threats about expropriation 
as a retaliatory solution to its accusation that the magnates were price-gouging.

-------

After a four-year stint on the noble Copper River Railway, Wernecke and his wife, Mabel, and 
their year-old son, Ted, moved back to Seattle. Theodore Rushton Wernecke, named for his 
paternal grandpa and sometimes called “Theed”, was born at Cordova on May 13, 1911. 
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Between 1912 to 1914, Livingston teamed up with Milnor Roberts. In addition to his university 
work, Roberts was a highly-regarded private consultant in the fields of mining and metallurgy 
and hired students as field assistants. Roberts was in charge of development work for 
Western Coal and Iron.

Much of the work was near Camp Robertson and Camp Wilson on Canada’s Queen 
Charlotte Islands off the North Pacific coast of British Columbia. In their summary reports, 
field men with the Geological Survey of Canada (Honour Roll) specifically mentioned the 
generous assistance given by the American academic and his attendants.

Among the many companies prospecting on the island at the time were Graham Island 
Collieries Co., Graham Island Coal and Timber Syndicate, B.C. Oilfields Ltd. and Western 
Coal and Iron Corp. Ltd.

The consulting reports that Milnor Roberts wrote, concerning the lands Western Steel 
Corporation sold to Western Coal and Iron in the spring of 1913, were directed to Herbert 
Parsons at Metropolitan Trust Company in New York.

In 1912, an undisclosed client had hired Wernecke to make a quick consulting trip into South 
Dakota’s Black Hills to carry out an 
examination of some gold prospects. Then 
he went back to Alaska to conduct a fairly 
extensive geological reconnaissance of coal 
and gold prospects on Kenai Peninsula, a 
150-mile-long, irregular-shaped tongue of 
land projecting from the southern coast near 
Anchorage into the Gulf of Alaska.

Afterwards, Wernecke met up with Roberts 
in the salal-infested rain forest of the Queen 
Charlotte Islands. During the field seasons 
of 1912 to 1914, they concentrated mainly 
on the coal potential of Graham Island, the 
largest in the group of 150 islands.

Even in the early part of the 1900s, the 
remote islands were easily accessible from 
Prince Rupert, British Columbia. Twice a 
week, a steamer called at many Queen 
Charlotte ports, such as Masset and 
Skidegate.

A relatively good network of trails allowed for access into Graham Island’s interior, sometimes 
where horses could trod. Trails extended from Skidegate Inlet to Camp Wilson, where 
Wernecke and Roberts wanted to be. Branch trails led on to Camp Robertson.
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In 1914, Wernecke was elected into the membership of the American Institute of Mining and 
Metallurgical Engineers, a professional organization in which he was active for the rest of his 
life. Later, he became an active member of the Alaska Engineering Society.

-------

Ever since he graduated from the University of Washington in 1906, Wernecke had been 
making a name for himself as a top geologist and engineer. He was well-known in 
Washington and Alaska mining circles and in demand as a consultant engineer. He was 
coming into contact with the head honchos in the global mining cliques who were always 
keenly aware of fresh talent. One job was his calling card to another project. The next call-out 
came from the Alaska Juneau Gold Mining Company.

Wernecke was liked for both his personal integrity and professionalism, yet he never boasted 
about his brilliant performances. Behind the scenes he provided writers and scientists with 
pertinent information then wisely deferred to his seniors who received the glory and publicity. 
When he was bursting with pride over a particularly innovative achievement, like the drawings 
and construction of the difficult Miles Glacier wharf, he confided in his mentor Dean Roberts, 
rather than jeopardize his career trying to upstage the brainboxes.

One such letter to Dean Roberts, penned in Wernecke’s legible handwriting, was mailed from 
Wernecke’s office address on Douglas Island.

                                                                            Treadwell, Alaska, January 6, 1918

Dear Dean Roberts,

Mrs. Wernecke and I read the account of your mother’s death with great sorrow. 
Mrs. Roberts had a wonderful personality, a lady whose graciousness was felt by 
every one immediately upon entering her presence.

Your mother’s spirit and many other of her qualities survive in you and Miss 
Milnora This, possibly, is recognized more by your friends than yourself.

Ted still remembers the Christmas that he had at your mother’s home.

I am sending a report to you under separate cover which I hesitate to send at this 
time as I know you must be very busy. But intensive work which takes most of your 
attention may be the best thing for you at present. 

I will appreciate the favor if you can read and criticize freely the accompanying 
report. I wish to have it dressed up so that it can be submitted to the A.I.M.E. I am 
sorry that I cannot leave the copy with you but only six were made and that was 
not enough to go around to Company officials. Will you please return it with any 
suggestions that may occur to you.
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I am taking the liberty of sending this to you before receiving permission from F.W. 
Bradley. Please do not let it get out of your possession.

If convenient for Dean Landes, I would be pleased if he would also criticize the 
article.

When the corrected copy is written, will you please tell me to whom I should send 
it. I would appreciate an introductory letter or note of recommendation to the 
person to whom the article is sent.

May this letter carry a message of deep sympathy to you and Miss Milnora from 
Mrs. Wernecke and myself.

Very sincerely yours,

Livingston Wernecke (signed)

-------

Wernecke had been hired around 1913-14 by the Alaska Treadwell and Alaska Juneau Gold 
Mining companies whose workings were located on what was colourfully known as Alaska’s 
Panhandle.

In 1867, the U.S. Secretary of State William Henry Seward had clandestinely negotiated the 
purchase of Alaska Territory from Russian for $7.2 million, or two cents an acre. The huge 
land mass was noted to be shaped like a gigantic version of a kitchen saucepan. The 
southeastern coastal appendage that nuzzles Canada looked like the pan’s handle. Locals 
began to fondly called it The Panhandle where the town of Juneau was designated Alaska’s 
capital in 1900 although the official move from the former capital seat of Sitka did not happen 
until 1906.

Due to unfortunate circumstances with the mine, Wernecke’s position as chief geologist with 
the Treadwell Mine Complex would last only a few years, although he remained the 
consulting geologist for the Alaska Treadwell Gold Mining Company for the rest of his life.

His spunky wife, who exuded with the calm repose of a woman who had nothing more on her 
mind than baking butter cookies, was always ready to pack and set out on their next 
adventure. Mabel, the mother of an active toddler, Ted, and in a late pregnancy with their 
second child, didn’t flinch when she heard her husband’s next consulting job was taking them 
back North. This time was to Douglas, a mining town on Douglas Island, across Gastineau 
Channel from Alaska’s capital of Juneau.

Frederick Worthen Bradley hired Wernecke to conduct an elaborate study of the Treadwell 
complex of mines which were subsiding in several areas. Wernecke’s job was to recommend 
remedies to prevent crumbling. His final report, submitted as a thesis to the University of 
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Washington for his Engineer of Mines degree in 1917, was titled “Surface Subsidence and 
Water Conditions, Ventilation and Bulk Heading in the Treadwell Mine Group.”

The Treadwell Mine

All mines have complicated histories. The Treadwell was no exception. In 1902, the 
Treadwell group was composed of five mines, four of which were situated on the northeast 
side of Douglas Island, directly opposite the town of Juneau.

The one mine on the mainland, about four miles down the coast from Juneau, was the AJ, 
owned by the Alaska Juneau Gold Mining Company. This property, which embodied a large 
number of claims and kept to its promise of being a very valuable property over the long haul, 
had not advanced beyond the prospecting stage at the relevant time. The AJ, whose initials 
stand for Alaska Juneau, differed from the Island mines insofar as geological features and the 
mining and milling methods.

In 1900, Fred Bradley had come to Juneau as president of the Alaska Juneau Gold Mining 
Company and had taken over the presidency at Treadwell Complex in 1911. During the next 
five years the Treadwell Complex set world records for low-cost gold mining.

When he purchased a major interest in the AJ holdings in 1900, he had already been 
president of Bunker Hill Mines for three years. Bunker Hill and Sullivan Mining and 
Concentrating Company held interests in gold, silver and lead mines in Coeur d’Alene, Idaho 
as well as in California, Utah and Alaska.

As a major shareholder in the AJ, the 37-year-old mining engineer, already a major leaguer of 
the mining circles, became president of Alaska Juneau Gold Mining Company and president 
and consulting engineer of the Treadwell mines group.

The AJ and Treadwell were considered combined because of stockholder interests, thus the 
management was integrated. The corporate office for both mines was in the Mills Building in 
San Francisco, the same city which hosted Bunker Hill’s nerve centre in order to be nearer 
the stock exchange and money markets. As for Treadwell, the offices and records were 
physically located at the minesite until 1922, the year the last mine, the Ready Bullion, 
closed.

While the Island mines were owned by four separate companies they were all under the 
same general management flag, which explains their label as the Treadwell Complex or the 
Treadwell Group. The Treadwell Mine was owned by the Alaska Treadwell Gold Mining 
Company; the Mexican Mine was owned by the Alaska Mexican Gold Mining Company; and 
the Ready Bullion and Seven-Hundred Foot mines were owned by the Alaska United Gold 
Mining Company.

Bradley, who had been president of the Alaska Juneau Gold Mining Company since 1900, 
was also president of Alaska Treadwell, Alaska Mexican and Alaska United. Starting in 1911, 
the base of operations for all these gold mining companies was on Douglas Island. At the 
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same time of his tenure with the gold mining companies, Bradley was serving as a director of 
a San Francisco bank and the First National Bank of Juneau. 

Under Bradley’s tutelage the Treadwell Complex was transformed from a large-scale 
conventional operation to a pioneer in the field of low-cost mining. Even while the workings 
were getting deeper and the ore less valuable, Bradley was able to keep the balance sheet 
showing a profit. The key to his success was a bare-boned, streamlined, no-nonsense 
operation gained through constantly elevating the efficiency level and perfecting the mining 
methods.

In 1911, when Bradley became president of Treadwell, he turned full attention to the milling 
process. The Treadwell Complex reached peak capacity in 1915 under the sure hand of the 
world-famous mining engineer whose principal contribution to the extremely low-grade 
Juneau gold camp was in expanding the operations on an economic scale and introducing 
advanced milling techniques.

The features that justified the Treadwell Mine’s fame were the mining and milling of ore that 
did not average more than $2 or $2.50 per ton. A metallurgical whiz, Fred Bradley was 
canonized for his abilities to turn the mining of dirt into a profitable enterprise. He was 
realizing large profits from low-grade ore and the stockholders loved him.

The Treadwell Mine was the namesake of Canadian John Treadwell, a 
carpenter. He was a handsome, confident chap, born circa 1842, and grew 
up in the area of St. Stephens-St. Andrews, New Brunswick, adjacent to the 
U.S. international border with Maine. He was said to be of affable personality  
and good qualities. He neither drank alcohol nor smoked tobacco.

It must have been around 1869 when Treadwell went out West to Nevada 
and California where he gained some experience in placer and lode mining. 

Placer gold is “poor man’s gold”. The valuable particles that Mother Nature 
ground into nuggets and dust millions of years ago can be taken from the 
creeks by a lone prospector with nothing more than a gold pan and a shovel. 

Gold dust can be taken out in a vial and the nuggets carried out in his hat. It is a much 
quicker and more rewarding process than mining hardrock, or a lode deposit, that requires 
large resources of money, machinery, roads and workers to wrest the minerals from the rock.

The story goes that in the summer of 1881 Treadwell was building a house for John D. Fry, a 
prominent San Francisco banker. When news of a gold strike across Gastineau Channel from 
Juneau reached his ears in August, Fry and a group of mining investors pooled their 
resources and commissioned Treadwell to go north and assess the prospects.

In September, 1881, he staked some placer claims on the Juneau side of the channel and 
bought hardrock claims on Douglas Island from French Canadian prospector Pierre Erussard, 
sometimes nicknamed French Pete. A week later, Treadwell, Erussard and others formed the 
San Francisco Company and staked placer claims on both sides of Gastineau Channel.

John Treadwell
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Early in December of 1881, Treadwell focussed his attention on Douglas Island. He 
purchased two more lode claims from a man who had bought the claims from two other 
chaps. One of those original partners was prospector Edmund Bean (Hall of Fame).

Treadwell returned to San Francisco with ore samples whose tests returned encouraging 
results. On December 27, the Alaska Mill & Mining Company was formed to operate the Paris 
Mine and an adjoining property until June 1, 1890, when the Alaska Treadwell Gold Mining 
Company was incorporated under the laws of Minnesota.

One of the five California men who bought $10,000 worth of stock in Alaska Mill & Mining was
San Francisco banker John D. Fry. The stockholders appointed John Treadwell the 
superintendent of mining operations. He then purchased equipment and returned to Douglas 
in May of 1882 with a five-stamp gold concentrator to test the ore on the Paris lode claim.

A stamp is a block, or a piece of machinery, that crushes the ore in what is called a stamp 
mill. In later years, when the four mines were operating at full capacity, the raw ore was sent 
down chutes into a crusher. Like a gigantic coffee grinder the machinery cracked the rock into 
an appropriate size for feeding into the stamps. The milled ore was then sacked and shipped 
on a boat to the Guggenheim smelter in Tacoma for refining.

Treadwell ran a tunnel and set up the small mill. The vein was much wider than he had 
originally hoped or believed. He decided that the deposit could be mined more profitably if 
worked on a larger scale. After buying a number of adjoining claims, he persuaded the San 
Francisco investors that he needed a larger mill.

By 1884, a larger 120-stamp mill was completed. Eventually, Treadwell’s original five-stamp 
mill was moved across the channel and became the first mill that would mill ore from Alaska 
Juneau Mining Company’s AJ claims.

Then, in 1887, an additional 120 stamps were added to the initial 120-stamp mill already 
operating on Douglas Island. This operation marked the beginning of the Treadwell Complex 
of four mines and five mills from which it has been reported that nearly $70 million in gold 
was mined. From the time the curtain went up on the production in 1881 until closure in 1917, 
the Treadwell extracted over 3 million ounces (100 tons) of gold worth $20.67 U.S. per ounce. 
The Treadwell was billed as one of the world’s largest and most important gold mines.

As soon as the larger stamp mill was in operation, the group of Treadwell mines was on the 
way to fame. In June, 1890, the Alaska Treadwell Gold Mining Company was incorporated 
and bought out all the previous investors.

However, Darius Ogden Mills remained in control. Mills, said to be an energetic capitalist of 
high standards, was one of San Francisco’s early financial tycoons and bankers who 
commissioned the Mills Building where Bunker Hill, Alaska Juneau and Treadwell companies 
kept their head offices. Although Mills was in control of Alaska Treadwell Gold Mining 
Company, a majority interest was purchased the same year by the Guggenheim Exploration 
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Company of London on the advice of Hamilton Smith. He was the first consulting engineer to 
work for Alaska Treadwell and was followed successively by high-calibre mining engineers 
Henry C. Perkins, Thomas Mein and Fred Bradley.

It was during the early 1890s that Alaska Treadwell Gold Mining Company established the 
Alaska Mexican Gold Mining Company and the Alaska United Gold Mining Company.

Each of the three companies was a separate financial entity. It was Alaska Treadwell Gold 
Mining Company, manager of all the Treadwell mines, that pioneered low-cost mining, thanks 
to Bradley. With the installation of hydroelectric power, all the steam-driven hoists and mills 
were converted to run on cost-saving electricity.

Compressors were fed icebergs. The southeastern coast is the only glacier-infested portion 
of Alaska. Any big ice cube bobbing into sight of Treadwell was promptly arrested and 
incarcerated in the cold storage plant for future use in the air compressors.

Sadly, John Treadwell had an unhappy ending. When interests in his namesake mine were 
bought out, he left Alaska. He and his brother James, who also had been living in Alaska, 
started a trust company which went bankrupt. In 1914, John Treadwell voluntarily filed a 
bankruptcy petition in New York City, listing $2.93 million in liabilities and no assets. He lived 
out his life in a New York hotel where he died on November 6, 1927. He was 85.

In 1994, John Treadwell was inducted into the National Mining Hall of Fame, Leadville, 
Colorado; and, in 1997, he was elected as one of six charter members to the Alaska Mining 
Hall of Fame, Anchorage.

The mines that John Treadwell had developed in 1881 were going full tilt in 1914, the year 
Livingston Wernecke was brought to Douglas Island to solve the engineering puzzle of how 
to stem the slumping problem.

Meanwhile, a total of 960 stamps crushed 5,000 tons of rock daily. The four individual mines 
comprising the Treadwell Complex employed 2,000 people to work above and below ground. 
At its peak, Treadwell’s residents translated into a larger population than lived in the capital of 
Juneau.

As stated, the record production at Treadwell was accomplished under the guidance of Fred 
Bradley. The mills and mines throbbed noisily 24 hours a day, seven days a week, year-
round. Workers had no vacations, except for Christmas Day and American Independence 
Day on July 4.

For an eight-hour shift of hard, dirty labour, wages for miners averaged $100 per month, 
regardless of ancestry and nationality. The company did not discriminate.
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Employees’ pay and perks were one of the 
best benefit packages found anywhere in the 
world. They were welcome to participate in a 
stock purchase plan. Unlike most company-
health insurance plans that dictated the plan-
holders must go to company doctors and 
hospitals, Treadwell paid for an open medical 
plan that allowed the employees and their 
families to go to any doctor and medical facility.

Treadwell Miners at Undersea Shaft, 1914

Cottages provided in the town of Treadwell for married families cost $25 per month and were 
replete with electricity, steam heat and indoor plumbing. The bustling community had stores 
as well as mess halls and comfortable bunkhouses for its single workers.

An impressive array of recreation facilities was offered. Employment in the mine automatically 
qualified a worker for membership in the Treadwell Club. The mine-sponsored social club 
included a marble-lined indoor swimming pool, gymnasium, dance hall, 500-seat theatre, 
billiards room, bowling alley, sauna, Turkish baths and a library with 15,000 books and 150 
magazines and newspapers.

Treadwell, a tourist attraction where cruise ships called, was a “dry” town. But it was only a 
matter of a mile to neighboring Douglas to drink. While the two company towns existed solely 
for serving the mines, the unanimous opinion seemed to be that the good wages, social 
activities, subsidized housing and health care added up to a good place to work and to raise 
a family. Livingston Wernecke usually worked at an office in Treadwell. But the family lived in 
Douglas where their second child was born on October 17, 1914. Claire Elizabeth 
presumably was named for her paternal granddad Clarence and her Aunt Elizabeth 
(Chauncy) Wernecke. 

The Treadwell mine was a vanguard in developing deep-mining techniques. Mining dug down 
to depths of 2,400-feet below surface and out into the sea. Worker safety was given priority 
and conditions were made as safe as could be expected in such precarious circumstances.

Fred Bradley had learned valuable lessons about worker safety and keeping the men 
comfortable and content. Bunker Hill and Sullivan Mining Company near Kellogg in the Coeur 
d’Alene mining district of Idaho had been a tough administrative training ground for him.

The first signs of trouble at Bunker Hill had occurred in the spring of 1887 and lasted 15 
years. The employees’ discontent and labour uprisings were in full cry when Bradley, a young 
engineer, was first associated with the company in 1890. Then he was named general 
manager of the operation in 1893. In 1897, he became the company’s fourth president, a 
position he held for over 35 years.
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On his early watch, Bunker Hill’s disastrous labour relations between workers and 
management seemed irreconcilable. Bombs were lobbed inside the yards and windows of 
high-profile people’s homes. Mills were bombed. A smelter was demolished. Militant miners 
carried guns that resulted in injuries and murders. Martial law was declared.

While Bradley was Bunker Hill’s president, he assumed the role of president in 1900 of an 
affiliate outfit, the Alaska Juneau Gold Mining Company. He provided the best treatment 
possible for his Alaska Juneau men in order to keep the mines operating smoothly. He had 
learned that discontented miners and labour strikes only served to curtail production which 
cost both the company and workers money.

The workers needed good wages and benefit packages, safe working conditions, and decent 
and comfortable homes for the families who were the best barometers ever invented to 
register their husbands’ contentment or resentment.

In 1911, Bradley became president of the whole Treadwell Complex, the amalgamation of the 
four adjacent mines on Douglas Island, across the channel from Juneau. Production was 
humming along as smoothly as possible in a complicated industrial environment. 

Livingston Wernecke’s engineering study was nicely underway regarding the gradual sinking 
of the earth when Treadwell’s 750-foot level collapsed down to the 1050-foot level on 
June 15, 1915. Sometime in July, one miner was injured when a sudden air blast was created 
by two minor cave-ins.

Wernecke finished his investigation and wrote his findings and recommendations. Bradley 
submitted his report to Alaska Treadwell’s Board of Directors at San Francisco in September, 
1916. After careful consideration, the board approved Wernecke’s proposal, a 40-month plan 
that was structured to accomplish all of his remedial actions by December, 1919.

Wernecke did not have the luxury of more than three years to fully implement his antidote 
program. Within seven months, disaster struck.

As noted, cave-ins had plagued the Treadwell Mine Complex for many years, maybe as far 
back as 1909. In late 1914, Wernecke was hired to investigate. In 1916, shifting ground 
above and below the mines forewarned of an impending catastrophe.

In early April, 1917, during implementation of Wernecke’s program, the ground began 
cracking around the natatorium, or aquatic centre. On April 20th, the swimming pool inside 
dropped five feet. The next day, April 21st, the ground continued cracking and settling. Finally, 
late in the evening, a worker noticed a creek cascading into a 30-foot-deep hole behind the 
building. When a rising tide widened the hole, officials ordered underground miners to 
evacuate.

Twenty-seven years after the fact, T.A. (Thomas Arthur) Rickard, mining engineer and 
historian, weighed in with a rendition of events in his 1944 book The Romance of Mining. 
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“The life of the Treadwell mine was extinguished suddenly by the influx of the 
sea. At midnight of April 21, 1917, the ground between the mine and 
Gastineau Channel collapsed, so that the salt water poured quickly into the 
extensive workings of the Treadwell and its contiguous neighbours, the 
Alaska United and Alaska Mexican mines.

“A cavernous opening was soon apparent, and into this several houses 
disappeared immediately. A big oil tank on the beach collapsed; the steel 
frame was twisted like paper and the oil poured forth, to be sucked into the 
in-rushing flood of water.

“Large cracks extended up the hillside, menacing several dwellings, all of 
which were evacuated promptly.

“On the day before the disaster, Livingston Wernecke, geologist to the 
company who had been watching the subsidence (gradual sinking), noticed 
fresh signs of movement, and thereupon warned the night foreman, Charles 
Horner, to keep the men that were underground not too far from the shaft. 

“No less than 350 men were at work below when the first invasion of the 
water was noticed, but only one of them was reported missing when the 
entire force reached the surface safely. Only one human life was lost 
therefore, but a number of horses and mules, employed in tramming on the 
lower levels, had to be abandoned, as there was not time enough to extricate 
them.

“The one man that was lost was a squaw-man. The company paid ($10,000) 
compensation to his widow. Locally it was believed that he took the 
opportunity of the confusion created by the disaster to disappear, having 
become tired of his Indian mate.

“The reason for the disaster was obvious, and the possibility of it had been 
foreseen. The lode had been excavated underground to a width of as much 
as 250 feet, and to a maximum depth of 2,300 feet below tidewater.

“When the ore was withdrawn, the void had not been filled with waste, but 
pillars were left to support the ground. In consequence, an enormous 
pressure was developed gradually on the hanging wall (or upper) side of the 
stopes, and this pressure became concentrated upon the surviving pillars.

“During the five years preceding the disaster a number of cavings, or 
collapse of ground, had given a presage of the impending fate of the mine. 
When a pillar yielded it broke suddenly, producing an air-blast, that is to say, 
a sudden propulsion of air, which was felt at the surface like earthquake 
tremors. The whole mine reverberated and rock was loosened in many 
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places. The engineers, therefore, had amble warning, and, I think, should 
have faced the facts with greater frankness.

“In the course of operations during more than thirty years the removal of ore 
had aggregated 17 million tons. This means that about 350 million cubic feet 
of ore and rock had been excavated. The cracks caused by blasting, and by 
caving, were sure eventually to extend upward from the deep workings of the 
mine to the floor of Gastineau Channel. 

“Salt water had made its appearance in the mine at a number of places early 
in 1916, although only in small quantity. Nevertheless, this fact was ominous. 
The proportion of salt water in the water pumped from the mines increased to 
27 per cent. As the sea was 1,400 to 1,700 feet overhead, the water had a 
hydrostatic head sufficient to cause a rapid influx as soon as an open fissure 
became available.

“In January of 1917 the first unmistakable signs of subsidence (caving) were 
noted. The engineers believed that if the withdrawal of ore was done 
cautiously no disaster would ensue. They were too optimistic. However, it is 
to the credit of the management that the lives of the workers were 
safeguarded and that the inevitable ending of the mining operations was not 
accompanied by more calamitous consequences.

“The Treadwell group of mines, under one ownership, produced 28,777,266 
(28.77 million) tons of ore, yielding $67,355,050 ($67.35 million) in gold of 
which $25,038,578 ($25.03 million) was profit.

“It will be seen that the ore averaged only $2.34 per ton, a figure that 
testifies to the engineering skill brought to bear on the operations. It is 
possible, but improbable, that eventually, if the price of gold is sustained 
at a high level, an effort will be made to reopen the mine by aid of a 
coffer-dam, or some similar engineering contrivance.”

-------

The following excerpts are from Livingston Wernecke’s five-page illustrated account on file 
with the Alaska State Archives, Juneau. Wernecke and three passengers occupied the last 
cage hoisted up before the mine was swamped.

Mines are serviced with elevators called “cages” that are operated by a machine called a 
“hoist”. In this method, workers and equipment are lifted up and lowered down the mine shaft 
and ore is brought to surface by cage.

The cage was making a final trip down to pick up the last three evacuees. Wernecke rode 
down to enter the mine to investigate. At the 1,750-foot depth, nearly one-third of a mile 
under the sea, he met with a wall of water and rock. The four badly shaken men were hoisted 
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up in fits and jerks in darkness to surface only moments ahead of the seawater gushing in 
and permanently flooding the mine.

At 6:30 p.m. of April 21 (1917), I, too, noticed unmistakable evidence of water 
seeping through the sand under the tailing flume back of the Natatorium. The 
amount was small, not over 40 or 50 gallons per minute, but it was 
disappearing. 

I informed Charles Horner, shift boss, who had charge of the night shift, who 
came over and examined the seepage.

R.R. Pullen, master mechanic, and J.D. Johnson, mine surveyor, also 
observed the flow of water, but then it did not look serious.

At 10:37 p.m., Gabriel Paul heard the noise of rushing water as he was 
leaving the Treadwell Club. He investigated, found a hole 30 feet deep, and 
13 feet wide, under the Fire Hall with water running in from the hill side.

Five minutes afterward, water from the Channel began running into the hole. 
He met Jack Wilson, fire and police chief, and promptly thereafter, the 
officials were notified.

It was about 11:15 p.m., when I first arrived at the cave. About 300 gallons 
per minute were rushing into the cavern then and the air from the mine, with 
its characteristic moist, stuffy odor, was coming in. By standing on the tram 
trestle over the cave with a strong acetylene light, I could see the bottom, and 
rocks thrown down could easily be heard to strike some soft material.

The bottom seemed to be a mass of mud and water 20 to 30 feet down, 
which would accumulate for a time, then slide away with a great rumble at 
depths.

There was positively no great unfilled cavern into which the water was 
pouring. I watched this phenomenon for 10 or 15 minutes, and then went 
down the Combination shaft on the next cage behind Mr. Wayland and Mr. 
Horner. The cageman told me he had one more cage load of men to bring to 
the top from the 2,100-foot level, and at 12:40 a.m. all the men were up. I 
hastened from the Combination shaft to the Treadwell shaft on the 1,750-foot 
level, but did not overtake Wayland and Horner.

At the Treadwell shaft, I met Dave Landsburg, Pete MacKenzie, the hoist 
man and cageman from the Central shaft, and two or three miners.

We went to the top. From the cageman of the Central shaft, I learned he had 
taken Wayland and Horner to the 1,600-foot level. I went down to the 1,600 -
foot level and after running to the salt water weir, then to the Central shaft, I 
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came back to the Treadwell shaft and went to the top for carbide; my lamp 
was out.

I stayed less than a minute but noticed that men were dressing and preparing 
to get the horses from the 1,600- and 1,750-foot levels, and the bailers were 
being swung into place. I took the cage back to the 1,250-foot level, where I 
had inspected the first indications of water. I got less than 400 feet from the 
shaft, when I felt fresh incoming air and heard a distant rumble in the 700’ 
Mine.

I ran back to the shaft in time to see the cage going to the surface and yelled 
to the cager, “Hurry back, the mine is caving.” He returned shortly, but went 
to the 1,600-foot level to get Wayland and Horner. The cage returned in three 
or four minutes, but in the meantime the rumble had become a roar and 
rocks were dropping from the back and sides of the footwall drift and the 
1,250-foot level station.

Shortly after leaving the 1,250-foot level, we met a sheet of rock, water and 
sand. At the 900-foot level, the pump tender dove through a three or four-inch 
sheet of water into the cage.

After giving three bells with difficulty, we were hoisted rapidly to somewhere 
between the 600- and 400-foot levels, above the flood of water, when we 
suddenly stopped and dropped back 20 to 30 feet with all the sensation of 
the line having parted and the dogs catching as we fell.

Our lights were out, the burners full of sand and water, everything wet. We 
tried to light matches, but failed. About five minutes we were held in 
suspense not knowing what to expect, when the cage began to slowly move 
upward. We were slowly hoisted and at about 1:30 a.m., four badly frightened 
men stepped from the cage, including Enrico Vienono, cageman, L.P. 
Nielson, pumpman, Jack Conley, stope boss, and myself.

In the meantime, Wayland and Horner had gone to the Central shaft. Finding 
the hoistman and cageman gone, Horner climbed down the shaft from the 
1,600-foot level to the 1,750 level and operated the hoist while he lowered 
Wayland. They both hastened to the Combination shaft and out, reaching the 
collar at about 1:15 a.m.

At 2:15 a.m., a geyser of salt water spouted 200 feet above the Combination 
shaft headframe, and at 2:30 a.m., the mine was full.

On the surface the flood tide increased rapidly, the volume of water and soon 
undermined the Natatorium, which, with many cracks, groans, and noises of 
splitting boards, disappeared about 1:15 a.m. It was immediately followed by 
the Fire Hall. The stream by then had become a mighty river, the size of the 
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Yukon at White Horse rapids. The roar of rushing water and caving banks 
was terrifying.

However, the large stream went by surges similar to those of its small 
predecessor in the early night. It did not drop vertically into a large open 
cavern, but seemed to rush over a series of rapids into the hill on a very 
steep grade. It would seem to fill for a time, the velocity slacken, and then 
with a roar, the volume of water would increase again as if some dam had 
given way.

Much air was being forced up through the opening down which the water 
rushed, and caused great waves on the surface of the inrushing water. At ebb 
tide about 7:00 a.m., the Channel water was cut off from the cave and the 
water in the mine settled 20 or 30 feet below sea level, exposing a ragged 
circular hole about 200 feet in diameter, with vertical walls.

Water filled the mine in 3-1/2 hours after starting and one hour and forty 
minutes were taken in giving the alarm and getting all men out of the mine.

The safety of one miner (Alex Tassel) is doubtful. He was notified by the 
stope-boss to get on top; the cager and stope-boss say they saw him on top 
and has been reported in Douglas; but he has not turned in his check and is 
claimed by his friends and family to be missing.

Treadwell Alaska Mine cave in, photo taken April 22, 1917 
(Special Collections, University of Washington Libraries)
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Throughout the commotion, there wasn’t anything the miners and their families could do 
except stand and watch while the sea mercilessly destroyed their livelihood. 

One life was presumed lost. But Alex Tassel’s body was never recovered. As always happens 
in mysterious circumstances of missing persons, the local residents’ imaginations ran wild. 
They reported seeing Tassel in town after the flooding; others accused him of taking the 
opportunity to abandon his native wife and half-breed children. It was highly improbable that 
the “skipping town” rumours held validity. The company noticed he hadn’t cashed his last 
paycheque. When the government declared him legally dead, the company compensated the 
widow a sum equal to more than what her husband would have earned from working in the 
mines for the next eight years.

A dozen horses and one mule, who worked deep down in the mine and hadn’t seen the light 
of day for at least five years, couldn’t be rescued. Later, their carcasses surfaced and were 
seen floating in the channel.

After the mines flooded, the Douglas Island communities were virtual ghost towns. Some of 
the patriotic Americans went to fight in the First World War while other men of all races took 
their families to find employment elsewhere. The Wernecke family was also on the leaving 
list. They moved across the channel to Juneau with their two youngsters, Ted, 6, and Claire, 
2-1/2.

The Ready Bullion, saved from flooding by a concrete bulkhead which separated it from the 
rest of the mines, continued to function with a 500-man complement until it too closed in 
1922. 

Meanwhile, the $2 million burning a hole in Fred Bradley’s pocket was payment from the 
company’s last gold shipment after the Treadwell mines flooded. He was looking for another 
place to invest the remittance.

In 1919, Bradley turned his eyes toward Canada’s Yukon Territory.

Frederick Worthen Bradley 

Fred Bradley took bright young men like his younger brother Philip 
Read Bradley, Bob Anderson and Livingston Wernecke and placed 
them in strategic places to run his mining operations. 

Anderson, an inductee in the National Mining Hall of Fame, Leadville, 
Colorado, was innovative, an inventor and a pilot who embraced the 
aviation business in industry, as did Wernecke, an inductee into the 
Alaska Mining Hall of Fame in 1999 and the Yukon Prospectors’ 
Association’s Honour Roll in 1988.

Wernecke was first to use track vehicles to haul ore over snow and 
pioneered aviation in northern mining exploration. Much of Photo courtesy of AIME
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Wernecke’s early flying was over unexplored territory. His notes and photographs taken on 
flights east from Point Barrow, Alaska into the vast reaches of the Canadian Arctic remain 
with the Canadian government and are hailed as valuable contributions to the knowledge of 
the country’s geology and geography.

Anderson worked for Bradley Mining Company and affiliates in the Lower-48 states around 
Idaho, Arizona and Nevada, while Philip Bradley and Wernecke were mainly stationed up 
north in Alaska and the Yukon.

When these special young men were recruited into the Bradley bunch, they were guaranteed 
fame and financial success. In exchange, geology, metallurgy and the company would be 
their mistresses.

“Achieve” was their first name. They had to be away from home for long stretches, producing 
and performing mineralogical miracles. Otherwise, they were useless for Bradley’s purposes. 
The only thing of importance to him was out-achieving everybody else. Therefore, Fred 
Bradley, the mentor, surrounded himself with mutual-thinking soldiers who had the same far-
reaching ideas and goals.

Wernecke was on the verge of firmly establishing himself in the annals of mining history as a 
monument in engineering and geological efficiency and would eventually become the most 
important person in the history of the Keno Hill mining camp. As a manager and mining 
executive, he became known for his topnotch abilities in handling most governmental and 
social problems with harmony.

The two prominent ringleaders behind Treadwell Yukon Mining Company were Fred Bradley 
and Livingston Wernecke. The older Bradley was a brilliant mining engineer, eminent 
metallurgist and experienced mining executive; Wernecke was a brilliant mining engineer, 
geologist, consultant and less-experienced administrator. Despite a 20-year age gap between 
the two men and that Wernecke was not prone to taking orders from the top, these two 
dynamic scientists complemented and admired each other.

The four sons of Frederick Worthen Bradley and Mary Elizabeth Parks Bradley also trod in 
the path of their father’s mining boots: Worthen (died of a heart attack); James Parks; Sewall; 
and John Davis (the youngest, sometimes called Jack, died in an automobile accident, along 
with his wife, Jane, the daughter of Stanly (sic) and Stella Easton). 

Simultaneous with Wernecke and Stanly Easton, James and John Bradley and their uncle 
Philip Read Bradley sat as directors of the Treadwell Yukon Corporation.

Fred Bradley was slim of stature and had a kind, compassionate demeanor that accented his 
gift of friendship, the masterpiece of nature. He was capable, cooperative and possessed an 
intellectual honesty. He also was rich and could afford to donate generously to private and 
public causes. 
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As a San Francisco citizen, he contributed freely to many public projects, such as Community 
Chest, orchestras and operatic enterprises in which he had no particular interest, as well as 
the start-up of a “decent” newspaper to compete with the two established rags.

Writer and mining engineer T.A. Rickard delighted in exposing fraud and mining promotions 
of questionable merit. His favourite targets were the two rival San Francisco newspapers and 
the magnates who owned them. The Examiner was a sensationalized paper owned by 
William Randolph Hearst, deserving of his title “Yellow Journalist”. The other was The 
Chronicle, owned by Michael de Young. Rickard maintained that both passionate-style 
newspapers "were of the vilest type, owned by men without character and edited by men 
without principle".

It was no doubt his persuasion that convinced Fred Bradley to provide resources to bring a 
more credible newspaper into the hands of San Franciscans and accounts for the glowing 
reports Rickard wrote in subsequent years about Bradley. The newspaper was Rickard’s 
Mining & Scientific Press, a long-standing San Francisco weekly journal he purchased in 
1905.

Rickard wanted to be an independent editor. Putting himself in the position as publisher he 
assured himself of independence. Not wanting to be burdened with the business end of the 
newspaper, he recruited his cousin Edgar, also a graduate of the Royal School of Mines, 
London, as business manager.

Rickard’s slogan that graced M & S Press’s banner proclaimed: "Science has no enemy save 
the ignorant.” Just as Hearst had gathered the finest writing and reporting talent of the day, so 
did Rickard whose reputation grew as the Mining & Scientific Press evolved increasingly into 
an important international journal. The forthright Rickard knew no fear and said his piece in 
print. 

Rickard extolled Bradley’s generous virtues. Behind the scenes, wrote Rickard, Bradley gave 
to down-on-their-luck individuals without any publicity about his charitable gestures that “lit 
many warm fires in the cold rooms of life”.

Bradley had keen senses of hearing and seeing. He never missed a trick nor lost sight of 
where he was headed. Anybody who planned to outmaneuver him would have to be mighty 
cunning and get up awfully early. 

Highly energized and fully revved, he was motivated to stay in fast-forward motion, never 
bothering to look in a rearview mirror. He was driven by fervent ambition. He sat on various 
committees and boards for companies and organizations too numerous to count and was 
publicly recognized with awards.

A small portion of his repertoire included president of the Tacoma Smelting Company, 
1898-1905. In 1898, Bunker Hill Mines acquired a Tacoma smelter for $45,000 and began 
diverting shipments of ore that previously had gone to Guggenheim smelters in Colorado.
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He was director and trustee of the San Francisco Chamber of Commerce, circa 1930-31; 
president of Bunker Hill and Sullivan Mining and Concentrating Company, Idaho, from June 
17, 1897 onward; president of Alaska Juneau Gold Mining Company from 1900; president of 
Alaska Treadwell, Mexican and United gold-mining companies from 1911; and director of five 
banks in Alaska and San Francisco.

He served as superintendent or president of a string of many other mining companies, 
including Bradley Mining Company. In 1925, he formed the Mercury Mining Syndicate to 
develop the Opalite Mine in Oregon and helped develop California gold dredging operations.

He was elected in 1929 to serve a term as president of the American Institute of Mining and 
Metallurgy and Engineers (AIME), a national professional organization he had belonged to 
since 1891.

In 1932, Bradley, whose name had become synonymous with the knack and knowhow for 
low-cost mining, was the humble recipient of the coveted William Lawrence Saunders Gold 
Medal for outstanding achievement in mining. The annual award, established in 1927 by the 
Society of Mining, Metallurgy and Exploration of Littleton, Colorado, was presented “For his 
skill and success in the creation of constructive industry and new wealth through the 
beneficiation of marginal gold ores; for the example of tenacity and of patient, courageous 
reliance on painstaking preparation and exact engineering estimates.”

In May, 1939, after residents of Douglas, Alaska petitioned the Alaska Board of Geographic 
Names, Mount Jumbo was renamed Mount Bradley in posthumous honour of Frederick 
Worthen Bradley for his world-famous exploits in the Juneau gold mines. Tradition dies hard. 
Sometimes the Douglas Island protuberance is still called Mount Jumbo, a name bestowed 
years earlier because of the Jumbo mining claim located near its base.

In 1994, Bradley was inducted into the National Mining Hall of Fame, Leadville, Colorado; 
and in the fall of 1997, he was elected as one of six charter members in the Alaska Mining 
Hall of Fame, Anchorage.

As a result of his inextinguishable fire, Bradley piled up tons of money during a very extensive 
and impressive career and could afford to be magnanimous. He liked the limelight and 
surrounded himself with people who could keep him in it. 

He was paid tribute for remaining a thoroughbred American at a time when American mining 
engineers were in big demand and could name their price for providing professional services 
in South Africa, Australia, and other mining regions expanding throughout the world. Yet his 
personal choice was to stay and practice his professional skills mainly on home turf. 

With the exception of Canada, the majority of his life’s work was done in the western and 
northwestern United States as well as up north in Alaska. The neighboring Yukon Territory 
was the one anomaly that was mainly the bailiwick of Livingston Wernecke.
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“It may be unwise,” eulogized T.A. Rickard, “to attempt to say who was the leading mining 
engineer of the world in his day and generation--but I shall not be charged with undue bias if I 
say that Frederick Worthen Bradley was a distinguished exemplar of the ability and the 
character that have made the mining engineer so potent a factor in our material civilization.”

Since much of Fred Bradley’s unprecedented work revolved around gold, it was fitting he 
grew up in the California goldfields of Nevada City in upper California, near the Nevada State 
border. In terms of Bradley, Nevada County and Yuba County are often wrongly thought of as 
interchangeable.

Yuba County was one of the 27 original counties outlined at the time of California statehood 
in September, 1850. A few ribs were taken from Yuba County to create Nevada County and 
Placer County in 1851; a third county to the east, Sierra, was created in 1852. 

Yuba City is the seat of Sutter County, also one of the original counties. Just as Yuba County 
was dismembered to form Placer County, parts of Sutter County had to be forfeited to help 
finish forming the rest of Placer County in 1851.

Into this neighbourhood that lies in the general vicinity of Sacramento is where Fred’s father, 
Henry Sewall Bradley, gravitated.

Sewall Bradley was born September 15, 1827, the son of Daniel Poor and Martha Read 
Bradley in Dracut Heights, Lowell, Massachusetts. The 22-year-old mining engineer and 
surveyor came around Cape Horn on a masted sailing ship, the Orion. More than seven 
months after leaving Boston, he arrived in San Francisco on May 6, 1850 at the tail-end of 
the California gold rush and on the eve of statehood. 

Sewall found his way to Parks Bar--a sandy bank, or shoal, in a low-water area--on the 
northeast side of the gold-rich Yuba River, 15 miles above Marysville (Yuba County). 
Marysville became the supply depot rather than Yuba City (Sutter County). 

Parks Bar (Yuba County) was said to be one of the first spots where gold was found on the 
major waterway. It was one of the richest of all the thick mass of bars spread along the banks 
of the Yuba River which heads in the Sierra Nevada Range.

Parks Bar had been prospected and worked seriously since about September, 1848. David 
Parks, for whom the bar was named, accumulated a lucrative amount of gold in a short time, 
seemingly from a couple of sources. While Parks mined, his wife and children ran a trading-
post and store. Goods sold and traded for inflated prices. One group of traders were the 
unwary Indians who didn’t know the true worth of gold and were probably fleeced in their 
transactions; other customers were the prospectors who steadily trailed in after catching a 
whiff of the gold scent.

Soon, the bar swelled into a thriving town of some 800 eligible voters. Within a few years, 
there appeared a stereotype gold-rush town of six stores, three hotels, two blacksmith shops, 
a barber shop, post-office and a tangle of saloons. 
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It was at Parks Bar (Yuba County), near Yuba City (Sutter County), where Sewall Bradley 
came in 1850 and where he and Virginia Shearer married on July 1, 1858.

Virginia Shearer was born circa 1834 in Winchester, Virginia, a daughter of Frederick A. and 
Susan Shearer. How and where Sewall and Virginia met is unknown. However, by the time 
they married midst the goldfields, Parks Bar was already in decline. With each successive 
year more townsfolk deserted until Parks Bar became another casualty added to the list of 
California ghost towns.

Census records show that Mr. and Mrs. Bradley with their son, Fred, and daughter, Martha, 
pushed on to settle in Nevada City (Nevada County). Their oldest child, Frederick Worthen 
Bradley, was born on February 21, 1863 in Marysville, Yuba County, where his sister Martha 
was born in 1866.

The rest of five known children were all born in Nevada City, California: Edith, in 1871; Mabel, 
in 1874; and Philip Read Bradley, presumably the youngest, in 1876. 

In keeping with a tradition of passing down family names to the next generation, Fred 
inherited his maternal grandfather’s name Frederick and his younger brother Philip inherited 
his paternal grandmother’s maiden name of Read.

Fred Bradley was about 18 years old when he went off to the University of California in the 
parklike setting of Berkeley, approximately 125 miles from his hometown of Nevada City. The 
university, in existence since 1872, had garnered a reputation as one of America’s finest 
public institutions for educational pursuits. Both Berkeley and the university, situated about 10 
miles from San Francisco, held to a long-standing tradition of free-thinking and activist 
politics, as was aptly demonstrated by Rickard and Bradley.

Bradley studied at UC’s School of Mining, completing a three-year curriculum in mining and 
metallurgy in two years. He dropped out before finishing his degree, anxious was he to go into 
the real world and test his theories. It was 47 years later, in 1930, that the University of 
California, Berkeley awarded him an honorary bachelor degree in metallurgy.

His illustrious career seemingly started rather mundanely and slow-paced at the Eagle Bird 
Mine in Nevada County as an assayer straight out of university. In 1884. as a fledgling 21 
year old who knew how to soar in his profession, he saved Eagle Mining Company’s bankrupt 
gold mine, located 25 miles above Nevada City on the South Yuba River. He established 
what was to be his first iteration in an imposing litany of low-cost metal mining.

Only Bradley himself was destined to break his record and on a grander scale. The Bunker 
Hill boys in Idaho heard about Bradley or he heard about them. Bunker Hill had silenced its 
mine located on the south end of Coeur d’Alene Lake at St. Maries River, a stone’s throw 
from the important train depot at Kellogg. The mine was called “Spanish” as were oodles of 
other gold and silver mines of the day.
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It contained plenty of silver but was closed because nobody had the savvy to mine it 
profitably. The 22-year-old Bradley wanted the opportunity to prove he could mine the 
Spanish at a profit. He and the company cut some kind of a deal. For the next two years, 
between 1885 to 1887, according to University of Idaho records, he notched his reputation 
with another low-cost mining-and-milling exploit in the mining district known as the Coeur 
d’Alene where the dirt mined contained about 65 cents worth of silver and gold to the ton.

It was later that an older and more experienced Bradley went on to score his greatest feat on 
a more colossal scale. The miraculous story of his AJ gold mine undertaking, which was 
producing about half the total gold output of Alaska, became world famous among the 
members of his profession. The Alaska Juneau Gold Mining Company paid dividends on dirt 
containing only 90 cents worth of gold to a ton.

This splendid performance supposedly constituted the biggest triumph of its kind ever 
accomplished by a mining engineer. His masterfulness was ultimately recognized and 

rewarded with his election to the presidency 
of the American Institute of Mining and 
Metallurgical Engineers and as recipient of 
the Saunders Medal. 

It was when Bradley became directly 
associated with Bunker Hill and Sullivan 
Mining Company that his true worth shone 
and his magnificent career took a solid 
foothold that hurled him forth into an opulent 
future. 

Definitely, he was still on the learning curve 
as pertained to humanity. The work force 
was his livelihood yet he was accused of 
continuing to wear blinders in his refusal to 
treat the men with respect and dignity.

Paying standard wages and providing safe 
and decent working conditions were all part 
and parcel of sustaining his wealth and 
keeping the unions at bay. As was standard 
practice of the day, he chose to continue 
regarding the men as his personal slaves, 
which, of course, boomeranged and caused 
serious labour disputes.

The heart of what became known as the Coeur d’Alene Mining District lies deep within the 
mountains of northern Idaho’s Panhandle. 
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The fanciful story goes that Noah Kellogg’s psychic donkey led the prospector to a rich vein 
of silver and lead about 1885. Subsequently, this showing became Bunker Hill’s original 
mining claim after one of the usual rousing court battles that always detonates whenever 
some undeserving schmuck smells money and sues for partnership plunder.

Through the years the tale has been told of the legendary four-legged creature that 
discovered Bunker Hill, owned Bunker Hill, and operated Bunker Hill. In Noah’s namesake 
town a sign was erected that read: "Kellogg, the town discovered by a jackass and still 
inhabited by its descendants!"

Of course, the fun story incensed T.A. Rickard, who tried to get as close as humanly possible 
to the truth, although he too sometimes missed his mark. In the preface of his 1945 book The 
Romance of Mining he debunked the claptrap.

“A picturesque yarn is preferred to a vivid statement of fact. The fabulous donkey 
that discovered the Bunker Hill mine still crops the bunch grass on the hills of the 
Coeur d’Alene although the falsity of the story has been exposed many times. The 
historian takes pains to kill such untruth, and if he investigates carefully he will 
provide a veracious account that is stranger than the fiction and much more 
satisfying to an intelligent mind.”

The Bunker Hill Mining Complex, situated in a location starting at the west end of Kellogg and 
continuing through the town of Smelterville, included a silver-lead-zinc mine, smelter, zinc 
plant and rail yard. 

The Bunker Hill potentates had an intolerance for trade unions. Management’s attitude was 
that miners would damned well work for the wages the company dictated or the men would 
starve to death without jobs. Politicians, jurists and industrialists sided with the company, 
albeit contrary to law.

Preferring to fight than capitulate resulted in a terrible and turbulent labour war history in 
which neither the union nor the capitalists came out as exemplary winners. The unionists 
brought out the bullets and the bombs. The company brought out the military and Pinkerton’s 
undercover agents. The upshot was a battered and bruised company emerged with black 
eyes and broken bones. The era ended up ranking as a significant trademark in the American 
labor movement.

Young Bradley had sprinted through jobs and assignments like an Olympic runner. First, he 
was hired as a mining engineer. By 1893, when he was elevated to general manager of the 
whole Bunker Hill Complex, the deep-in-debt corporation had never paid a dividend. After 
June of 1897 when he was named president, the company moved into the black ink and 
began paying out over a half million dollars in annual dividends to shareholders.

Solvency proved to be a double-edged sword, for the company had no intentions of sharing 
the wealth. The healthy financial statement did indeed attract investors, some the likes of 
William Crocker, a San Francisco banker and financier, and Cyrus Hall McCormick, Jr. of 
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Chicago, the eldest son of the vaunted inventor of the reaper and founder of International 
Harvester.

As the 19th Century drew to a close and Bunker Hill was a thriving, profit-making enterprise, 
the unionists concluded that the time was ripe to confront the Bunker Hill headmasters head-
on. The miners intended to demand recognition as a bona fide union and to extract wages 
from the company befitting of a union.

Besides Bradley, Stanly Alexander Easton stood out as a beacon in the early history of the 
company. 

Bradley had been preceded in the Bunker Hill roster of presidents by (1) Simeon G. Reed, 
July 28,1887 to July 2, 1891; (2) John Hays Hammond, July 2, 1891 to June 15, 1893; and 
(3) General Nathaniel H. Harris, June 15, 1893 to June 17, 1897. Bradley, the fourth 
president, served 36 years from June 17, 1897 until his death on July 6, 1933. His successor, 
the fifth president, was Stanly Easton whose term extended from July 6, 1933 to March 23, 
1954.

Easton was a young sprout when Bradley ferreted him from California to do mine 
examinations in 1901. So impressed was Bradley with the fine young engineer’s character 
and abilities, he soon put Easton in charge of all the Bunker Hill and Sullivan properties.

It was under the leadership and guidance of these two men that the Bunker Hill and Sullivan 
Mining Company grew from a small teetering mining and concentrating venture to the largest 
producer of ore concentrates in the Coeur d’Alene Mining District and a national leader in 
lead, zinc and silver production. 

Unfortunately, the glory was tarnished as Bunker Hill and Sullivan mines became the scenes 
of ugly labor violence in the late 1800s and early 1900s.

-------

Under Hammond’s presidential reign, the financial headquarters of Bunker Hill and Sullivan 
Mining and Concentrating Company had been transferred to San Francisco in September 
1891. The company, whose long handle wasn’t abbreviated to Bunker Hill Mining until 1956, 
was originally organized to engage in mining under the laws of Minnesota on November 17, 
1891.

President Bradley was living in San Francisco in 1899. His guild of managers, who were on-
site looking after daily business at Coeur d’Alene, were programmed to have hearts as cold 
as marble and tongues sharp enough to prune a hedge. They lacked the diplomacy and tact 
to deal with a bunch of rough, tough, hot-headed miners who demanded that the skinflint 
company increase their wages 50 cents to a dollar a day in order to par their pay with the 
$3.50 a day paid at other mines, all unionized except Bunker Hill’s and Sullivan’s. 
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Going into Coeur d’Alene 
was like cracking into a 
wormy walnut with a 
hammer. A potential 
volatile situation exploded 
into an ugly melee that 
lasted 15 years, all 
because Bradley was an 
expert number cruncher. 
He had pulled a 
previously debt-ridden 
company out of hock and 
had it suddenly paying 
handsome dividends 
under his tutelage.

The rich got richer and the 
poor got poorer. The 
payroll was one of the first 
and easiest places to 

reduce overhead expenses. The miners, feeling the sting of shareholders making money off 
their backs, unionized. The last thing the company wanted to contend with was an organized 
labour union. They felt it had to be quashed at any cost.

The cost was high. In April of 1899, as the union launched an organized drive of the few 
locations not yet unionized, Bunker Hill’s loyal and well-programmed superintendent Albert 
Burch ranted that the company would rather "shut down and remain closed 20 years" than to 
recognize the union.

On the spot, he fired 17 workers whom he suspected to be union members and ordered all 
other miners he knew were union members to collect their back pay. Burch knew who the 
union members were because Bunker Hill had employed Pinkerton spies to identify them. It 
wasn’t always a difficult task. Some of the union men doubled as agents working for 
Pinkerton.

The birth of Bunker Hill's labour troubles was born in the spring of 1887 while Bradley was 
still toiling over the Spanish Mine at the end of Coeur d’Alene Lake. Bunker Hill was in the 
throes of convincing all mine owners in the Coeur d’Alene mining district to resist worker 
demands and disassemble unions. 

This attitude spilled over into mill bombings, the declarations of martial law, the 
unprecedented use of "bull pen" stockades, and the "permit-card" work system that forbade a 
worker from seeking new employment without the sheriff’s permission. It also was the 
beginning of the Western Federation of Miners that succeeded in unionizing every mine in the 
Coeur d’Alene by 1899 except the major Bunker Hill and Sullivan silver-lead producers. 
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Bradley was not entirely unsympathetic with the workers but was steeped in company 
doctrine which paralleled industrial and political attitudes of the day. On November 26, 1894, 
the-then general manager Bradley wrote to Bunker Hill president Nathaniel Harrison Harris, a 
former Confederate General in the Civil War.

“The Union finds that it has made a fatal mistake in ordering the strike and I hear mutterings 
of discontent from 90 percent of our crew,” wrote Bradley. “Whether we shut down or continue 
operations, our stand should command the respect of every thinking man.” 

Bunker Hill and Sullivan resisted any arrangement for dealing with a miners' union that 
secretly began to penetrate the Bunker Hill and Sullivan, anyway.

Finally, on April 24, 1899, the miners requested that the company adopt the prevailing union 
wage rate--a higher level than the other mines. Unable to resist entirely, Bunker Hill and 
Sullivan management acquiesced to the wage demands. Still, Bradley refused to recognize 
the union. 

The Guggenheims had been salivating a long time to gain control of Bunker Hill, a mining 
plum definitely worth plucking to increase their supremacy over the metal markets. In 1905, 
the Guggs tried reaching their objective by buying the shares held by the widow of Victor 
Clement, former Bunker Hill manager.

It was Victor Clement who had gone to South Africa in 1893 and left his vacant resident 
manager’s position open as a stepping stone for Fred Bradley’s quick ascent to presidency. 
The Guggenheims owned shares in Bunker Hill but were never able to take over the large 
mining operation which was proof that Bradley and bankers William Crocker and Darius O. 
Mills were the dominant factors in control of this impenetrable bunker. The Guggenheims, 
however, did own shares in the Alaska Juneau Gold Mining Company and other mining 
enterprises headed by Bradley.

-------

Livingston Wernecke

On April 6, 1917, the United States finally allied with Britain, France and Russia to fight the 
Great War. Livingston Wernecke was holding a World War I Civilian Draft Registration Card 
that exempted him from active military duty.

He was needed more on the home front than on the battlefield. His profession was 
designated essential in the finding and developing of wartime metals for manufacturing 
munitions. The federal government even sponsored mining operations and paid employee 
wages for companies that were producing antimony, mercury and tungsten. Further, by the 
time the United States entered the war, Wernecke was nearly 10 years older than the normal 
25-year-old age limit and was married with two youngsters.
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For four years, between 1917 to 1921, Wernecke was occupied as a consulting geologist for 
the Alaska Juneau Gold Mining Company, a position he held for the rest of his life. His 
geologic reports predicted that a rich orebody would be found at depth in the northern half of 
the AJ, an educated prognosis that later proved true and eventually led to extremely 
profitable years for the gold mine.

Wernecke also scouted Alaska length to breadth by boat, dog sled and on foot for mineral 
properties worthy of serving the interests of Fred Bradley and associates. He examined 
hundreds of prospects during field seasons that might last nearly a year before he returned to 
his family in Juneau.

Often, he had to carry on down the coast to report to the company’s head office in San 
Francisco. It was an arduous assignment, even for a devout outdoorsman who possessed a 
passion for the wilderness like he did. As a legacy of his industry, his maps, reports, notes 
and photographs remain valuable commodities to his scientific heirs in understanding 
geography and geology of the Arctic and sub-Arctic regions.

His searches led to a gold prospect near McGrath, a tiny village in western Alaska. Between 
1919 to 1925, he was in charge of development and management of the Nixon Forks project 
that overlapped with his duties on Keno Hill in central Yukon Territory.

Wernecke’s Yukon connection started in July, 1919 when he and Fred Bradley called on 
Canada. Bradley made a whirlwind inspection of a mining property that was the nub for the 
formation of the Yukon Silver-Lead Company on Lookout Mountain (Haldane), a dominate 
land feature standing in the shadows of The Hill (Keno Hill). Without a financial infusion from 
the likes of Bradley, the Yukon Silver-Lead Company could not function.

Bradley wasn’t duly impressed. He hurried back to Mayo, caught the sidestream riverboat, 
the Vidette, and sailed back to Dawson City where he met his senior engineer. Together, 
Bradley and Wernecke sailed on a larger luxury steamer up the Yukon River for Whitehorse, 
then made a 50-mile sidebar road trip to look over the bankrupt workings of the Venus Mine 
near the village of Carcross.

The Yukon Territory had plenty of scenery, romantic history, a narrow-gauge train and 
untapped resources. Nevertheless, without spending a cent, they boarded the White Pass 
train at Carcross for the ride to Skagway where they caught a southbound boat to Juneau.

Almost two years passed before Fred Bradley received a tip through the grapevine about a 
prospect on Keno Hill where the Guggenheims beavered away. The competitive Bradley bet 
$10,000 sight unseen on the Gambler.

In June, 1921, Bradley dispatched his 38-year-old protégé to the Yukon to examine the 
Gambler and the new silver camp that had popped up. Wernecke’s instructions were to 
acquire any properties of merit for a syndicate financed by Bradley’s Bunker Hill and Sullivan 
Mining Company, Alaska Treadwell Company of Juneau, plus a couple of his smaller 
affiliates.
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Bradley obviously had steadfast faith in his astute, level-headed geologist and engineer, for it 
was highly unorthodox to vest sweeping authority in a lone field representative’s opinion. It 
speaks volume about Wernecke that he was granted a carte blanche mandate to make any 
deal on Bradley’s behalf.

-------

The Guggenheims’ Keno Hill Mining Company

It was back in July of 1919 that Jack Pickering had watched Louie Beauvette 
(Hall of Fame) pelting down to the Mayo dock just as the Dawson-bound 
Vidette was drifting out into the Stewart River. On board was Fred Bradley.

Perplexed, Beauvette stood massaging a silvery-blue rock. “Did you miss 
your boat, Louie?” greeted the jovial Englishman, who was in the livery and 
teamster business and, like everybody else, sidelined in mining. “The 
Nasutlin will be along in a few days.”

“I missed Fred Bradley,” answered Beauvette who evidently didn’t know that Bradley had 
rejected Pickering’s prospect on Lookout Mountain, nine miles west of the Silver King. 

Pickering, the eternal optimist, did not believe like others that the Silver King’s closure was 
the end of the hardrock mining in the Mayo area. He contended hardrock mining was just 
beginning to shine. Maybe Beauvette’s magnificent mineral samples were the key to 
changing Bradley’s mind.

Beauvette had once owned claims adjacent to the Silver King and easily recognized the 
bluish rock pitted with rusty stains as silver and galena, the chief ore of lead, that he had 
stumbled over on The Hill. When Beauvette heard that  Bradley was in the area, he had 
hurried up to timberline to collect more samples and staked the Roulette claim on July 10, 
1919. Then he raced down The Hill hoping to catch up with Bradley.

Beauvette handed the rocks to Pickering who was sure Bradley would be eager to see them. 
By the time Pickering strode down Nasutlin’s plank into Dawson’s Front Street, Fred Bradley 
and Livingston Wernecke had vanished.

Pickering walked along the wooden walkways toward the outskirts of a town that was hushed 
in 1898-99 when the Alaska gold strikes robbed Dawson’s streets and the Klondike creeks of 
40,000 adventurers who once packed the postage-size domain.

He stopped at the office of the Yukon Gold Company, owned by the Guggenheims whose 
dredges groaned and creaked around the clock scooping gold from the creeks. Pickering 
stepped inside the pungent, dimly-lit room.

Louie Beauvette
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“Good afternoon, Schelly,” called Pickering who liked Alfred Kirk Schellinger (Honour Roll). 
The Californian had graduated from Stanford University in 1909 before the Guggenheims 
sent the mining engineer and geologist to the Yukon to work with placer gold. A curiosity and 
personal interest in hardrock mining had prompted his occasional visits to the Silver King.

While rattling around the furnace among the clutter of crucibles and bottles, the assayer 
acknowledged Pickering’s presence. He studied Beauvette’s heavy samples approvingly. He 
split, ground, pulverized, weighed and finally pulled small dishes containing jelly-like silver 
beads from the furnace. Except for the Silver King, nothing quite this rich had been known in 
the Yukon.

Schellinger notified the local Yukon Gold Company manager who consulted the 
Guggenheims at the American Smelting and Refining Company in New York. A return 
message instructed Schellinger to investigate.

Accompanied by Pickering, Schellinger arrived in Mayo on July 21, 1919. Schellinger hired a 
buckboard and horses from Pickering & Greenfield. Jack Pickering, Louie Beauvette, Jim 
Anderson and Scotty Mowatt acted as teamsters as the group set out for The Hill.

Beauvette went elsewhere on The Hill to prospect and stake. On July 29, 1919, Schellinger 
sighted a location line 180 degrees from Beauvette’s No. 1 Roulette post and staked the 
“Keno”, the name of another famous gambling game. The claim served as the impetus for 
renaming the prominent green knob “Keno Hill”.

A group of six claims encompassed Beauvette’s original Roulette discovery. Schellinger, 
accompanied by Beauvette and Pickering, returned to Dawson to confirm the values of the 
samples through assaying.

The Guggenheims were notified again. Again, the New York bosses instructed Schellinger to 
go to Keno and get the project rolling.

Thus began the formation of Keno Hill Mining Limited. Supplies were moved from Dawson 
City to 5,800 feet up Keno Hill. In 1920, abandoned Duncan Creek cabins were dismantled 
and moved up Keno Hill to construct the rough-hewn town of Keno City.

As Pickering contended all along, the discovery of high-grade deposits on Keno Hill proved 
that the Silver King vein was not an isolated occurrence. Rumours spread and a staking rush 
ensued.

Meanwhile, Fred Bradley, home in Juneau, had heard about the Gambler claim and 
dispatched his star geologist to inspect his investment.
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Map adapted from United Keno Hill Mines Annual Report, 1986, shows: 
Wernecke Camp in reference to the instant town of Keno City; Keno Hill where 
Treadwell Yukon was mining the Ladue and the Guggenheims’ Keno Hill Mining 
was working the Sadie Friendship vein; the historic Silver King (left); and the 
location of the Elsa, Calumet and No Cash which would later capture 
Wernecke’s attention on Galena Hill.

The Genesis of Treadwell Yukon Mining Company

Wernecke was not impressed with what he found on Keno Hill. Ore transportation rates were 
robbery to his thinking. The cost for 40 miles down to the town of Mayo was $50 a ton while 
the next 2,500 miles to the San Francisco smelter cost only $30 a ton.

Although two weeks of labour turmoil had recently ended, animosity still clung to the 
atmosphere heavier than the deadly lead-arsenic dust that had caused the uproar. Ore dust 
caked and clogged everything. It lethally blew from ore-sorting sheds into drinking water.

There was no ventilation system; no wash or dry facilities for workers going to or coming from 
underground; clothing and bedrolls were seldom, if ever, washed; and scarce water was 
rationed. The men ate the sickeningly sweet taste that burned their tongues and filled 
wheezing lungs for the kill.

Similar to the Bunker Hill controversy, the men had organized a work stoppage and 
demanded better conditions and fewer hours from the Guggenheims’ Keno Hill Mining Ltd. 
While waiting for a decision, the resourceful miners headed to the hills to live from the land 
while awaiting the decision. 
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The company officials wrongly believed the workers could not survive without jobs and 
paycheques. Soon, they had to admit their mistake and grudgingly relented to an eight-hour 
day and a massive cleanup.

Wernecke fussed briefly over the unimpressive Gambler prospect, then devoted his attention 
to setting up a camp on the Ladue property he acquired in July, 1921. The Ladue was located 
next to the Sadie-Friendship portion of the vein the Guggenheims were mining on top of Keno 
Hill.

Wernecke Camp

The Canadian company of Treadwell Yukon was a kissing cousin to Alaska Treadwell. Its 
genesis was the Ladue which got underway with a sawmill purchase to produce lumber to 
build a camp and timbers to support the roof of an underground mine. Alaska Treadwell 
furnished the underground equipment and a contingent of experienced miners from Juneau. 
They increased the 16-man camp to a workforce of 60 men. 
 

NTS map 105M/14 shows Wernecke Camp in context
 with the crest of Keno Hill where the Guggenheims were mining.

Wernecke displayed a concern for health and safety. His intelligence embraced advanced 
technology that would render underground workings safer for “his boys”, as Wernecke 
affectionately referred to the miners. He employed a relatively-new wet drilling technique that 
reduced dust and provided a cleaner workplace environment and he installed an adequate 
water supply to help fight silicosis. A new campsite was constructed at the Ladue Mine on a 
gentle west-facing slope just below timberline. Prior to a mill, the sale of unprocessed high-
grade ore began in 1923.
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President Fred Bradley, whose forte was metallurgy, researched the best flotation methods to 
use in Treadwell Yukon’s first mill. Wernecke, the general manager, was kiting between Keno, 
Juneau and the San Francisco head office getting mill equipment moving. 

By the time river freighting finished for the season, all mill equipment had been shipped to 
Keno Hill. Local derelict dredges were stripped for power parts. Finally, under adverse winter 
conditions, the 100-ton-a-day plant was thrust into place at Wernecke Camp in January, 1925  
and valuable ore concentrates bubbled to surface.

A short distance away, Keno City offered every vice known to man. While Wernecke believed 
that people’s personal lives were their own private affairs, his moralistic upbringing clashed 
with the raw lifestyle of boom towns. He vehemently opposed liquor, gambling and illicit sex 
and considered indulgence in these vices as legitimate grounds for dismissal. He ran a 
straight-laced show at his camp.

Since Keno City played host to at least a dozen famed prostitutes, it was logical to suspect 
his men were visiting the brothels. It was not logical to assume these supercharged girls were 
at fault for luring his men involuntarily into their lairs.

One piece of gilded lore alleges that Wernecke raged into the bawdy house one night 
intending to deport the Madam for enticing his puritan men into hanky-panky while they were 
weakened by their blessed state of beatitude. Wernecke’s rage was supposedly tempered 
when a miner observed admiringly: “Ah, Mr. Wernecke, you come here, too.”

Wernecke eased off and softened to the necessity of prostitutes for a camp teeming with 
single men. He realized that any efforts to control human nature or regulate Keno City would 
be an exercise in futility. However, he tolerated no foolishness. His personal doctor routinely 
examined the girls, some of them brought in by famous Madams such as Bombay Peggy 
from Dawson City, Ruby Scott and Tiger Lil. 

Wernecke could not afford to have men showing up on the job drunk or with debilitating 
hangovers. Knowing that Wernecke could and would oust them, the Madams catered to his 
wishes, making sure his men were sober and back to camp on time for shifts and in fine fettle 
to work.

Open touring cars continued tearing up the trail, taxiing carousers between Wernecke Camp 
and Keno City that was open around the clock.

Over and above booze and brothels, the instant town offered refinements and sports 
facilities. Keno City was complete with Northern Commercial and Taylor & Drury dry goods 
and grocery stores, ladies apparel and novelty shops, a post office, several hotels, and a 
trustworthy assay office operated by the territorial government.

The locals could play tennis, pool, baseball, watch silent movies or dance. The Jackhammer 
Band drummed out music for Saturday night dances scheduled at Jackson Hall, which had a 
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spacious dance floor upstairs over the bar. A stylish Englishman turned prospector gave 
ballroom dance lessons to awkward miners.

-------

At Wernecke Camp, a modest general manager’s house, complete with piano and other fine 
furnishings, was built for Wernecke, his wife Mabel and their two children, Theodore and 
Claire, who were about 10 and 7 years of age. 

Wernecke Camp was planted in a pleasant grove of scattered spruce, overlooking a 
panorama of colourful sunsets. Lightning streaked over the McQuesten River Valley and 
caribou wandered among the log cabins and frame buildings, occupied by the staff and their 
families.

The setting was akin to having heaven served on a platter. The Wernecke family had the best 
seat in the theatre. They could observe the constellations in the night sky and scan their 
lovely paradise through a large sophisticated telescope set up on their verandah that 
overlooked the camp and across the valley. Wernecke liked to watch moose wading in 
Hansen Lakes some miles away.

While at Juneau, Wernecke had learned the importance of maintaining a happy workforce 
and that his namesake campsite was a pleasant place to live and work.

As with the town of Treadwell on Douglas Island, Alaska, Wernecke Camp was equipped with 
teachers, medical facilities and the comforts of an excellent cookhouse and bunkhouses for 
singles. A recreation building contained a pool hall, indoor tennis, badminton, bowling alley, 
soda fountain, laundry facilities, barber shop, radio room, a good library as well as outdoor 
skating and curling rinks.

Movie-goers in Keno and Mayo paid 50 to 75 cents to see the same silent movies that were 
shown for free in the Wernecke Camp rec centre. Cases of film--mostly good Westerns--were 
stacked in storage at Mayo all winter to be replaced with new reels when the boats docked at 
Mayo in the summer.

As early as 1923, a telephone line was already installed to Mayo that linked to a 
radiotelegraph at Dawson and to the Outside world.

The far-from-dull camp functioned in a happy dither despite the boss’s reputation for being as 
unpredictable as the silver veins. While he didn’t have much leisure for socializing, he 
encouraged and cultivated a sociable atmosphere in the community for others.

“The Treadwell Yukon operations were a monument to Wernecke’s dedication, engineering, 
efficiency, business ability and capacity to integrate government and social problems while 
pioneering the northern frontier,” praised geological engineer Dr. Aaro Aho in his manuscript 
the History of the Keno Hill Mining District.
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Wernecke was a connoisseur of work and ideas, his principle strengths imagination and 
vision as an explorer and developer, one who rushed about ramming mines and mills into 
production. He was remembered as optimistic, efficient, frugal, taciturn, modest and shy.

In Aho’s analysis, “Wernecke was a straight shooter, not easily tricked, quiet, retiring, terse in 
speech and policies, and shy of publicity. He preferred being out roaming the wilderness, 
searching for new mines and filling in blank areas of the map with mountains and rivers 
charted from the air and from astronomic observations on lakes. He was an optimistic man 
but not scheming or promotional; he was an individualist who charted his own course.”

When the cash flow slowed to a trickle, he pampered the reliable prospectors, generously 
grubstaking them with food, supplies and tools. He transported their ore, paid them 60 
percent of its value at Mayo, then charged back all costs plus 12 percent interest to cover 
risks on future silver prices.

Other austere tactics were to keep only a small crew on payroll and not tie up large blocks of 
claims that cost annual assessment fees to keep. Even at its peak, Treadwell Yukon held only 
about 60 claims. If Wernecke had adopted an aggressive stance about property acquisition, 
the motivation of the local prospectors might have been suppressed and some of the great 
discoveries might never have been made.

When the company was caught up again in a stampede of money, Wernecke, an educated 
gambler who did his own geological examinations, would pay as high as $100,000 for a 
prospect that he was certain could be mined profitably.

His approach was to offer a fair price for a property. If a prospector rejected his first offer 
Wernecke refused to discuss it again. The exception was with his friend Charles Brefalt over 
the Elsa. And he definitely would not spare a minute to anybody who so much as entertained 
the thought of double-crossing him.

According to Dr. Hugh Bostock of the Geological Survey of Canada (GSC), Wernecke’s 
policies were bound to feed resentments. “However efficiently he managed things and 
brought in many new ideas which enabled him to keep on mining when silver was 25 cents 
per ounce, not everyone admired Wernecke, as I found out from Steve Albertino, a 
prospector to whom Wernecke had refused to pay the high price he demanded for his claim. 
Steve said, ‘Dat Vernecke. He got de country by de throat’.”

Wernecke was obsessed with work and drove himself hard. He demanded much from himself 
and likewise from subordinates who worshipped and feared him. They scrambled to produce 
for the fiery, high-strung boss and inadequately covered deficiencies from his piercing glare.

He was a kind person who cared about the welfare and safety of people. But his abbreviated 
instructions were often misinterpreted and created confusion as to who was supposed to be 
doing what. Procedures often changed radically without warning as though he expected his 
men to be clairvoyants and do things as he thought, not as he voiced.
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Wernecke, upset about some perceived problem, would swoop into a mine. His terse order 
“Pick up your pay!” was clearly impossible if the accountant had been fired again for 
committing sin. By the time the accountant was rehired and available to write the final 
cheque, the miner was back on the job, too.

Despite his inconsistencies and a strong personality necessary to keep control over a 
company and a camp, he was regarded with the utmost respect. He was sometimes referred 
to as “Father”.

Without doubt he was anointed “The Boss”, “the benevolent dictator”, “the autocratic ruler”, 
basically the monarch governing with divine right and power. His word was absolute law. Still, 
his men were eager to please Wernecke who frequently met shift changes. They welcomed 
his praise and attention, trying to supply new answers to his oft-repeated question: “How 
does it look now, boys!”

Yet he tolerated no misbehaviour or palaver from below and ignored interference and folderol 
from the top.

Overworked and snatching naps sporadically, Wernecke was said to have developed 
stomach troubles. The story floated was that his ulcers could be soothed by drinking fresh 
milk, the rationale for keeping a milk cow grazing in his backyard.

Truthfully, he and his wife liked having the wholesome, creamy liquid on-tap to enhance the 
flavour of Mabel’s and their cook’s baking. Besides, the nourishing beverage would ensure 
the two children grew up with strong bones and teeth, hence avoiding childhood diseases 
associated with vitamin D and calcium deficiencies inherent with remote living.

In addition to putting the mine and mill into production at Wernecke Camp, another priority 
was for Wernecke to continually improve the system and slash transportation costs. In 1922, 
Treadwell purchased a Jeffery Quad four-wheel-drive truck to haul 2,000 cords of wood to the 
mine on winter roads.

The frantically frugal Wernecke was always quick to test a money saver. In 1923, he 
purchased a five-ton, gas-guzzling Holt whose metal tracks clattered noisily over some 45 
miles of road to haul ore to Mayo.

A pleased Wernecke found a mate, double the size of the first Holt. He had the machine 
shipped from Juneau to Whitehorse in January, 1924, and sent a crew to Whitehorse to walk 
the track vehicle to Keno. Although the new farm models were designed to evade getting 
stuck in rough terrain, naysayers espoused the impossibility of taking the contraption 250 
miles overland in mid-winter.

At the White Pass depot in Whitehorse, company president Herbert Wheeler supposedly 
announced from his desk, “Wernecke wants the cat in now. How can it possibly make it 
overland? Nobody even knows how to unload it at Skagway.”
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Wernecke consulted with Emil Forrest, a White Pass mechanic, who later came to Treadwell 
Yukon as an airplane mechanic. Wernecke hired Forrest to deliver the Holt to Keno. A small, 
wiry young man with a lame leg from a boyhood hockey accident, Forrest jockeyed the Holt 
off the barge at Skagway, onto a White Pass flatcar, offloaded it at Whitehorse, and, with 
Treadwell’s crew, walked the machine to Keno. 

It might have been heralded as the first overland cat train in Canada except the laurels went 
to T.C. Richards (Honour Roll). In 1921, the Whitehorse businessman inaugurated a three-
day, winter freight-and-passenger service with track vehicles to replace the five-day, horse-
drawn overland mail and passenger stage from Whitehorse to Dawson. 

Treadwell’s 10-ton Holt hauled ore to Mayo and backhauled diesel fuel to run the mine 
generators. Wernecke, who liked action steaming along in overdrive, put his operators on a 
bonus contract. The two-day Keno-Mayo return run was reduced to one day.

The track vehicles ended the Pickering & Greenfield horse-and-wagon contracts about 1925 
and were said to have replaced 96 horses. The Holts halved Pickering & Greenfield’s initial 
freight cost of $50 per ton to roughly $25 per ton, a cost further shaved to $8.50 per ton.

Then the mines began to suffer from acute ore exhaustion. Rich mineral veins slumped off 
relatively shallow while ore-deposition horizons remained mysteriously favourable--a problem 
dating back to the Silver King’s weakness. Even Wernecke flinched at exploring too deep.

Keno Hill Mining was a dinky operation for the Guggenheims. Nevertheless, their manager 
kept Simon Guggenheim and his directors apprised of Keno Hill Mining’s ore reserves and 
the district’s overall production potential. The Sadie vein bottomed out. Then No. 9 vein grew 
weaker and was developed to depth until it too had petered out in the fall of 1923.

At the relevant time, the Guggenheims were holding eight claims under option. They dropped 
two options, stopped working the Sadie, then dropped the Friendship option and turned full 
attention to Hector Morrison’s Lucky Queen.

In August, 1924, Wernecke’s ace had been a 10-year lease he had negotiated with the 
Guggenheims for the Sadie-Friendship portion of the vein in order to drain last-gasp millable 
ore for his proposed 100-ton concentrator. The Guggenheims had no alternative. Any profits 
from millable product over the first 2,559 tons, which Wernecke would mill for the 
Guggenheims, would be divided between the two companies. 

This pact with Keno Hill Mining had provided Wernecke with justification to construct 
Treadwell Yukon’s mill at Wernecke Camp in January, 1925. Ironically, the conclusion of the 
10-year agreement in 1935 would dove-tail with Wernecke’s departure from the Keno mining 
district.
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Wernecke hired Alfred Kirk Schellinger as assistant engineer 
although Schelly was still retained by the Keno Hill Mining 
operation which had ceased production and was reduced to 
the status of claim holder. The remaining properties that 
belonged to Keno Hill Mining, a subsidiary of the 
Guggenheims’ Yukon Gold Company, were later purchased 
outright by Treadwell Yukon, circa 1939. At that point, the 
disinterested Guggenheims, whose mining activities were 
already dormant, completely withdrew from the district.

In his memoirs, Dr. Hugh Bostock made a few observations about Schellinger’s association 
with the Guggenheims.

“Schelly had been a young assayer in Dawson for the Yukon Gold Company, the 
predecessor of the Yukon Consolidated Gold Corporation (Y.C.G.C).The Yukon 
Gold Company was owned by the Guggenheim interests in New York. When the 
rich Keno vein was staked by Louis Beauvette, Schelly was sent up to report on it 
and bought the claims for the company which operated as the Keno Hill Mining 
Ltd. and of which Schelly eventually became manager.

“By then, Schelly had been in the territory a few years and soon got the mine 
going. The first year, when the production reached nearly a million dollars, true to 
decision-making form of powerful corporations in the south, the Guggenheim 
directors thought the holdings were too important for a young ‘assayer’ to be 
running. An outsider (R.H. Humphrey) was sent from New York who didn’t even 
know he had to order his supplies a year ahead, a necessary action at the relative 
time if he wanted to survive.

“Having made a failure of the property, he closed it down. Schelly wrote a critical 
appraisal of the matter to New York. A year or so later the claims were taken over 
by Livingston Wernecke for the Treadwell Yukon Company.

“Wernecke continued to make money from those claims and Schelly was 
vindicated. For a while, Schelly was on retainer with the Guggenheims as 
geologist, scout and advisor for the area. But he was soon working for Wernecke.

“Schellinger lived in a nice house and made rounds of the prospectors’ workings 
with his son who was educated in the same profession. Schellinger eventually 
retired to California with his wife and worked in a munitions factory during the war. 
He died at age 80 in 1967.”

Alfred Kirk Schellinger working in
his Treadwell Yukon office, 1937
(Aaro Aho Photo Collection)
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-------

Since Wernecke was forced to steal whatever slumber he could, whenever and wherever, it 
was understandable that on the late afternoon of June 19, 1932 the fatigued boss was 
snoozing when government geologist Dr. Hugh Bostock (Honour Roll) dropped in for a visit at 
Mayo Lake. Mrs. Wernecke invited Dr. Bostock to come in for tea. Her husband graciously 
rolled out of the sack to receive their esteemed guest from Ottawa.

Wernecke had built a second home on Mayo Lake. Although too cold for swimming, the lake 
was great for fishing and was surrounded by magnificent scenery. The family lived in the 
cottage in summers and Wernecke commuted daily to and from Wernecke Camp.

The Werneckes were looked upon as “royalty”. Some grown-ups forbade their kids to go 
down to the lake, perhaps harbouring unwarranted fears of repercussions if the Werneckes 
and their revered guests were disturbed by screaming youngsters at play.

Each summer, Wernecke had his float plane pilots fly the Treadwell Yukon brass into this 
retreat that served as a starting point for what was to be the vanguard in Yukon air-supported 
prospecting expeditions. A man named Larsen looked after the place and the planes. 
Wernecke had pensioned off the former miner after he sustained an injury working 
underground, then retained him as a caretaker to augment his income.

Bostock explained that the outlet was the start of Mayo River. It began in a bay, about 50 
yards wide at its entrance and extending west a 100 yards or more down the river. “On the 
north shore of the bay was a stretch of low ground between the river and the drift bank. On 
this sunny, sheltered strip of low land is where Wernecke built his bungalow, a guest house 
and two or three cabins that the family used as their summer home and where he brought the 
directors of his company and other important visitors.”

From the Mayo Lake float plane base, Wernecke’s pilots distributed his prospectors and 
hunting guests to a few of the isolated lakes in the unexplored mountain wilderness that 
stretched from the southeast around to the northwest, noted Bostock.

Treadwell Yukon’s Fleet of Airplanes

As soon as Wernecke had recognized the convenient airborne method for shuttling a troupe 
of prospectors far into the Yukon back country, he convinced his boss to buy a bush plane 
and told Bradley he was adding seasoned bush pilots and mechanics to the payroll.

Treadwell Yukon’s pioneering venture of conducting an aggressive territory-wide aerial 
reconnaissance exploration program began in 1928 and lasted until 1935, during which time 
Treadwell Yukon operated three airplanes. Wernecke learned to fly them as did his children, 
Ted and Claire, who mostly flew the planes on floats when they came home on summer 
breaks from school.
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Livingston Wernecke, Treadwell Yukon’s general manager, 
pictured with Fairchild FC-2W2 G-CARM, a crowd pleaser 
offloaded on Skagway dock September 3, 1928. The wings were 
detached and anchored to the sides so the plane could be shipped 
as deck cargo on steamers coming up the coast from Seattle.

By 1929, six, two-man crews of 12 experienced prospectors were in the field. By 1931, the 
number expanded to ten, two-man parties for two years. In 1933, the year of Fred Bradley’s 
death, Wernecke was forced to scale back to one crew until the program‘s demise in 1935.

The air support given to the prospecting program is a tribute to the early pilots who flew these 
relatively-new inventions into uncharted territory by the seat of their pants, often with their 
heads out the window. Aeronautical maps, radio and navigational aids did not exist and 
topographical maps were only sparsely filled out with geographical features.

Wernecke’s prospecting program was a boon to mineral exploration and turned up several 
promising showings. The only geological mapping conducted to the relevant date had been 
the Geological Survey parties who were restricted to travel with pack horses, canoes, 
riverboats and their feet over whatever portion of land the geologists could cover in four 
months.

Besides working on tight budgets and short field seasons, Surveyor Hugh Bostock had to 
squeeze mapping in between visits to miners working on the creeks and living in the hills as 
well as visit all the active mining camps like Treadwell Yukon while acting as resident 
government mining engineer for the whole Yukon Territory. When he had time to map rocks is 
a mystery.
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Wernecke came along with his airplanes and expeditiously deposited crews farther out into 
remote regions. 

Jack “Hard Rock” MacDonald (Hall of Fame), one of the respected 
prospectors on these forays, was known for his stamina and 
hardihood. He had a formidable reputation for covering vast distances 
on foot and with dog teams in short periods of time. As an expert 
bushman, he could make himself comfortable under any spruce tree 
and overcome most frontier hardships, regardless of how cold, with 
his occasional nip of rum.

Wernecke started collecting Treadwell Yukon aircraft in October, 
1928.

First was the Fairchild FC-2W2, registered in Canada as G-CARM. 
The newly-minted plane was flown from the New York factory to the 
San Francisco head office. Another pilot took the machine on to 
Seattle, where it was put on a steamship for Skagway. The Fairchild is 
believed to be the first corporate plane to penetrate the Yukon air 
space.

Across the nose was painted “Flame”, the moniker with which the 
Fairchild was first christened for an unknown reason. The name was 
soon replaced with “Claire”, Wernecke’s daughter, who is reportedly 
the first woman to solo an airplane in the Yukon.

Treadwell pilot Everett Wasson, refueling Fairchild FC 2W2, G-CARM 
with assistance from mechanic-pilot Emil Forrest. (Jack Andison 
Collection)

Treadwell Yukon’s primary purpose for buying an airplane was 
to support private prospecting junkets in uncharted regions, an 
endeavor that proved successful under the six-year 
stewardship of master pilot Everett Wasson and his ace 
mechanic Emil Forrest, who learned to fly what he fixed.

While Tommy Stephens was hired as Treadwell Yukon’s first 
company pilot, it was mostly the Yukon flying icon Wasson 
who piloted G-CARM between October, 1928 and December, 
1935 when the plane was owned by Treadwell Yukon.

Hard Rock MacDonald
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The pioneer bush pilot, who later served as the general manager and chief pilot of the White 
Pass and Yukon Route’s aviation division, is believed to hail from Wyoming. He was married 
to Florence Jones with whom he had a daughter, Barbara. A lake near the headwaters of the 
Liard River bears the name of Wasson who died of a heart attack in Alexander Valley, 
California, in December, 1958.

Wasson, who had a prowess for finding lost airplanes, earned Treadwell Yukon a reputation 
as the only competent aviation operator on the block. However, the plane was not intended to 
provide commercial air service. Yet it was only natural that Yukoners, confident about time-
saving air travel, pressed the company into a little “chisel charter” business to haul mail, 
freight and passengers.

Just as the horse-drawn overland mail stages had been supplanted by winter cat trains in 
1921, the cat trains lost their mail contracts and passengers to the air carriers about 1928-29.

Treadwell Yukon operated a second aircraft but the 1928 De Havilland DH60 Cirrus Moth 
offered little in the way of payload. Apparently, it was put into the air mainly for pilot training 
and joy riding.

In October, 1930, Treadwell Yukon bought a Bellanca Skyrocket. The primary purpose of CF-
AOA was as an executive plane to shuttle Wernecke and other Treadwell 
brass around the country between Mayo, Juneau, Seattle and Berkeley and pay visits to 
various Yukon and Alaska mineral properties.

Curiously, the three oil-oozing bundles 
of joy--the Fairchild, De Havilland and 
Bellanca--were registered to the 
company’s Whitehorse-based lawyer 
W.L. (Willard Leroy) Phelps.

In March, 1934, a notation on the 
Bellanca CF-AOA registration read 
"sold to Treadwell Yukon of San 
Francisco”.

Everett Wasson standing on floats of 
Treadwell Yukon's Bellanca Skyrocket CF-
AOA. (Claude Tidd Photo)

-------

Wernecke had worked night and day from Wernecke Camp. The more he learned, the more 
he wanted to know; the more he achieved, the more he wanted to do and had less time to do 
it.
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Wernecke’s schedule seldom allowed for his attending parties and social gatherings except 
during the Christmas holidays. But he encouraged others to participate and enjoy 
themselves. Laughter and fun rang often throughout Wernecke Camp as he cordially invited 
Mayo and Keno City guests to dances and gatherings. He provided the transportation 
services and the cookhouse facilities where guests dined.

Then he sequestered himself in the confines of his office to do geological mapping, look at 
suites of rocks under his microscope, study geology and mine business until wee hours of 
morning. Same thing happened when Mrs. Wernecke and Mrs. Maud Hargreaves staged 
frequent tea parties and bridge games at their homes for the miners and their wives. 
Wernecke would usually disappear to his office.

Occasionally, Wernecke toured his camp to take a depth sounding and tune into a family’s 
discomforts and needs. Wives were definitely strong barometers regarding their husbands’ 
contentment or discontentment with their jobs. Or he could discern any little irritations rising 
before they escalated into major resentments.

If a household suffered an illness, accident or other calamity and needed assistance, 
Wernecke would tell his wife who extended a helping hand with household chores, meal 
preparations and nursing. Mrs. Wernecke bathed Wernecke Camp with care and compassion 
as she rushed about bestowing kindness.

Long-time Mayoite Nancy Whitney Moulton reminisced about Mrs. Wernecke.

“She was a very pleasant, average- sized woman with dark hair. Her daughter 
Claire was also very pleasant. She had tea parties for the ladies and a Christmas 
party for the children. They had a Japanese cook, Toyo, who decorated cupcakes 
with our names. I got two because my birthday is the day before Christmas. As you 
may guess, I have never forgotten that. I also remember Mrs. Wernecke giving me 
and the boy across the street (Donald Buyck) canvas parkas that kept out the 
dreadful mountain wind.”

Jack Andison met Mrs. Wernecke on the White Pass train bound for Whitehorse. From there, 
he planned to continue his journey on a riverboat to Mayo where his father served as double 
agent for the Burns Meat Packing Company and T.C. Richards’ stageline.

Treadwell Yukon’s Fairchild was waiting at Carcross for Mrs. Wernecke. When she 
disembarked from the train, she asked the porter to set Andison’s luggage off, too. Although 
Andison didn’t know who the woman was, she seemed well-versed about him and he yielded 
to her strange northern hospitality. On a snowy September 2, 1929, five goose-fleshed 
occupants bundled in blankets settled inside the Fairchild for the flight to Mayo. 
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The Day Agnes Andison Met Mr. Wernecke

One day, Wernecke pretended to be inspecting a log cabin with fresh white curtains adorning 
the front windows. Agnes Brown Andison, a 21-year-old Scottish lass, had recently come 
North to wed her childhood sweetheart Jack Andison who worked in the mill.

After a June, 1932 wedding in the Mayo Anglican Church and a raucous reception of burnt 
cake and spewing homebrew, the couple had moved up to Wernecke Camp that had 
dwindled to 250 residents. Wernecke was keeping only small, experienced crews on the 
payroll and was holding onto a scant number of claim blocks.

Agnes knew of but had never met Mr. 
Wernecke. She opened the door on 
the assumption she was facing a 
maintenance man whose job was to 
keep the dwellings in good repair. The 
man asked cordially, “How are things 
going?” 

Agnes, agitated because the 
Werneckes’ cocker spaniel kept 
prowling around pestering her puppy, 
was sharply critical of Mr. Wernecke 
for disobeying his own leash laws, 
and said so.“You tell Mr. Wernecke 
for me to keep his own dog tied up,” 
she scolded. “We’ll have to do 
something about that,”
the man promised and left. 

The dog nuisance ended at the Andison 
cabin.

A while later Agnes was mortified by the realization that she had rebuked the godfather of 
Wernecke Camp. She became concerned because the boss seemed to have a penchant for 
dismissing workers. If he fired her husband, she thought, it would be all her fault. 

Wernecke didn’t go into counterattack mode until Christmas. The mine was shut down on 
December 25 and Wernecke personally delivered the bonus cheques to his men on 
Christmas Eve. Wernecke, who expected the married men to be home with their families, 
treated the bachelors to a traditional feast in the festooned cookhouse. The kitchen staff, 
comprised of single men, would be compensated with a day off with pay. 

Mr. and Mrs. Wernecke made the occasion as homey as possible for the single men who 
didn’t have loved ones living near by. They circulated the crowded room, talking and chatting, 
wishing everybody a Merry Christmas. Guests produced a fiddle and other instruments. They 

Emily Skistdad, teacher at Wernecke Camp, 1932-33, in 
front of the Andisons’ log home. (Jack Andison Photo)
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sang Yuletide tunes. At dinnertime, Mr. Wernecke seated his wife with a group of men at one 
table, then he joined another cluster across the room.

In a flash, Wernecke was out of his chair and into the kitchen where he had spotted Jack 
Andison wearing an apron. Wernecke raised his voice above the din of cheerful banter 
chorusing to the tune of banging pots and pans. “What are you doing here? You should be 
home with your lovely wife!”

His first Christmas married, Andison had planned to join his wife and 
father in Mayo, where Agnes had gone ahead to prepare for the 
holiday. At the last minute, Andison was given peculiar orders from 
one of Wernecke’s assistants to work the kitchen on Christmas Day. 
Either the assistant didn’t know Wernecke’s rules or, more likely, was 

unaware that Andison 
was recently married.

The next day, Wernecke, 
trailed by his sheepish 
and apologetic assistant, 
visited Andison in the mill 

and presented him with an extra bonus cheque for his dedication for 
serving Treadwell Yukon on a holiday. He was additionally rewarded with several days leave 
to take the cat train to Mayo and spend the New Year with his family.

Elsa, a Jewel in Wernecke’s Collection

Back in 1925, gratification had not allowed Wernecke complacency. He had 
remembered the “Elsa” claim teasing Charlie Brefalt (Hall of Fame). He went 
up Galena Hill to see him. 

Brefalt’s newest jewel was a strong, well-mineralized vein which Wernecke 
suspected to have additional ore shoots. “How much?” he asked.“$250 
thousand,” answered Brefalt who knew Wernecke refused to haggle option 
prices. Wernecke had plans for Elsa but he thought the asking price was too 
steep for the amount of work Brefalt had done.

Wernecke wanted Brefalt to work for him and every time they met he asked 
the twinkly, blue-eyed Swede “How about it?” The reply was always the 
same: “I like my independence.”

Brefalt found good mineralization on the Elsa, a claim supposedly named for his sister, and 
professed to “picking up ore like potatoes.” Brefalt trenched, hired men, cut wood, started a 
road and went 500 feet next door to stake the Lucky Strike that proved to be a very rich 3,000 
ounces of silver to the ton.

Jonathan “Jack” Andison, pictured in 
1977, was born November 8, 1909, at 
Cochrane, Alberta. He was a mill worker 
at Wernecke Camp in the 1930s. (Jane 
Gaffin Photo)

Charlie Brefalt
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Google-rama shows Elsa in context with Mayo, Whitehorse and Carcross, Yukon

In time, Brefalt tagged another claim “No Cash” because he had to borrow $10 to file it with 
the government mining recorder’s office. Meanwhile, he kept high-grading the Elsa. One day 
in 1928, he sent a message to Wernecke on Keno Hill: “I’ve gone as far as I can go.”

“The vein is still there,” said Wernecke. His $150,000 offer, plus the ore Brefalt had shipped 
to the smelter, plus a $10,000 development contract with Wernecke, added up to his original 
asking price of a quarter-million dollars for Treadwell Yukon’s richest mine, though finding 
each new ore shoot proved extremely costly.

Mining again suffered a major setback. Lead became as worthless as a tinker’s dam and slid 
off the board. The stock market crash of 1929 unfolded into bad years that worsened when 
the United States refused to buy foreign silver. 

Wernecke went back to Keno Hill. Before Hector Morrison (Hall of Fame) had located the 
strong Lucky Queen vein (not to be confused with Brefalt’s Lucky Strike on Galena Hill), 
mining interest had shifted to the Elsa on Galena Hill. Now, Wernecke was back on Keno Hill 
paying $60,000 to the well-preserved, 75-year-old Morrison for the saviour.

If not for the Lucky Queen, mining would have ceased in the Mayo district. The Lucky Queen 
was the only mine operating. It was robbed, then gutted in Wernecke’s desperation to keep 
miners’ stomachs from growling during the awful Depression Years. Knowing the company’s 
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abysmal financial situation, his men accepted a dollar-a-day cut in pay to keep their jobs to 
the bitter end.

Mining, a tricky industry, enjoyed a 1934 resurgence that taunted individuals back when silver 
gradually climbed to 64 cents an ounce. Treadwell Yukon exhausted visible Keno Hill milling 
and shipping ore from the Lucky Queen and Sadie-Ladue. Wernecke shut down the mill in 
November, 1932 and transferred the plant over to Galena Hill where he mined Silver King 
and Elsa ore.

He acquired the Calumet on the northwest slope of Galena Hill in 1935. Shortly afterwards, 
an option was taken on the Hector property. The Hector and Calumet, both near the Elsa, 
were promising properties of 1920 vintage. The Hector was operated for two years before the 
death of one of the owners launched the estate into litigation that prevented negotiating an 
option agreement. Treadwell Yukon opened the adjoining Calumet--a manna to the 
company’s ore plight.

Wernecke feasted on his assessment that enough ore was blocked out to keep going for 
several years. Because road maintenance between the mines was costly, Wernecke, who 
was no longer living in the Yukon, instructed Alfred Schellinger to build an aerial tramline. 

Schelly had resumed employment as manager of the Elsa property after he had been 
separated from Treadwell Yukon due to a tiff with Wernecke who dismissed him. When the 
dust settled, Wernecke rehired him.

NTS map 105M shows Calumet (left) on Galena Hill in context 
with Keno Hill to the right.
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The tramline, designed by John Scott, a young University of 
Washington mining engineer, was approximately 14,500 feet 
of line draping 15 degrees downhill over 42 towers. and 
completed in 1939 between the portal of the Calumet-Hector 
passageway and the Elsa mill where the Keno Hill mill had 
been relocated and started operations in March, 1936. A third 
of the way down, the tramline buckets stopped to load No 
Cash ore before clanking onto Elsa.

Three 10-ton Morelands trucked the concentrates roughly 30 
miles from Elsa to Mayo where the huge collection of ore 
bags were stacked higher than a man’s head and packed 
together as tight as beans in a can. While waiting for the first 
shallow-draft boat of the season to come up the Stewart  
River, the waterfront epitomized a sandbag barricade in a 
war zone. 
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docks over winter awaiting the season's 
first riverboats, circa 1927.

Shallow-draft Keno riverboat loading at Mayo. 
(Jack Andison Photo Collection)

-------

Towers and lines to the tramline 
(Jane Gaffin Photo, 1974)



The Death of Fred Bradley Brought Abrupt Changes

In addition to the poor global economy during the Depression Years, Wernecke’s problems 
were compounded by the death of his 70-year-old friend and mentor. Fred Bradley died on 
Monday, July 17, 1933 in Alta, a place near his Nevada City hometown in upper California.

The exact cause of death was not disclosed. The first report of any illness was back in 
June, 1915. He had recuperated in Honolulu for a unknown length of time. One account said 
he had “contracted an illness”; another suggested a “nervous breakdown”; still another 
accused him of wanting to be absent to divert blame to a consulting engineer for a mill design 
flop at the AJ mine near Juneau.

T.A. Rickard eulogized his friend in the August, 1955 issue of Mining and Metallurgy:

“Although some of his friends knew that Fred Bradley had been ill for several 
weeks, the news of his death came as a shock, as it must when a man dies at the 
height of his career.”
 
“To his friends, and particularly to the dear lady, his wife, and to his stalwart sons, 
there comes the consolation of realizing that he had done his life’s work, and he 
had done it supremely well.

“From the day, 46 years ago, when, as a student from the University of California, 
he established a record for low-cost gold mining at the Spanish Mine in Nevada 
County, he never looked backward. 

“The record he made in 1887 was destined to be broken only by himself when, on 
a much larger scale, he achieved a greater feat at the Alaska-Juneau mine. The 
story of that achievement is now familiar to the members of our profession, for it 
constitutes the biggest thing of its kind ever accomplished by a mining engineer. 
From a sad fiasco, he brought the Alaska-Juneau enterprise to splendid fruition.

“This accomplishment was duly recognized in the award of the Saunders Medal 
and in his election to the presidency of the Institute (American Institute of Mining, 
Metallurgy and Engineers).

“His friends know that the recovery of the Alaska-Juneau from failure to success 
entailed a severe strain upon him both in health and in financial resources.

“Looking back, it seems a marvel that he overcame the dangers that threatened 
him during those ten laborious years.

“The collapse of the first attempt to make a profitable mine on a large scale at 
Juneau came at a time when he was invalided, and in the subsequent courageous 
and persistent effort to restore the enterprise he had to hazard the bulk of his 
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fortune as working capital in the form of bonds, all of which were redeemed by the 
end of 1930.

“In December of that year a yield of 97.55 cent per ton in gold, plus 1.53 cent in 
lead and silver, was obtained from 325,990 tons at a cost of 51.54 cent per ton, 
leaving a profit of $155,000 for the month.

“Si monumentum requiris, circumspice. (if you seek his monument, look around 
you). As a mining engineer (Bradley) needs no better epitaph. As a man he 
deserves much more.

“Fred Bradley was a good citizen--and that is the best that can be said of an 
individual in a republic. Although deeply interested in lead mining, he would not 
support an attempt to increase the tariff on lead, because he recognized that it was 
meant to favor a special group, and was not for the benefit of the people of the 
United States.

“He had intellectual honesty.

“As a citizen of San Francisco, he showed the highest civic spirit, participating in 
any movement for the welfare of the community, and giving money freely to many 
useful projects, such as a decent newspaper that was started in opposition to the 
two notorious sheets; he contributed gladly to the operatic enterprise, although 
without any particular love for music himself; he was consistently a generous 
contributor to the Community Chest; and as for his acts of private generosity, they 
are known only to the recipients, and were soon forgotten by himself.

“He lit many warm fires in the cold rooms of life.

“The term ‘100 per cent American’ has been vulgarized to a meaning that is almost 
ridiculous, but if anyone cares to have an example of a thoroughbred American, 
energetic, capable, and cooperative in all good work, he can find it in Fred Bradley.

“He had the gift of friendship, as many realize poignantly now.

“As the head of a large family group, his loyalty and devotion had a patriarchal 
quality and a wideness of sympathy that was as beautiful as it was rare. He met all 
his responsibilities as a man and a citizen up to the very hilt.

“One point more may be stressed. At a time when American mining engineers 
were in demand for professional service in South Africa, Australia, and other 
expanding mining regions, he remained at home.

“He had several attractive chances to go abroad, but beyond a brief connection 
with mining developments at El Oro in Mexico and at Sudbury in Canada, his life’s 
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work was done in the United States, in the West and Northwest, including, of 
course, Alaska.

“He was, therefore, pre-eminently an American mining engineer, not only in his 
methods, but in the places to which he brought his professional skill.

“It may be unwise to attempt to say who was the leading mining engineer of the 
world in his day and generation--but I shall not be charged with undue bias if I say 
that Frederick Worthen Bradley was a distinguished exemplar of the ability and the 
character that have made the mining engineer so potent a factor in our material 
civilization.”

-------

The presidential successor of Treadwell Yukon was the intelligent, personable Philip Read 
Bradley, 13 years younger than his brother Fred.

Philip, a mining engineer, had graduated from the University of California, Berkeley, in 1896. 
His Canadian connection began in 1902 when he worked as a smelter foreman for the Mond 
Company in Sudbury, Ontario. He then became superintendent of the smelter at nearby 
Copper Cliff for the Canadian Copper Company until 1905.

Philip met and married Mabel Harland, who was born in 1879 in Alameda County, California 
and grew up in San Francisco. Their first child, a namesake of his father, was born at Copper 
Cliff in December, 1904. Philip, Jr.’s brother Henry was born in British Guiana where the 
senior Bradley was managing a gold mine. The family of four returned to the United States 
about 1907 and moved to Juneau, Alaska where Philip accepted a job with the Treadwell 
operation. Between 1914 to 1920, he had replaced Robert A. Kinzie as resident engineer and 
later became the consulting engineer. 

Although a competent operations man, Philip did not share his brother’s enthusiasm for the 
Keno Hill mining district. He had no confidence in the potential for finding ore at depth. His 
priority leaned toward dumping Treadwell Yukon’s working capital into the Coeur d’Alene 
district and the Sudbury Basin, where he knew the lay of the land.

Fred Bradley had been at Bunker Hill when his younger brother enrolled at the University of 
California, Berkeley, in 1892. Philip was athletic, a middle-distance runner on the track team. 
Like his father and brother, Philip’s studies focused on a mining degree and gaining 
management experience.

Fred Bradley, wanting to be closer to the world’s financial centre and have close contact with 
the stock markets and his bankers, headed Bunker Hill from San Francisco, where his father 
had first landed on a sailing ship in 1850. Philip was asked to sit as a Bunker Hill director and 
eventually served under his older brother as vice president.
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Fred Bradley’s death came as a shock to Wernecke who bickered incessantly with Philip who 
was as bored with Mayo mining as were the other Treadwell Yukon directors. Philip did not 
share any of Wernecke’s faith and vision for the Treadwell Yukon silver camp.

Instead of applauding Wernecke’s successes, the directors were conservative in their 
approach and thwarted every mine Wernecke put into production despite the complications 
exacerbated by the stock market crash of 1929 that set the stage for the Great Depression of 
the 1930s. His knowhow appeared to irk his associate board members. It bred contempt.

Treadwell Yukon stock lost about 90 percent value, creating a tenuous and troublesome 
mining situation. The directors creamed profits from the Mayo district to reinvest in other 
properties that sank the company $10 million into debt. Joseph Errington, along with other 
directors of McIntrye Mines, had reworked some of their failures and managed to interest 
Treadwell Yukon to invest in the Errington property near Sudbury.

Due to low silver prices and the transfer of profits to other Bradley mining projects, Treadwell 
Yukon was in the hole by 1937. It was reorganized into Treadwell Yukon Corporation and new 
shares were issued. 

Afterwards, the company only budgeted a few dollars for mineral exploration from its meagre 
operating profits, a policy that riled Wernecke who knew exploration was the path to finding 
new deposits to develop into mines that was Treadwell’s only salvation. After the 1935 
season, he had no airplanes or prospectors in the field.

Fred Bradley had set a good example as a dynamic manager with tremendous pioneering 
courage. He had nurtured his empire with great optimism, which had allowed the mining 
enterprise to grow. After his death, instead of reinvesting in the Mayo mining district, the 
company was spending money outside the Yukon. Wernecke and Philip Bradley did not see 
eye-to-eye on the best places to disburse money.

During the lean years, Wernecke had tried to keep development and exploration going. He 
grubstaked the reliable independent prospectors, such as Charlie Brefalt, with food, supplies, 
powder, and paid them well for good discoveries. In the early 1930s, he had put air-supported 
prospecting crews in the field.

Not attempting to disguise his apathy with the Mayo mining district, Philip Bradley moved 
Wernecke to San Francisco in 1935 and gave him other assignments. 

Treadwell Yukon’s base of operations had only recently shifted from Keno Hill back to Elsa on 
Galena Hill when Wernecke was transferred south, thereby stripping Wernecke of his 
jurisdiction over the Mayo properties. The company and the shareholders were the ultimate 
losers. 
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“Phil expected Livingston Wernecke to spend 
almost full time on administration at San Francisco, 
especially since they were busy with a new 
tungsten operation near San Bernardino, 
California,” explained Dr. Aho.

“While Wernecke was general manager and 
consulting engineer for Treadwell Yukon 
Corporation, he was also geologist for Alaska 
Juneau Gold Mines and president and general 
manager of three other Bradley family mining 
companies in the western states.”

One Bradley company, for which Wernecke was 
president, was the Atolia Mining Company with 
head offices at 1022 Crocker Building, San 
Francisco, circa 1938. The tungsten deposit was in 
San Bernardino County, California, three miles 
southeast of Randsburg at a 3,200-foot level. He 
continued as vice-president and manager of 
Treadwell Yukon Corporation.

“(Wernecke) was kept so busy,” noted Dr. Aho, “that 
he spent a total of only a month a year in the Mayo 
area, mostly on short, rushed inspections, and 
whereas earlier operations in the district had been successful because of his personal 
management, the operation deteriorated from insufficient supervision, lack of finances, and 
the consequent decline of corporate attitude toward the district. The efficiency of both mining 
and milling began to decline.”

When Mr. and Mrs. Wernecke were settled in California, the two children were grown and had 
spent a great deal of time away from Wernecke Camp while attending schools in Victoria, 
British Columbia and Seattle Washington. Ted, who submitted a thesis for a Bachelor of 
Science degree in Mining Engineering titled “Pine Tree Mine, Mariposa County, California”, 
graduated in the University of Washington’s Class of 1936. 

The board of directors ran the Treadwell Yukon operation from San Francisco. Wernecke, 
who was put in charge of other Bradley projects, commuted by plane to the Yukon to do his 
quarterly inspections.

Alfred Schellinger, his assistant engineer, was the on-site manager. As a result of Wernecke’s 
long absences, bootleg liquor was coming into camp that translated into miners frequently 
blowing shifts or going to work with hangovers.

Crocker Building, corner of Market, Post 
and Montgomery Streets, where 
Wernecke had his San Francisco office. 
(Photo Online Archive of California)
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For a while, mining productivity and mill recovery looked grim. The whole mine operation 
appeared to be staggering along day-to-day. Wernecke must have given Schellinger lessons 
in how to handle the human problem. In 1937, three mines began to flourish. Enough ore was 
produced that the sternwheeler Keno is said to have made 39 round trips between Mayo and 
the Yukon River where the bags were transferred to larger south-bound boats.

In 1938, the second largest amount of ore ever shipped went out. Still, Treadwell Yukon 
remained deep in debt. Then, in April, 1939, the economic recession began to be felt in the 
West. The United States Treasury’s silver purchases went on a month-to-month basis.

As war breathed down the world’s collar, silver prices plummeted and Treadwell Yukon went 
into a hand-to-mouth quandary. The company began an avid search for tungsten, a 
marketable wartime metal. 

During the 1940 field season Alfred Schellinger updated Hugh Bostock about the war news. 
The crew’s mail had been delayed for 33 days. The next mail Bostock and his men received 
was not until August 14. Dr. Young, the chief GSC geologist, sent word from Ottawa that 
Bostock and his crew were to stop geological mapping and look at the tungsten, antimony 
and tin prospects in the area.

“At last someone in the (Ottawa) cabinet had realized what a Geological Survey could do in 
war, but this work should have started when war first became imminent,” fumed Bostock in 
his memoirs. “Now, not much of the season was left. A crash program was needed to make 
something of it.” They packed off to investigate the tungsten prospects on Dublin Gulch and 
the antimony around the head of Highet Creek.

The Werneckes Move to California

The Werneckes had purchased a palatial 20-room house in the Claremont neighborhood that 
straddled the city limits between Oakland and Berkeley in the east San Francisco Bay area. 
They lived a few houses away from Philip Bradley, noted Dr. Aho.

“In his home he had a large uncompiled library, a Zeiss petrographic microscope, a reflecting 
microscope, chemical equipment, a mineral collection and grinding equipment for making thin 
and polished sections of rocks and ores.”

While he had built one of the most advanced scientific labs, including the rock cutter and thin-
section grinder of his own design, and spent many enjoyable hours working in his laboratory, 
he showed no interest in writing papers or books about his research.

The Werneckes lived in the Claremont house until Livingston’s death. Their daughter was 
living at home while she attended the University of California where her future husband 
Wayne Colby Hazen was enrolled, too. Wayne, a couple of years younger than Claire, was 
majoring in science.
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In a 1955 letter addressed to Milnor and Milnora Roberts in Seattle, Mrs. Wernecke 
references Hazen’s work at Los Alamos, a center in northern New Mexico for nuclear 
research, and to the family’s relocation to Boulder, the home of the University of Colorado.

Dear Milnor and Milnora:

Today I had the pleasure of sitting beside Mrs. Gardner at a small sit down Tea. 
We of course spoke of our mutual friends on the corner of Forty-fifth and Fifteenth 
N.E. - is that right? Did your ears burn?

And I must tell you that I have just returned from Boulder, Colorado and a visit with 
Wayne and Claire and their four young hopefuls. Ted flew over from Olympia on 
the weekend and brought me home, staid one night here.

After seven years at Los Alamos, in the very center of that atomic radiation, Wayne 
felt it was time for a change. He was set up an independent chemical laboratory in 
Boulder and is already doing very well.

They have bought a very pretty and practical home two and one half miles outside 
of Boulder on five acres of sightly land.

Wayne has had to be away a good deal, flying here and there, last was Chicago 
and Oak Ridge, Tennessee just before I left.

It was quite warm at Boulder most of the summer - in the 80s and 90˚ - but believe 
it or not it was 90˚ here today. But this late afternoon the cool ocean breeze took 
over and we are back to normal.

Do you know Boulder! From the wide windows of the sun room the Hazens look 
over green fields of alfalfa and tawny oats to the red sandstone buildings of the 
university among the trees with mountains rising abruptly behind. The children go 
to a country school. A small air field not far away provides Wayne with quick 
transportation to Denver for his trips.

A retired faculty man from Temple University and his family live across the road in 
the old country club - large acreage and swimming pool really a small lake - and 
with four children not too different in age from the Hazens - make good neighbors.

Claire Elise, ten, sings in the junior choir of the beautiful Episcopal Church - there 
are a good many advantages to be had in a University community as you know so 
well!

Well anyway I just wanted an excuse to write to my dear Roberts of the”good old 
days” when we had our Daddy - and I enjoyed seeing Mrs.Gardner at the 
Dinwiddies’ today.
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And so, my best wishes to you.

Most sincerely yours

Mabel Wernecke

September 1, 1955 (A note below the date read “Sept 8--found hid in a book”.)

Next was an undated letter of sympathy for the death of T.A. Rickard’s widow, Marguerite, 
who died in the mid-1950s.

Dear Milnor and Milnora

You will be mourning the death of that lovely Marguerite Ricard, I know.

Ralph Phelps, here, told me about it - Ralph, retired, says that Mrs. Ricard 
bequeathed T.A.’s library to Bancroft Library at U.C. and he is editing it and 
cataloging (spelling?) it for the Library.

Another of his interests is California history, in particular designing and placing 
bronze tablets on early Spanish homes on the several grants of land of the early 
Spanish settlers.

And recently starting to write a biography of Charles Butters of early Berkeley 
residence after years in South Africa. Mrs. Butters, a neighbor here, has left Ralph 
her husband’s diaries and papers. Mrs. Butters was Mrs. Phelps uncle Charles.

I think of a lovely dinner I had at your house when the Ricards were your house 
guests - and of a dinner Livingston and I shared at the Fred Bradleys when the 
Ricards were there - oh how handsome and gracious she was as she sat beside 
Livingston - She was much beloved in Berkeley, which is still the home of many 
grand people despite all the bad publicity right now - The Cutter trouble - Mrs. 
Robert Cutter, one of our Delta Gamma. It is really too, too bad about the serum. 
And the kidnap case in the area near here. Two more came the other day to 
search my basement as they were doing in this area.

Wayne seems to be doing very well in his independent chemical laboratory in 
Boulder, Colorado. He decided he had been in Los Alamos long enough - seven 
years.

Ted and his family were here.

(The undated letter ends abruptly.)

The Cutter serum scandal Mrs. Wernecke speaks of was summarized in a June 20, 1955 Time Magazine 
article” “...as a result of the Salk vaccine, the company was up to its ears in the most unfavorable corporation 
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publicity in recent years. More and more medical men were asking for a re-examination of Salk vaccine 
production techniques, but it was Cutter that had borne the brunt of public indignation over the early snafus, and 
it was Cutter's vaccine that was banned by the U.S. Public Health Service. There was some reason for this: 
Cutter injections were accompanied by a far higher proportion of polio cases than those of any other company.” 

-------

The University of Washington Libraries, Special Collections, dated the following handwritten 
letter from M.R. Wernecke as December 21, 1959. Her salutation acknowledges only Milnor 
whose twin sister Milnora had died in 1957.

Dear Milnor

Your card in today’s mail. The Christmas season seems to get more hectic all the 
time, does it not? But the compensation of hearing from ”long lost” friends makes it 
all very worth while. And I was disappointed too, to miss you when you were down.

My Hazen family in Boulder (now five! children) put great pressure on me to “stay 
stay” - or “come live with us!”

But old friends are very dear to us, too, as you know. Here my circle of friends is 
large and very worth while.

I have just returned from a  two week visit with Mary Girard - she was Mrs. Fred 
Bradley, you know - Her life of late has been almost too much to cope with.

She is a victim of that devil arthritis, and walks with two canes.

You no doubt heard of Worthen’s death from a heart attack - that wonderful man.

And now her youngest, Jack and his lovely wife Jane, who was the daughter of 
Stanley and Stella Easton. Claire tells me she saw account of the automobile 
accident in the New York Times, so you may have seen it too.

Here I go about somewhat but am somewhat curtailed by a bad back. Let’s be 
glad of “a little ointment in our jar of flies” - as the saying goes. - Edith, in Olympia, 
is not too well - Livingston is president of the High school student body - some four 
hundred. Betty is a very sharp young miss.

How does your garden grow, Milnor? Every good wish all the time dear long time 
friend - M R W. 

Mabel ran out of space here, so penned her last paragraph in the margin before signing her 
initials. In her writing, she mentions Livingston, her grandson, and Betty, her granddaughter, 
the children of Mabel’s son Ted and his wife Edith.
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-------

Like Mabel Wernecke’s husband, her son-in-law Wayne Colby Hazen was an achiever, too. 
He was inducted into the American Mining Hall of Fame as the 2005 recipient of the Medal of 
Merit, Tucson, Arizona. Sadly, Mr. Hazen was too ill to attend the function. His son Wayne 
accepted the award on his father’s behalf.

Here, Mrs. Wernecke’s comments about her son-in-law have been broadened in a profile 
written by the Mining Foundation of the Southwest.

Hazen was born in Berkeley, California, in 1917, received his B.Sc. degree in 
Chemistry from the University of California in 1940. He then embarked on a career 
in industrial chemistry. His technical contributions in solvent extraction are used 
worldwide in producing uranium and copper. 

Along the way, he learned to fly planes and helicopters; raised six children; trekked 
across the Himalayas, Europe, and Africa; was issued 25 patents; and founded a 
leading metallurgical R&D (research and development) firm.

Wayne’s career began in 1940 at Pan American Engineering Company, where he 
worked on a process to recover manganese from various ores. In 1943, he moved 
to Battelle Memorial Institute, where he developed an interest in surface chemistry 
and flotation kinetics. This led to his first patent.

In the introduction to an interview that Wayne gave for the Western Mining in the 
Twentieth Century Oral History Series, Frank Stephens, Jr., of Battelle, remarked 
on Wayne’s inquisitiveness and determination:

“… his staff used to spend hours telling him why he shouldn’t do something before 
they settled down and helped him do it. Wayne was never interested in all of the 
reasons why something couldn’t be done, he was only interested in how to do it.”

After a stint at Day and Zimmerman Engineering Company from 1946 to 1947, 
Wayne left for Los Alamos National Laboratory, where he developed procedures 
and equipment for remote control processing of plutonium used in atomic 
weapons. He left Los Alamos in 1954 for Boulder, Colorado, where he and Gus 
Henrickson opened a research laboratory for Kerr-McGee Oil Industries to apply 
solvent extraction technology to recovering vanadium and uranium. 

In 1961, Wayne and his father, a uranium consultant of some repute, started 
Hazen Research in Golden, Colorado. Among other notable activities, Hazen 
Research did the initial research and pilot plant operations for developing a copper 
solvent extraction process using General Mills’ LIX reagent. This process, now 
known as the SXEW Process, was transferred to the first industrial demonstration 
leach circuit at the Blue Bird Mine in Miami, Arizona. Today the SXEW process is 
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used universally throughout the world as a premiere process for the extraction of 
copper from oxidized copper ores.

Wayne resigned as president and CEO of Hazen Research in 1983, but continued 
on as Vice President and Advisor until May 2005.  He was elected a Fellow of The 
Metallurgical Society in 1980, and, in 1999, received an Honorary Doctorate from 
the Colorado School of Mines. The company he founded 44 years ago now 
employs 95 people and is headed by his son, Nick. 

Wayne’s extraordinarily prolific career has had a lasting effect 
on numerous clients, colleagues, and industries.

Wayne Colby Hazen 
(Photo from American Mining Hall of Fame website)

-------

The Death of Livingston Wernecke

In 1936, Treadwell Yukon upgraded with airplane number four that was based in California. 
The snazzy, red, multi-seat Bellanca Senior Skyrocket was powered by a 550 hp Pratt & 
Whitney radial engine capable of 190-miles-an-hour with a fuel range of about nine hours.

NC1470 was almost new when purchased in California from movie star Wallace Beery who 
learned to fly in 1925. Over the next 16 years, he accumulated 14,000 hours of flight time as 
a pilot. While making the first sound film version of Treasure Island on Santa Catalina Island 
in 1934, he commuted daily by plane from his Beverly Hills home.

By July 1936, Wernecke was permanently ensconced in California and would arrive at 
Treadwell Yukon’s camp only for quarterly, pulse-taking inspections. At the Bellanca’s 
controls was English-born pilot Charles Gropstis, who was said to be a talented draftsman 
too and provided drawings of the mill.

He seemed to be a gentleman flyer, a freelance civilian agent who later ferried military 
bombers from the United States across the pond to England and supposedly into Burma and 
the India-Afghanistan War. In the past, he had done some flying in Alaska for Treadwell 
Yukon.

Though he was an excellent pilot who loved to fly and handled aircraft with finesse, he was 
not an experienced combo bush pilot/mechanic as was required in the early-day North. The 
story goes that before one of Gropstis’ bush trips, Wernecke’s prospector Hard Rock 
MacDonald shoved a piece of dried fish into the pilot’s pocket. “Here, that’ll see you through 
for the next six weeks.” Gropstis supposedly remarked “Hardy chaps, these colonials.”
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In October, 1941, Charles Gropstis had signed on as a pilot instructor in Texas. Before 
leaving on his new assignment, he agreed to chauffeur Wernecke north again in Treadwell 
Yukon’s Bellanca Senior Skyrocket float plane. 

Wernecke was always under great time restrictions. Brusque and busy, he recklessly rushed 
about trying to be in two places at once. When he wanted to go, the pilot better be ready. 
Wernecke had fired pilots for refusing to leave the ground. Pilots had to handle him firmly and 
diplomatically. Otherwise, the boss would try to overrule their better judgement.

Gropstis couldn’t be fired. He had another job waiting that rendered the chances highly 
improbable that he would ever be flying Treadwell Yukon planes again after this return trip. 

On their way home to San Francisco, via Seattle, Wernecke wanted to stop in at Hyder, 
Alaska, a bustling tidewater burg couched in the corner where Alaska joins Canada at 
Stewart, British Columbia. In perhaps a last ditch effort to save Treadwell Yukon, he was 
scouting for tungsten, the only commodity worth mining these days as war approached. His 
expectations for the Riverview Tungsten property were never known.

He may have been examining the tungsten property for Bradley Mining Company because 
Treadwell Yukon was kaput. The disaster was blamed on a combination of orebody 
exhaustion, insufficient working capital and bad marketing position. The impending war made 
it impractical to sell assets. Treadwell Yukon was merely closing the books on October 21, 
1941 as if the company and Wernecke had never existed.

Wernecke had nurtured the company from Day One in 1921--sometimes inattentive to his 
wife and two children to do so. Emotionally guillotined by the collapse, Wernecke was caught 
in circumstances beyond his control. He was about to close a 20-year career that had 
produced a wealth of invaluable, detailed knowledge and experience toward understanding 
Yukon geology. He had gained a reputation as one of the finest and most highly-respected 
mining engineers who contributed vastly to specifically understanding the geology of the 
Mayo mining district. 

His pioneer air-supported prospecting junkets gleaned more knowledge about the geology 
and physical geography of the area. He sent his prospecting crews into what were later 
named the Wernecke Mountains where he truly believed valuable deposits were hidden in 
abundance. For a physically healthy and intellectually brilliant man it should be a time to 
accomplish. Perhaps another position equally as rewarding awaited him, but it was doubtful. 
A venture like Treadwell Yukon only presents itself once in a lifetime.

The 58-year-old boss was ready to go. Evidently, he and Gropstis had come to a mutual 
decision to depart for Seattle, regardless that October coastal weather was as unpredictable 
as Wernecke’s disposition and the sky resembled the inside of a white enamel bucket. 
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The beautiful, sleek, high-wing monoplane lifted 
gracefully and noisily, climbing out over the corner of the 
British Columbia-Alaska hinterland. For nearly two hours 
the deafening hum of the plane’s Pratt & Whitney pulled 
them along the coastline, dotted with its broken chain of 
treed and rocky islands. They danced around scattered 
clouds and under the scud. Roughly 260 miles into their 
flight, the marginal weather turned dirty as it is likely to 
do in the fall around Milbanke Sound that lies to the east 
of and in between the Queen Charlottes and Vancouver 
Island.

Probably due to overcast Gropstis lowered altitude. In 
the frigid water below, he and his passenger spotted an 
upside-down Waco with two clinging victims. The Bellanca buzzed the half-frozen, 
waterlogged men. They waved gratitude for the sighting.

The pickup would have been a cinch except when Gropstis pulled the Bellanca into a climb to 
go around to make a final approach for landing nose to the wind, he did not see the fog-
shrouded fir. The Bellanca splintered into pieces.

Two days later Search and Rescue (SAR) personnel located the bodies of Charles Gropstis 
and Livingston Wernecke, who were said to have been killed instantly. SAR rescued the two 
Waco survivors in Clam Passage behind the little Salal Island that nudges close to a larger 
piece of land, later named Lady Douglas Island. Gerald Bodding of Seattle, Washington, and 
Harry Sherman of Dayton, Oregon, whose lives were spared with use of the emergency 
rations and survival gear aboard the Bellanca, were horrified to witness the devastating 
crash.

It is supreme irony that on October 21, 1941, the exact date that the Treadwell Yukon 
Corporation simply closed its books on an illustrious 20-year life span, was the fateful day the 
company’s nurturer and last bastion died, too. 

His obituary was published in the Seattle Post-Intelligencier on October 28, 1941:

Funeral services for Livingston Wernecke, prominent mining engineer and geologist 
who was killed last week in an airplane crash in British Columbia, will probably be held 
in Seattle late this week, friends and relatives here learned yesterday. 

Mr. Wernecke, who had made his home in Berkeley, California, for the past five years, 
was well known in Seattle as a former resident and graduate of the University of 
Washington.

He was born in Livingston, Montana, in 1883, and attended Central High School here. 
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At the University of Washington, where he studied mining engineering, he was a student 
assistant of Dean Milnor Roberts from 1904-06 and a member of Sigma Xi, scientific 
honorary society; Tau Beta Pi, engineering honorary society, and Kappa Sigma 
fraternity.

Dean Roberts, discussing his career yesterday, said that Mr. Wernecke was the most 
prominent University graduate in the field of mining engineering. He was the first man to 
use airplanes in the North for his professional work and the first to introduce tractors 
there for use over the snow.

Following his graduation in 1906 he was a claim surveyor in Nome, Alaska, a 
construction engineer with the Nevada Consolidated Copper Company and later 
division engineer with the Copper River and Northwestern Railroad in Alaska.

From 1912-1914 he worked with Dean Roberts in Alaska and in 1915 became geologist 
with the Alaska Treadwell Mine at Juneau. When that mine was flooded, Mr. Wernecke 
was the last man to come out.

After the war (WWI), Mr. Wernecke was superintendent and later manager of the 
Treadwell Yukon Company Limited at Wernecke in the Yukon Territory, and (consulting) 
geologist of the Alaska Treadwell Gold Mining Company.

He was a member of the American Institute of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers and 
of the Alaska Engineering Society.

Surviving are the widow, Mrs. Mabel Rushton Wernecke, and a daughter, Claire 
Wernecke of Berkeley; a son, Theodore Wernecke of Portland and a brother Chauncey 
(sic) Wernecke of Seattle.

A second obituary appeared in Mining and Metallurgy, December, 1941, page 612:

Livingston Wernecke, vice-president and general manager of the Treadwell Yukon 
Corp., died in October when his private plane, on a return trip from Mayo, crashed 
into Milbanks Sound off the coast of British Columbia. Mr. Wernecke was a well-
known mining engineer and geologist of the Pacific Coast and one of the great 
industrialists of the Yukon Territory. 

He was born in Livingston, Montana, in 1883, and 23 years later graduated from 
the University of Washington with a B.Sc. in mining engineering. Milnor Roberts 
considered him one of the University’s most noted and accomplished graduates.

Immediately after leaving college he went to Nome, Alaska, on surveying work. 
Soon after he returned south as draftsman and constructing engineer for Nevada 
Consolidated at McGill. In 1908, however, he returned to Alaska for four years’ 
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work with the Copper River & Northwestern Railway, with headquarters at 
Cordova. In 1912 he did a little work examining gold prospects in the Black Hills at 
South Dakota, then returned north to Juneau, where he was associated with the 
Alaska Gastineau Mining Co until the mine was flooded.

After the war he became general superintendent and later manager of the 
Treadwell Yukon Co. His headquarters had recently been in the Crocker Building, 
San Francisco. 

Mr. Wernecke joined the Institute (American Institute of Mining and Metallurgy) in 
1914.

Additionally, he was a member of the  Canadian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy and the 
Commonwealth Club of California. 

Shortly after his death, Mabel Wernecke established a scholarship in memory of her husband 
(B.Sc. Honours 1906) at the University of Washington. The Livingston Wernecke Fellowship, 
a gift divided between geology and mining engineering, is the University of Washington’s 
oldest fellowship and is awarded to a meritorious student doing research in economic aspects 
of the earth sciences in the broadest sense.

Following the death of her husband, Mrs. Wernecke sat as a director on Treadwell Yukon’s 
board until the corporation wound down and closed out. Mabel Rushton Wernecke died 
July 22, 1967 in Alameda, California at age 85; daughter Claire Elizabeth Wernecke Hazen 
died in 1979 at Boulder, Colorado, at about 65 years old; son Theodore Rushton Wernecke 
died March 17, 1996, at age 84. 

-------

During its heyday, Treadwell Yukon shipped lead concentrates and silver said to be worth 
about $21 million. The company’s withdrawal forever from the Yukon mining scene was 
owing to director apathy; diversification of working capital; the onset of war; low silver and 
lead prices; exhaustion of easily-accessible ore; and Wernecke’s death.

After Wernecke’s funeral, Treadwell Yukon Corporation was dismantled. The Errington at 
Sudbury, Ontario and other satellite properties were sold; the last Elsa concentrates were 
marketed; camps were stripped except for the mill and tramline; other gear was sold for Alcan 
(Alaska-Canada) Highway construction, a wartime project; and leftovers were stored in a 
Vancouver warehouse.

Until the end, Wernecke had kept prospecting teams diligently exploring in the north-central 
Yukon for the mineral wealth he knew existed in the rugged, stark-gray mountains with a 
trademark of incredible spires, towers and crowns. His name graces these mountains, a 
centerpiece in the Bonnet Plume River and Wind River drainages, located roughly 80 miles 
northeast of Mayo.
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The Geographical Names Board was petitioned to posthumously honour Livingston 
Wernecke by officially attaching his name to the geographical feature where he had focused 
much attention hunting for mineral wealth. Today, the Wernecke Mountains are reputed as 
good terrain for hosting tungsten, the marketable war-time metal Wernecke sought so 
vigorously.

The Wernecke Mountains, a namesake of Livingston Wernecke, are a centerpiece to the 
Wind and Bonnet Plume river drainages, located roughly 80 miles northeast of Mayo, Yukon. 
(Album Werneckes Summer 2006, OutdoorWebshots.com)
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A plaque attached to a cairn near the Elsa school reads: This monument is dedicated to 
Livingstone Wernecke (1883-1941), geologist, manager and director of Treadwell Yukon 
Corp. Ltd. The man whose keen geological insight and outstanding leadership lead to the 
first large scale development of the Lucky Queen, Sadie Ladue, Silver King, Elsa and Hector 
Calumet mines. Erected by The Klondike ’73 Committee and The Residents of Elsa, June 17, 
1973. (Jane Gaffin Photo)

Livingston Wernecke and the Guggenheims were inducted into the Yukon Prospectors’ 
Association’s Honour Roll in 1988. Their names are inscribed on a brass plate attached to the 
Hall of Fame art piece on display in the foyer of the Yukon government administration 
building. Their names also are engraved in the base of the bronze prospector statue that 
watches over downtown Whitehorse from Main Street and Third Avenue.

* * * * *

See related articles: Keno Chronicles, 23-part series www.north-land.com/ypa/Keno.html 
(#22 Fed Created an Endless Permitting Boondoogle (history of ASARCO and Grupo Mexico 
takeover); Edmond (Edmund) Bean Led First Prospecting Party Over Chilkoot Pass;
Jimmy Kane Wrangled for Jack Dalton and Jack Dalton: The Invincible Alaska Folk Hero 
www.diarmani.com; Colonel John Howard Conrad: Conrad City Never Fulfilled His 
Expectations; The Fabulous T.C. Richards; Clem Sinyard: Discoverer of the Hector Treasure; 
Charlie Brefalt: Discoverer of the Elsa Jewel; Alec Berry: Conwest Exploration’s Super 
Sleuth;  George Black: His Legacy Was Strong Mining Law; and Hugh Bostock: The Revered 
Grandfather of Yukon Geology.
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* * * * *

(Information for this article has relied on: Cashing In by Jane Gaffin, Word Pro, 1982; The 
History of Keno Hill Mining District, manuscript by Dr. Aaro Aho, circa 1974; Hills of Silver: 
The Yukon’s Mighty Keno Hill Mine by Dr. Aaro Aho, Harbour Publishing, 2006; Pack 
Horse Tracks: Recollections of a Geologist’s Life in British Columbia and the Yukon 
1924-1954 by Dr. Hugh Bostock, Geological Survey of Canada, 1979; Great Mining Camps of 
Canada: The History and Geology of the Keno Hill Silver Camp, Yukon Territory by R.J. (Bob) 
Cathro, Geoscience Canada, Vol. 33, Number 3, September, 2006; History of Montana, 
1739-1885, by Michael Leeson, published by Warner Beers & Company, 1885, digital 
collections by the University of Montana Libraries, Missoula, 1,367 pages online.

Further references were: Alaska Mining Hall of Fame and National Mining Hall of Fame and 
Museum, Leadville, Colorado; Treadwell Gold Mine online, University of Washington, 
Department of Materials Science and Engineering online; Oregon Department of 
Environmental Quality online; The New York Botanical Garden, LuEsther T. Mertz Library, 
R.S. Williams collection, Bronx; Michele Gottwald, executive director, American Institute of 
Mining, Metallurgical, and Petroleum Engineers (AIME), Headquarters, Littleton, Colorado; 
Christine Taft, researcher, Linda Hill Library, Kansas City, Missouri; University of Washington 
Libraries, Milnor O. Roberts Papers, Special Collections Divisions, Seattle; Ancestry.com 
online and CousinConnect.com online.

Other references were: David Sumigala, Alaska State Geologist, Fairbanks; Through the 
Yukon and Alaska by T.A. Rickard, 1909, Mining and Scientific Press, San Francisco; The 
Romance of Mining by T.A. Rickard, 1945, MacMillan Co.; A History of American Mining 
by T.A. Rickard, 1932, McGraw-Hill Book Company; Whiskey Peddler; Johnny Healy, 
North Frontier Trader by William R. Hunt, 1993, Montana Press Publishing Co., Missoula; 
Bob Cameron, aviation historian, personal communication, 2007; Washington State Library, 
Secretary of State office; University of Minnesota, Robert Statham Williams files, 
Minneapolis; Dictionary of Alaska Place Names, USGS, 1st publication, 1967; Irene 
Anderson, Land Manager, Bering Strait Native Corporation, Nome, Alaska; Alaska State 
Library Historical Collections, Wickersham Diary, online; Autobiography of John Hays 
Hammond, 1935, Farrar and Reinhart; The White Pass: Gateway to the Klondike by Roy 
Minter, 1987, McClelland and Stewart; National Geographical Society’s Alaskan Expedition of 
1909, co-authors Ralph S. Tarr, Cornell University, and Lawrence Martin, University of 
Wisconsin, National Geographical Magazine, January 1910; 1894-99, excerpts, Bunker Hill 
and Sullivan Mining Company Records, University of Idaho, Moscow; Metals and Men: The 
Story of Canadian Mining (Chapter North of Sixty) by D.M. LeBourdais, McClelland & 
Stewart Limited, 1957.

*******

Jane Gaffin, author of Cashing In: A History of Yukon Hardrock Mining, 1898-1977, is a 
Whitehorse-based freelance writer specializing in mining-related subjects. She can be 
contacted at janegaffin@canada.com.
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